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Introduction

Imagine that you happen to find yourself engaged in a conversation about
women’s suffrage. To your great surprise, your interlocutor thinks that the
right of women to vote in elections is actually a bad idea. After a heated
discussion it turns out that, to your horror, he holds the firm belief that men
and women are not equal and should not have the same rights. What would
your reaction be? You probably are disgusted with his position, and surely
think that he is mistaken. Would that feeling change if you found out that
he also thinks that you are making a mistake? Would you think that both
positions are correct? Probably not. Most people think that in cases such as
the one above, there is only one true answer.

Let us, for now, use the term “objectivity” to denote this property of moral
judgements: that there is at most one correct position and that conflicting
judgments are mistaken. The most straightforward way to explain objectivity
is to hold that there is a moral reality. According to this explanation, moral
judgements are objectively true if and only if they correspond to moral reality.
This is an attractive explanation, because it is analogous to our explanation
of the objectivity of (some) non-moral judgements. The objective truth of
claims such as “the earth is spherical” and “the main cause of global warming
is human expansion of the greenhouse effect” is explained by environmental
and geographical facts.

So the initial idea is that just as geographical objectivity is explained by
geographical reality, moral objectivity is explained by moral reality. The meta-
physical commitments that come with such a proposal are, however, taken to
be deeply problematic. J.L. Mackie, for example, famously argues that moral
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entities or properties would be “of a very strange sort, utterly different from
anything else in the universe” (Mackie, 1977, p. 38). How could it be the case,
this line of reasoning goes, that the mere fact that an action has a particular
property gives us overriding reasons to act?1

To make matter worse, even if we set aside our metaphysical qualms and
allow moral entities and properties into our ontology, it is not obvious that
moral reality can explain moral objectivity. One additional problem is the
problem of semantic access. Many moral realists are so-called nonnaturalists.
They hold that moral entities or properties exist, but maintain that they are
causally inert and response-independent. Given this, the problem is how to
account for the connection between our moral words and moral properties:
how do our moral words manage to latch onto moral properties?2

The problem of semantic access has been neglected for a long time, but
is now starting to be taken seriously by metaethicists such as Matti Eklund
(2017), David Enoch (2011b) and Ralph Wedgwood (2007).3 The solution
that these philosophers propose is to adopt a specific theory in metasemantics:
conceptual role semantics (CRS). Metasemantics is the discipline which tells
us in virtue of what expressions get their meaning, and CRS is the position
that expressions get their meaning in virtue of the conceptual role that the
expressions play. In the different papers in this dissertation I will explain what
CRS exactly is, but for now I take this brief sketch to suffice.

So there are at least two problems for the realist explanation of moral
objectivty: a metaphysical problem and the problem of semantic access. In
this dissertation I want to investigate whether we can avoid these problems if
we don’t understand moral objectivity as correspondence with reality. I take
as a starting point the solution to the problem of semantic access that many

1 Mackie uses different terms to express his worry and it is an open question what the
best interpretation of this so-called ‘queerness argument’ is (see Olson).

2 For a more detailed discussion of this problem, see Enoch (2011b, pp. 177-184).
3 That the problem has been neglected for a long time is surprising, especially given the

obvious similarity to Plato’s problem for accounting for the alleged fact that our words seem
to be about the Platonic Forms (Parmenides).
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realists have adopted: that is, the adoption of CRS. The dissertation consists
of six self-standing papers, which each discuss aspects of the different ways in
which the adoption of CRS changes the metaethical landscape. Each individual
paper makes a contribution to this project. One of the conclusions that I will
draw is that if we adopt CRS, we can give a different, antirealist explanation
for moral objectivity: we can have moral objectivity without moral reality.

0.1 Overview of the Chapters

Chapter 1

As stated above, the main question that I try to answer in this dissertation is
whether we can have moral objectivity without moral reality. This question,
however, presupposes a clear distinction between moral realism and moral an-
tirealism. The main problem regarding this distinction is what James Dreier
has called the problem of creeping minimalism. Many antirealists have adopted
minimalism about truth, representation and even existence. That is, they hold
that a sentence such as “lying is wrong” is true, that it represents lying as wrong
and that wrongness, ipso facto, exists. The problem of creeping minimalism is
that if antirealists make these realist-sounding claims, it becomes difficult to
see what exactly the difference is between realists and antirealists.

James Dreier is also responsible for the best-known solution to the creep-
ing minimalism problem. Unfortunately, however, this solution fails if we con-
sider some versions of CRS. More specifically, it wrongly identifies Wedgwood’s
moral realist inferentialism as a version of antirealism. I argue that this is a
structural problem. To remedy this problem I present what I take to be a
more promising explanation of the distinction between realism and antireal-
ism. I will argue that the correct distinction is made on the basis of what
explains the truth-value of a moral judgement.
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Chapter 2

There is a worrying argument that is brought forward against robust realists
who adopt a conceptual role semantics for moral terms. The problem is that,
arguably, metaethical realists can no longer explain how moral expressions can
refer to robust properties when they adopt CRS. The reason for this is that
reference to robust properties is typically determined through so-called wide
conceptual roles that require the referent to have causal powers. This is a
problem for nonnaturalists as they typically maintain that moral properties
are causally inert. However, it is also a problem for naturalists, as a variant
of the Moral Twin Earth Argument can be used to show that many recent
versions of naturalism conflict with intuitions on moral disagreement.

If the conclusion of this argument holds, then this would trivially show
that antirealists are not in a worse position to satisfy objectivity if CRS is
correct. For if CRS is incompatible with realism, then realism cannot satisfy
objectivity if CRS is the correct metasemantic theory. However, this conclusion
is mistaken. I show this by discussing one of the prominent versions of this
argument (Sinclair, 2017). I show that this argument fails. The reason for this
is that the argument implicitly assumes that all wide roles are causal roles.
I take this assumption to be mistaken. In this paper I propose a non-causal
wide conceptual role semantics for moral terms which is inspired by Michael
Huemer’s work on ethical intuitionism.

Chapter 3

Given the conclusion of chapter 2, one might think it is a good idea for propo-
nents of CRS to adopt the non-causal wide conceptual role semantics for moral
terms. However, this argument only shows that CRS is compatible with moral
realism. It does not solve the usual metaphysical and epistemic problems that
do not rely on the adoption of CRS.

To take away much of the force of these challenges to realism, David Enoch
has recently presented an indispensability argument which purports to show
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that we are justified in believing that there are robust normative entities. This
argument builds on indispensability arguments in the philosophy of mathemat-
ics, but also differs in important ways from these arguments. In this paper I
argue that Enoch’s indispensability argument fails in its own terms.

Chapter 4

In the first half of the dissertation, I provide a detailed explanation of the dis-
tinction between moral realism and moral antirealism and argue that although
moral realism is compatible with CRS, it is not clear that we are justified in
believing that there are moral properties and entities. In the second half of
the dissertation I focus on versions of moral antirealism.

Antirealist CRS (also inferentialism) is often combined with a minimalist
attitude towards semantic terms such as truth and reference, i.e., many infer-
entialists hold that when we use these semantic terms we do not purport to
refer to substantive properties. And it is easy to see how this combination
makes CRS attractive for philosophers who see themselves as antirealists. Al-
though the attractions of combining antirealist CRS and minimalism are easy
to see, minimalism is also a controversial position. For one, minimalists main-
tain that truth is an insubstantive property, but it is not altogether clear what
an insubstantive property is. Secondly, as minimalists maintain that truth
does not play an explanatory role, it is incompatible with the position that
truth should explain the normativity of truth talk. Given that minimalism
faces these objections, it would be preferable if the success of antirealist CRS
would not depend on the minimalist’s ability to respond successfully to these
objections.

For this reason I will argue in this paper that someone who is attracted
to CRS because of its ability to accommodate antirealist intuitions (in the
moral domain for example) is not committed to minimalism about truth. More
specifically, I show that CRS combined with a very plausible view on truth
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conditions is compatible with a version of truth pluralism. I call this position
Inferentialist Truth Pluralism.

Chapter 5

In the previous paper I presented Inferentialist Truth Pluralism and showed
that it is a position that accords well with many antirealist motivations. The
relevant question that remains is whether it can help us in securing objectivity.
In this paper I assess that question.

I approach this question by first looking at Tim Scanlon and Derek Parfit,
two metaethicists who regard themselves as realists but who maintain that
realism in the moral domain does not have the metaphysical implications that
many find hard to accept in other realist views. I argue that Scanlon and Parfit
can plausibly be interpreted as truth pluralists.

Given this interpretation of their view, I investigate whether it can satisfy
objectivity. My conclusion is negative. I argue that Parfit’s and Scanlon’s
non-metaphysical moral realism fails to be more realistic than contemporary
versions of antirealism.

Chapter 6

So far, I have presented two versions of CRS, and have argued that they are
problematic for different reasons. The problem with realist inferentialism is
that it is not clear why we would consider ourselves justified in believing that
there are normative entities. Inferentialist Truth Pluralism does not have this
problem, as it is a version of moral antirealism, but it fails to satisfy objectivity
in the sense defined above.

In this final paper I present a version of antirealist CRS that has better
chances of satisfying objectivity. I argue that antirealists satisfy objectivity
for those moral judgements whose truth is entailed by the normative role that
our moral terms play. This requires a wider normative role than is usually
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supposed, but I argue that moral realists need this condition as well if they
want to secure objectivity.





1 | Creeping Minimalism and the Challenge from

Conceptual Role Semantics

1.1 Introduction

In what James Dreier called the “Good Old Days” (2004, p. 23), the distinction
between moral realists and antirealists was clear cut: moral realists believed
that there are moral entities or properties, that some moral judgements are true
and that moral judgements represent reality, while antirealists denied all this.
In the last few decades, however, many antirealists have adopted minimalism
about truth, representation and even existence. That is, they also hold that
a sentence such as ‘lying is wrong’ is true, that it represents lying as wrong
and that wrongness, ipso facto, exists. The problem of creeping minimalism is
that if antirealists make these realist-sounding claims, it becomes difficult to
see what exactly the difference is between realists and antirealists.

In this paper I present a solution to the creeping minimalism problem. I
first show what is wrong with current proposals presented in the literature,
such as the ones offered by James Dreier (2004; 2018), Matthew Chrisman
(2008) and Matthew Simpson (2018). My account combines several features
of the accounts offered by these authors, but departs in one respect from all of
them. Following Dreier, I hold that the correct explanation of the distinction
between metaethical theories is explanationist, i.e. that explanatory role is
key in explaining the distinction. Following Simpson and contrary to Dreier, I
think that the fundamental distinction is not between realists and antirealists
but between representationalists and expressivists. Finally, I depart from all of
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these accounts in the sense that I do not think that we should distinguish po-
sitions based on what it is to make a moral judgement. The correct distinction
is made on the basis of what explains the truth-value of a moral judgement.

1.2 Error Theory, False Beliefs and Non-existent Ob-

jects

As already indicated in the introduction, Dreier is concerned with a distinction
between realists and antirealists. He draws upon Gibbard (2009) and Fine
(2001) when he maintains that “a realist says that the best explanation [of
what it is to make a normative judgement] must be in terms of [. . . ] normative
properties” (2004, p. 37). In contrast, expressivists (a subgroup of antirealists)
do not appeal to facts or properties when explaining moral judgements. Dreier
writes:

The point, I think, is that expressivists are distinguished by their
claim that there is nothing to making a normative judgment over
and above being in a state that plays a certain “non-cognitive” psy-
chological role, a role more like desire than it is like factual belief.
In particular, to explain what it is to make a moral judgment, we
need not mention any normative properties. (2004, p. 39)

Let us identify two important aspects of Dreier’s “explanation” explanation. It
is a distinction between realists and antirealists which is based on (a) explana-
tory roles (explanationism) of (b) what it is to make a moral judgement (the
content criterion).

The first challenge to Dreier’s account I would like to discuss was originally
presented by Matthew Chrisman (2008). He notes that we can meaningfully
talk about states of affairs that do not obtain. Consider for example the
following two sentences:

(1) The moon is made out of cheese.
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(2) Krypton is made of kryptonite.

Both sentences are meaningful, but false.1 Let us see why this is a problem
for the “explanation” explanation. In Dreier’s original paper it is not always
clear which type of normative entity does the explanatory work. Do normative
facts or normative properties explain what it is to make a normative judge-
ment? One of the problems that Chrisman has identified with a fact-based
explanation is that a realist about the moon cannot explain the meaning of (1)
(“the moon is made out of cheese”) by appealing to the fact that the moon is
made out of cheese. This is not an option for the simple reason that there is
no such fact.

A properties-based “explanation” explanation seems more promising. A
realist could explain the meaning of (1) by appealing to the concepts that
constitute the proposition that is expressed by (1); perhaps we could explain
the meaning of (1) by appealing to the properties that these concepts refer to.
That is, perhaps we can explain what it is to utter (1) by appealing to the
moon and the property of being made of cheese. However, Chrisman argues
that this explanation might work for a sentence such as (1), but not for a
sentence such as (2) (“Krypton is made of kryptonite”). The reason, again, is
simple. Neither Krypton not the property of being made of kryptonite exists,
so there is no entity and no property that can explain what it is to judge that
(2).2

So it seems that Dreier’s original proposal cannot provide a satisfactory
explanation of the distinction between expressivists and realists. In the liter-
ature we can find two interesting alternatives for Dreier’s explanation of the

1 (1) is definitely false. (2) might be seen as true within a specific fictional discourse or
might be taken to be equivalent to “If Krypton exists, it is made of kryptonite”. However,
this does not undermine Chrisman’s worry.

2 One might try to get around this issue by claiming that being made of kryptonite is
an uninstantiated property and that there is a possible world where Krypton exists. This
would not change the fact that Dreier’s account misclassifies the views that deny this. See
also Simpson (2018), p. 516.
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distinction. The first suggestion is put forward by Chrisman himself. Chris-
man builds his account upon a version of inferentialism, according to which
the meaning of expressions is explained by “their role in the socially-embodied
inferential practice of making statements and giving and asking for reasons for
these statements” (2008, pp. 349-50). On this account, the meaning of an ex-
pression is determined by (a) the inferences that are licensed by the expression
and (b) the circumstances that license uttering the expression.

Simplifying a little, Chrisman thinks that there are (at least) two species
of inference: theoretical inferences and practical inferences. The premises of a
theoretical inference are theoretical reasons, or evidence, for the conclusion of
the inference. The upshot of good theoretical reasoning is theoretical knowledge
about the world. The premises of practical inferences provide practical support
for the conclusion. If one correctly engages in practical reasoning, the conclu-
sion “can constitute practical knowledge about how to interact with the world
as we know it to be” (2008, p. 351). This allows Chrisman to say that realists
think that moral judgements express theoretical commitments, just like un-
controversially descriptive statements: in other words, realists think that true
moral judgements give us knowledge about the world. Expressivists, on the
other hand, deny this and maintain that moral judgements express practical
commitments: they hold that true moral judgements tell us how to interact
with the world as we know it to be. For Chrisman this amounts to the follow-
ing: moral realists think that the content of moral judgements is explained by
theoretical inferences and moral expressivists think that the content of moral
judgements is explained by practical inferences.

This seems to be an intuitive way to draw the distinction. However, as
Christine Tiefensee has argued, the proposal has a fundamental flaw:

The whole crux of the problem of creeping minimalism is, after
all, that expressivists no longer have reason to oppose theses about
the existence of moral truths and facts. On the minimalist read-
ing, stating that it is true that p boils down to asserting that p,
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which, as inferentialists tell us, amounts to acknowledging one’s
commitment to “p”. And since such commitments are to be read
along the lines of inferential entitlements and obligations, nothing
in this account runs contrary to inferentialist expressivism. (2016,
p. 2443)

Dreier’s motivation for proposing a new way to articulate the distinction
between realists and expressivists comes from the fact that expressivists can
mimic most of the realist’s vocabulary. But it seems that expressivists could
just as easily adopt a minimalist reading of theoretical inferences. And if they
do, the distinction that Chrisman offers evaporates. So Chrisman’s suggestion
does not work.

Another suggestion has been offered by Matthew Simpson (2018). He
agrees with Tiefensee that Chrisman’s proposal fails, but argues that we do not
have to abandon an explanationist reading of the distinction: that is, he thinks
that we can rescue Dreier’s idea that we can make a distinction in terms of
explanatory roles. The first change he proposes is to recast the discussion from
realists versus expressivists to representationalists versus expressivists. Rep-
resentationalists explain moral expressions in terms of representations, while
expressivists do not. Here is Simpson arguing for this distinction:

While realists typically accept representationalism, so do many
non-realists. For example, error theorists are not realists, in the
sense that they think there are no ethical truths or facts. But they
typically are representationalists: they think ethical thoughts are
best explained as representational beliefs. Therefore, distinguish-
ing expressivism from realism is not the right route: error theory
differs from expressivism in exactly the same relevant respect as
realism does, over whether ethical thought is belief-like and repre-
sentational. (2018, p. 515)
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To be clear, Simpson does not claim that representationalists think that
moral judgements represent reality and that expressivists do not. This sug-
gestion would obviously not work, as expressivists need not deny that moral
judgements represent reality. We already saw that minimalism gives expres-
sivists the tools to make these claims. Instead, Simpson’s suggestion is similar
in spirit to Dreier’s “explanation” explanation. He claims that representation-
alists explain moral judgements in terms of representations while expressivists
explain moral judgement in some other way (for example in terms of plan-
states).3

1.3 Narrow Conceptual Role Semantics for Realists

Unfortunately, I don’t think Simpson’s proposal succeeds either. I agree with
Simpson that error theory differs from expressivism in the same way as realism
does and that this makes it appropriate to focus on the representationalism-
expressivism distinction. So this certainly seems to be an improvement over
Dreier’s original suggestion. Moreover, Simpson’s solution is not vulnerable
to Chrisman’s objection concerning non-existing objects. However, Simpson’s
proposal, just like Dreier’s, misclassifies moral realists who defend a narrow
conceptual role semantics (CRS).

Conceptual role semanticists think that the meaning of expressions is de-
termined by the conceptual role the expression plays. This conceptual role
can, but need not, involve the (extra-mental) properties and entities that are
in dispute. So the conceptual role of a moral term such as “good” can, but need
not, involve moral properties such as goodness. A version of CRS which only
mentions mental states is usually called narrow. According to wide conceptual
role semantics, on the other hand, properties and entities can, and for some

3 My presentation of the account defended in Simpson (2018) is slightly simplified. Simp-
son suggests to “understand the expressivist’s ban on explanatory roles for representation
and belief as including anything which might plausibly serve as a reduction base for those
things”. As this does not matter for my argument, I ignore this complication in this paper.
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expressions do, figure in the conceptual rules that make up the meaning of
expressions.

Ralph Wedgwood is a moral realist who defends a narrow version of con-
ceptual role semantics. He proposes the following conceptual role for the ex-
pression “I ought to do x at time t”:

(A) Acceptance of “I ought to do x at time t” commits one to in-
tending to do x at time t.4

So for Wedgwood, the meaning of moral expressions is given by conceptual
roles that do not mention normative properties, entities or representations.
However, this does not make Wedgwood an expressivist (2001, p. 18). He
combines the internalist account of meaning with the idea that the correctness
of moral judgements depends on the external world (2001, p. 19, 2007, pp.
101-2, 2017, p. v). According to Wedgwood, the conceptual role also helps us
find out what the semantic value of an expression is. The semantic value of an
expression is that object that makes the conceptual role correctness-preserving
(2001, pp. 18-9). For an expression governed by (A), this means that the
semantic value is such that if accepting that I ought to do x is correct, then
forming the intention to do x is also correct. In other words, “I ought to do x”
singles out that which it would be correct to intend.5

So although Wedgwood spells out the meaning of moral expressions in
terms of relations between mental states, his account is a version of realism.
And this is a problem for both Simpson’s and Dreier’s account. Moral facts,
properties, entities or representations do not figure in the explanation of what

4 Wedgwood (2001, p. 15) officially spells out this rule in terms of ‘preferences’. However,
he goes on to explain preferences in terms of intentions. This is reflected in the rule I ascribe
to Wedgwood.

5Many people have raised concerns for Wedgwood’s account. Laura and François
Schroeter (2003) were one of the first to identify crucial problems with both the basic rule
of rationality that Wedgwood associates with the term ‘ought’ and the account of reference
determination that he provides. However, even if some of the objections turn out to be
successful, it still remains the case that it is a version of realism.
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it takes to be a moral judgment. What makes this even more problematic is
that Wedgwood’s account of meaning could be given by expressivists as well.
This implies that no explanation which has as explanandum what it takes
to be a moral judgement (or the content of moral judgements) can distinguish
between realists and antirealists. This seems to be a fatal blow for what I called
the content criterion: the idea that an explanation of the distinction between
representationalist and expressivist (or realists and expressivists) should be
stated in terms of what it is to make a moral judgement.

One could deny that Wedgwood’s account is really a version of realism or
maintain that it is incoherent in some sense, but I don’t think either of these
approaches is particularly fruitful. Dreier himself recognizes this, and admits
that a Wedgwood-style version of conceptual role semantics poses a problem
for his view. But he does not offer a solution for this problem (2018).6

1.4 A Better Version of Explanationism

Having described two problems for Dreier’s “explanation” explanation, I will
in the current section present an account that avoids these problems. In doing
so, I try to retain much of Dreier’s account. However, the first question we
should ask is whether we are talking about the distinction between expres-
sivists and realists or between expressivists and representationalists. Reacting

6 In private conversation it has been suggested to me that Dreier needn’t worry about
Wedgwood’s account, because Wedgwood holds that it is essential to concepts that they play
a representational role (see for example (2007, p. 81)). And the criticism continues, this
is something that the expressivist has to deny. I think this response misses the mark for
two reasons. Firstly, even if this response succeeds for Wedgwood’s account, we can imagine
an alternative theory of concepts for which this condition does not hold: not every account
of concepts is realist. Secondly, as we have already seen several times, we can interpret
“representational” in a deflationist way. Wedgwood elucidates his understanding of playing a
representational role as follows: “the nature of a concept consists purely in the contribution
that it makes to the nature of the thoughts in which it appears; and such thoughts are
nothing more than ways of representing some possible state of affairs” (Wedgwood, 2007,
p. 81). And the deflationist need not deny that concepts represent some possible state of
affairs, the fact that they do so is one of the reasons that gave rise to the initial problem of
creeping minimalism.
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to Chrisman’s problem of non-existing objects, Simpson proposes to recast
the debate from realism versus expressivism to representationalism versus ex-
pressivism. Dreier has responded by noting that although Simpson’s is an
interesting distinction, he is just not interested in that distinction (2018, p.
535). Dreier insists that he is interested in the distinction between realists
and expressivists, and if error theorists end up in the same category as expres-
sivists, then that is not really problematic. However, this does not seem to
be an adequate reply. Error theorists and realists share an outlook on what it
takes for a moral judgement to be true, and an explanation of the distinction
between metaethical theories should account for this fact.

What I take to be a valuable lesson from Dreier’s original paper is that the
correct account of the distinction between metaethical positions is a version
of explanationism, i.e., explanatory roles should figure in the explanation of
the relevant distinction. I also think that Simpson’s suggestion to distinguish
between representationalism and expressivism, instead of realism and expres-
sivism, is a fruitful one. The main point where I diverge from both accounts,
however, is that I do not think that we should look at what it takes to form or
believe a moral judgement. What a metasemantic theory such as Wedgwood’s
narrow conceptual role semantics teaches us is that realists and expressivists
can give exactly the same story about the meaning or content of moral judge-
ments: realists and expressivists might in fact agree on the specification of the
content of someone’s mental states (or utterance). Moreover, given minimalism
we also cannot rely on the fact that representationalists do and expressivists
do not take moral judgements to purport to refer to normative entities or
properties.

To see what a more fruitful explanation of this distinction is, we only have to
look at what Wedgwood himself thinks distinguishes his position from expres-
sivism. In Wedgwood’s account, the normative property “correctness” plays
an important role. However, as we saw above and he himself recognizes, “[the
normative property] is not used in specifying the contents of anyone’s mental
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states or utterances” (Wedgwood, 2007, p. 102). In his account, “correctness”
only plays a role in the metalanguage. As we saw in the previous section, in
the metalanguage the statement of his position is the following: accepting that
I ought to do x is correct only if forming the intention to do x is also correct.

This means that for Wedgwood, normative reality (whether the mental
state of intending to do x at time t has the property “correctness”) explains
whether the normative judgement is true or not (2001, pp. 5-6). So this leads
us to say that what distinguishes an expressivist version of narrow conceptual
role semantics and a representationalist version of conceptual role semantics is
what it is that explains whether a judgement is true or false. We can generalize
this idea and say that moral realists (and other representationalists) hold that
it is moral reality that explains whether a judgement is true or not, while moral
expressivists explain the truth value of a judgement without invoking moral
reality.

In contrast, suppose that we ask a quasi-realist what explains the truth
value of a certain normative judgement. Imagine that Simon Blackburn be-
lieves that we should not kick dogs for fun (Blackburn, 1984, pp. 218-9). Let
us now ask Blackburn what explains the truth value of this judgment. Since
Blackburn is a deflationist about truth, he thinks this is just the question:
“What explains why we should not kick dogs for fun?”. Blackburn thinks it’s
the fact that kicking causes them pain that explains why we should not kick
dogs for fun. And in general, Blackburn thinks the plain descriptive facts of
the world explain why various true normative judgments are true. Moreover, it
seems that other quasi-realists would give a similar answer: ask Allan Gibbard
why Holmes ought to start packing now and he will plausibly say that it is
explained by the fact that Moriarty is coming (Gibbard, 2009). They would
explain the truth of normative judgements by pointing at non-normative parts
of reality.7

7 For a critical discussion of the viability of this move with the regards to grounding, see
Berker (Forthcoming).
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Of course, this does not mean that all metaethicists who argue that the
plain descriptive facts of the world explain why various true normative judg-
ments are true are antirealists. For some metaethical realists are naturalists
who hold that the normative facts just are the plain descriptive facts. How-
ever, these naturalists have to say something about what it is that makes a
descriptive fact a normative fact. I can’t discuss all the different possiblities
here, but a proposal that I take to be plausible to say for the naturalist is
that there is something metaphysically distinctive that is shared by all moral
properties.8 We can then say that moral properties are properties that are
ascribed by moral predicates and that moral properties form a distinct meta-
physical kind.9 One can combine this metaphysical kind view with primitivism
about moral properties, which comes down to the claim that we cannot give
any further information regarding what it is that groups all moral properties
together. But one need not take this position. One could, for example, combine
the metaphysical kind view with the claim that moral properties are such that
properly cognizing the property provides one with specific reasons to act.10

This brings me to my proposal, which is the following explanation of the
distinction between representationalism and expressivism.

Representationalism about domain D: the truth value of judge-
ment J in domain D is explained by D-reality.

8 For a discussion of different proposals, see Eklund (2017, Chapter 5).
9 Some naturalists deny the metaphysical kind view. They think that the normative

facts are descriptive facts, but deny that there is something in reality that sets apart the
normative properties from the other descriptive properties. They typically say that it are
specific features of our language that pick out a group of descriptive properties instead of some
other group. The upshot of my view is that these naturalists are classified as antirealists.
Although not all naturalists will be happy with this classification, I don’t see any problem
with this result. These naturalists might be classified as cognitivists. But if they think that
it is language (instead of reality) that makes it the case that a descriptive property is also
a normative property, I find it very unproblematic to say that these philosophers are not
realists about normativity itself.

10 See for example Huemer (2005).
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Expressivism about domain D: the truth value of judgement J
in domain D is explained without appealing to D-reality.

With “D-reality” I just mean that part of reality that corresponds with
domain D. For example, moral representationalists say that the truth value
of a moral judgement is explained by moral reality. How we should think of
moral reality depends on the kind of representationalist we are talking about.
Naturalists will say that moral reality is a part of nature; nonnaturalist deny
this and error theorists say that moral reality does not exist and that this
explains why all moral judgements are false.

As we can see from the definitions above, this is a potential solution to
the creeping minimalism problem that first distinguishes between representa-
tionalism and expressivism. This is one of the features that I took over from
Simpson. Additionally, it is a version of explanationism: the different ex-
planantia account for the difference between the two positions. Finally, where
this proposal diverges from both Dreier and Simpson is in the explanandum.
What is explained is the truth value of a judgement in a domain, not what it
takes to be a judgement in that domain.

As we saw above, this change solves Dreier’s problem with conceptual role
semantics. Moreover, it also solves Chrisman’s problem. According to Dreier’s
original account, realists think that what it is to think a normative thought
is explained by normative facts and properties. But this has been shown to
be mistaken in cases where the judgements involve non-existent facts or prop-
erties. A representationalist about a specific domain is not an expressivist in
that domain for false judgements. On the contrary, if someone is a represen-
tationalist about a domain, then she thinks that the falsehood of a judgement
in that domain is explained by the lack of facts that make it true. So a realist
about cosmological discourse will want to say that what explains that “the
moon is made out of cheese” is false is that there is no fact that the moon is
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made out of cheese.11 An expressivist will explain the falsehood of the judge-
ment without appealing to cosmological reality. Instead, she will explain the
falsehood by appealing to other parts of reality that she is a realist about. My
proposal captures exactly this feature.

This also means that the scope of the proposal is wider. Realists are repre-
sentationalists, so this distinction explains the difference between realists and
expressivists. Error theorists are also representationalists, so this explana-
tion also accounts for the difference between error theorists and expressivists.
Within this distinction we can make further distinctions: error theorists are
representationalists who think that reality is such that this explains that no
judgement in the relevant domain is true. Realists will say that reality ex-
plains the truth of some judgements, and the falsehood of other judgements.
My proposal, therefore, explains the distinction between representationalists
and expressivists and the distinction between realists and expressivists.

1.5 First Worry: Deflationism about Explanation

In the final part of the paper I discuss two potential worries. The first worry
is a very natural one. The problem of creeping minimalism exists because the
minimalist adopts the following strategy: take that feature that the realist
thinks is important for her view and claim that the expressivist can say the
same thing by using a deflated notion of that feature. Given the availability
of this strategy, it seems that my proposed account of the distinction between
representationalism and expressivism fails. What is even worse, it seems that
any account of the distinction between representationalism and expressivism
has to fail. The challenge, therefore, is to show why the minimalist’s strategy
does not work for my proposed account.

11 Some error theorists argue that a judgement can be neither true nor false if that judge-
ment has false presuppositions. These presuppusionists will say that what explains the lack
of truth value is that there is no fact that makes the presupposition true.
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When we look at my characterization of representationalism, we see that
there are two possible targets for the minimalist’s strategy: explanation and re-
ality. Let us start with the latter notion. We already saw that the expressivist,
for example the moral expressivist, can maintain that moral reality exists. So
the question is, couldn’t she just claim that (deflated) reality explains the truth
value of judgement J in the moral domain? If she could claim this, then my
proposed distinction would fail, because it would wrongly classify this version
of expressivism as representationalism.

However, I don’t think this suggestion is really worrisome. By its very
nature, if something is deflated, it cannot play any explanatory role. For
example, one of the defining features of a deflationist account of truth is that
truth does not play an explanatory role. Deflated reality can therefore not
play any explanatory role and an expressivist cannot claim that deflated reality
explains the truth value of a moral judgement.

But perhaps the expressivist can say that deflated reality plays an ex-
planatory role on a deflated conception of “explanation”. This seems to fit the
minimalist strategy perfectly. For as the current proposal is a version of expla-
nationism, explanation is the new defining characteristic. And if this strategy
is really available, it would work against Dreier’s original proposal as well. The
reason for this is that an expressivist could hold that deflated normative prop-
erties or facts explain (again, in a deflated sense) what it is to form a moral
judgement. When confronted with this option, Dreier typically responds by
maintaining that someone cannot be a moral expressivist while claiming the
moral facts do explanatory work. He just does not believe that such a person
wouldn’t be a disguised realist.12

And I agree with Dreier that it is hard to see how this position is tenable.
But the question, of course, is why this is so. As it stands, Dreier’s response
is incomplete. We can give a more substantive response by focusing on what
a deflated notion of “explanation” would entail. Suppose that the expressivist

12 See for example: http://peasoup.typepad.com/peasoup/2006/08/dreier_on_-
drawi.html
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wants to say that the truth value of judgement J in domain D is explained by
reality and that she adopts a deflationist reading of “explanation” to establish
this. From the pattern of other concepts that the expressivist has deflated, we
can infer what a deflationist reading of “explanation” would look like. Let us
start with a very simple, perhaps too simple, reading. The expressivist deflates
“representation”, “true” and “fact” by giving the following characterization:

• X represents reality correctly iff X.

• X is true iff X.

• X is a fact iff X.

In these examples, we can see that the deflationist definition merely leaves
out the controversial aspect of the definiendum. Similarly, we can imagine that
the deflated notion of an explanation of a truth value looks something like the
following:

• X’s truth value is explained by Y iff [(X is true and Y) or (X is false and
not Y)].

Or, equivalently, given deflationism of truth:

• X’s truth value is explained by Y iff (X iff Y)

On this reading, deflated explanations are very cheap. If A and B are both
the case or are both not the case, then A explains B. Moreover, B would also
explain A. So, a deflated notion of explanation would be symmetrical, which
is a problem. And as Sylvain Bromberger has argued in response to Hempel’s
famous theory of explanation, our intuitions tell us that explanations very
often do not have this feature. For example, one can explain the length of the
shadow of a tree in terms of the height of the sun, but we cannot explain the
height of the sun in terms of the length of the shadow (Bromberger, 1966).
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So I take it to be obvious that the proposed deflation of “explanation” is
mistaken. But is there a definition that escapes these problems? I don’t think
so. For as soon as we start adding components to the definition, it stops being
deflationist.

This can be illustrated by looking at different theories of explanation that
have been offered in the literature. Many theorists believe that causation plays
an important role in explanation.13 But an account of explanation cannot rely
on causation and still be deflationary. Other theorists who have scruples about
the notion of causation also incorporate into their account features that seem
incompatible with deflationism. Carl Hempel’s Deductive-Nomological (DN)
model states that an explanation should consist of a sentence describing the
phenomenon to be explained and the class of sentences which are adduced to
account for the phenomenon (1965, p. 247). Moreover, Hempel insists, several
conditions have to be met for an explanation to be successful: the explanation
should take the form of a sound argument and it must contain at least one law
of nature as an essential premise.14 This is clearly a non-deflationary account
of explanation.

Another influential proposal is the Statistical Relevance (SR) model, which
gives an account of explanation in terms of statistical relevance: simplifying
a little, the account takes statistical relevance to be a sufficient and necessary
condition for being explanatory (Salmon, 1971).15 However, if it is indeed
the case that by spelling out what statistical relevance is, we have identified
the nature of explanation, then we have provided a non-deflationary notion of
explanation.

13 An, arguably, extreme version of this view is Aristotle’s position that giving a complete
explanation of a phenomenon takes into account the (more fundamental) “four causes”.

14 It is widely recognized in the literature that the DN model is at best a necessary
component of the right theory of explanation (Woodward, 2017, §2.5).

15 Statistical relevance is defined as follows: “Given some class or population A, an attribute
C will be statistically relevant to another attribute B if and only if P(B |A.C) 6= P(B |A)
— that is, if and only if the probability of B conditional on A and C is different from the
probability of B conditional on A alone. (Woodward, 2017)
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I think the pattern is telling, but let me discuss a final example: van
Fraassen’s pragmatic account of explanation. Van Fraassen takes explanations
to be answers to a specific kind of why-question (1980, p. 156). He illuminates
this account by giving a general theory of why-questions. I won’t go into the
details, but it is important for van Fraassen that his account is compatible with
constructive empiricism. It might therefore seem to come close to a deflationist
account of explanation. However, the opposite is the case: a pragmatic notion
of explanation is by definition a substantive notion of explanation. This is so
for the same reason that pragmatic notions of truth are substantive: pragmatic
theories of truth do say that truth consists of some substantive property (albeit
utility instead of, for example, correspondence).

There is currently no prominent account of explanation that is deflation-
ary. We saw that my proposed deflationist notion of explanation is clearly
inadequate, but as soon as something gets added to the picture then it stops
being deflationist. This is not a criticism of the theories of explanation under
discussion: these are theories of explanation, not attempts to deflate “explana-
tion”. But it does make it difficult to see how a deflated notion of explanation
could ever work.

1.6 Second Worry: Deflationism about Representa-

tion

Another worry for my proposal comes from Dreier, when he explains what he
takes to be problematic in Simpson’s proposal. But Dreier’s arguments against
Simpson do not affect my proposal. Remember that Simpson maintains that
representationalists explain moral judgements in terms of representations while
expressivist explain moral judgement in some other way (for example in terms
of plan-states). Dreier writes that Simpson’s proposal

looks to be a way of distinguishing deflationist and inflationist con-
ceptions of the semantic notions in question, and not robust vs.
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quasi-version conceptions of, say, moral facts. Why shouldn’t we
be able to combine deflationism about representation with an in-
flated theory of wrongness itself? Can’t deflationists about truth
and representation have robust theories of anything? Of mass, for
example? But then in their theories, they will not be able to make
their representational relations and properties carry explanatory
weight, since the mark of deflated properties is their explanatory
inefficacy. And then Simpson’s criterion will count these theories
as non-representational. So that seems wrong. (2018, p. 539)

So Dreier observes that it is possible to hold that deflationism about represen-
tation is correct and defend a robust theory of wrongness at the same time.
And this is a problem for Simpson’s account. The reason for this is that if you
hold deflationism about representation, then you cannot also maintain that
representations do explanatory work. This means that whichever domain of
discourse is under discussion, representations are explanatorily inefficacious.
The result of this is that on Simpson’s proposal, the deflationist about repre-
sentation is a global expressivist (that is, an expressivist about all domains of
discourse).

Is this also a problem for the view presented in the current paper? It
seems not, for if one defends deflationism about representation (or about any
semantic notion), one can still believe that the truth value of physical or moral
judgements is explained by physical or moral reality. This means that the
proposal offered in this paper correctly classifies such a theory as a version of
representationalism. Dreier’s objection to Simpson is, therefore, not a problem
for my view.

1.7 Conclusion

James Dreier is responsible for both articulating the problem of creeping min-
imalism and defending the most influential answer to it. In this paper I have
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tried to solve the problems that plague his proposed solution by defending a
new explanation of the distinction between metaethical theories. Moreover,
I have shown that this account not only classifies current metaethical pro-
posal correctly, I have also explained why minimalism cannot “creep” into my
account, by arguing that “explanation” itself cannot be deflated.





2 | Wide Conceptual Role Semantics for Ethical

Nonnaturalists

2.1 Introduction

This paper tries to solve a problem for metaethical realists who adopt a concep-
tual role semantics (CRS) for moral terms. CRS is the view that the meaning
of an expression is constituted by the role it plays in a person’s language or
thought. The problem is that metaethical realists would no longer be able
to explain how moral expressions can refer to robust properties. The reason
for this is that reference to robust properties is typically determined through
so-called wide conceptual roles that require the referent to have causal pow-
ers. This is a problem for nonnaturalists as they typically maintain that moral
properties are causally inert. But the inclusion of wilde roles is also a problem
for naturalists, as a variant of the Moral Twin Earth argument can be used
to show that many recent versions of naturalism conflict with intuitions about
moral disagreement.

Sinclair (2017) has recently used this dilemma to argue that wide concep-
tual roles cannot be part of the content of moral concepts. But he implicitly
assumes that all such roles would have to be causal. I will argue that this
assumption is mistaken. In this paper I propose a non-causal wide conceptual
role semantics for moral terms which is inspired by Michael Huemer’s work on
ethical intuitionism.
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2.2 Realist Conceptual Role Semantics

Conceptual role semantics is the view that the content of concepts is deter-
mined by ‘their functional role in a person’s psychology’ (Harman, 1987). Con-
ceptual role semanticists claim that the meaning of an expression is given by
the conceptual relations it stands in to other linguistic and non-linguistic phe-
nomena. As a theory of meaning, this position is often contrasted with repre-
sentational theories of meaning. According to those positions, the content of
a concept should be understood in terms of what these concepts contribute to
a representation.

Recently we have seen both moral realists and moral antirealists adopting
a conceptual role semantics for moral terms. By moral antirealists I mean
philosophers such as Michael Warren, Huw Price, and Matthew Chrisman,
who take moral properties to be no more than ‘the semantic shadows of pred-
icates’. Moral realists, on the other hand, think that moral expressions refer
to moral properties that are genuine constituents of the world (for example
Enoch (2011b) and Wedgwood (2001; 2007)).

CRS is supposed to be a metasemantical framework that is metaethically
neutral, i.e., it is supposed to be compatible with both moral realism and
antirealism. However, some philosophers have argued that on a conceptual
role semantics, moral terms do not plausibly refer to robust properties. One
of the first criticisms of this form was voiced by Laura and François Schroeter
(2003) in response to Ralph Wedgwood’s CRS for moral terms (2001; 2007).
Recently, Sinclair (2017) has argued that this criticism extends to all versions
of a realist conceptual role semantics.

According to recent versions of CRS, the content of a concept is given by
(one or more) conceptual roles. These conceptual roles can include so called
narrow conceptual roles and wide conceptual roles. Narrow conceptual roles
are those that only ‘involve connections between intentional mental states of a
thinker, such as her beliefs, desires and intentions’ (Sinclair, 2017, p. 103). We
can say that narrow conceptual roles are intra-mental and that they are only
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‘in the head’. Wide conceptual roles, on the other hand, “specify connections
between intentional mental states and objects, properties or conditions ‘out-
side the head’, in the wider world.” (Sinclair, 2017, p. 104). One of the most
influential, recent versions of realist conceptual role semantics is presented by
Wedgwood. For Wedgwood, who defends a narrow CRS, an account of the
meaning of concepts consists of two parts. Firstly, it must lay down certain
rules which specify what it is for a subject to be a competent user of a term.
Secondly, it must explain why the term has the semantic value that it does.
Schroeter and Schroeter call this respectively the ‘theory of competence’ and
the ‘determination theory’ and I will follow them in using these labels. Wedg-
wood thinks that if we have found out what the theory of competence for a
specific term is, the rules that make up this theory are sufficient for determining
the semantic value of the term. The semantic value of a term is just that object
that makes all the rules in the theory of competence correctness-preserving.1

The predicates that Wedgwood is interested in are ‘the “thinnest,” most
general moral terms possible’ (Wedgwood, 2001, p. 15). With this description
he has in mind expressions like ‘what we have most reason to do’ and ‘the most
advisable thing to do’. Wedgwood is not particularly concerned with giving
the exact meaning of one of these expressions as they are commonly used, but
focuses instead on the simplest possible example for a moral term. Wedgwood
investigates the question what it is for a predicate BT (x, y, z, t) to mean the
same as ’x is (all things considered) a better thing for z to do at time t than
y ’. He proposes the following theory of competence for this predicate:

R1 Acceptance of ‘BT(x, y, me, t)’ commits one to intending to do
x instead of y (if one does either) at time t.2

1Wedgwood uses the more general correct instead of true because he wants it to apply to
beliefs as well as intentions. Correct intentions are for him those intentions that conform to
the goal of practical reasoning.

2 Wedgwood (2001, p. 15) gives his rule in terms of ‘preferences’ which he immediately
explains in terms of intentions. This is reflected in the rule I ascribe to Wedgwood.
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To find out which property the predicate BT refers to, we have to know
what makes a rule from the theory of competence correct. Understanding this
requires us to distinguish two features of rules. Firstly, we have to know what
it is to follow a rule. That is, we have to know what it means that a state
S1 commits one to another state S2.3 For Wedgwood this comes down to the
fact that if someone follows this rule, then she is not both in the state S1 and
not in the state S2. In other words, if rule R says that accepting sentence X1
commits one to accepting X2, then following rule R means that one does not
at the same time accept X1 and does not accept X 2 (if the question arises).

This tells us what it is for someone to follow a rule and thereby understand
or grasp the concept for which this rule constitutes the theory of competence.
To know what the referent of a specific term in a rule is, however, it is important
for Wedgwood to determine when a rule is ‘valid’ or necessarily ‘correctness-
preserving’. For Wedgwood, a rule is valid ‘just in case it is necessary that if
the “input” state S1 is correct and not mistaken, the “output” state S2 is also
correct and not mistaken, while the directly opposite state S3 is incorrect and
mistaken’ (2001, p. 10). So we have to think of the semantic value as that
object that makes the rules correctness-preserving.4

But when is an intention correct? According to Wedgwood, beliefs and
intentions are the upshot of two different kinds of reasoning. Forming beliefs
is engaging in theoretical reasoning, while forming intentions is engaging in
practical reasoning. In the case of theoretical reasoning, the paradigmatic
example of a mistake is a false belief. According to Wedgwood this is so
because the goal or purpose of theoretical reasoning is true belief. Therefore,
a mental state counts as mistaken if it does not achieve the goal of the kind

3Some conceptual role semanticists prefer to state their metasemantic theory primarily
in terms of mental states (Harman, 1987; Peacocke, 2004; Wedgwood, 2007), while others
take discursive states to be fundamental (Brandom, 1994; Enoch, 2011b; Wedgwood, 2001).
In this paper I talk about ‘states’ to keep it as general as possible.

4In addition to ‘validity’, Wedgwood also proposes a completeness condition (a set of rules
is complete, ‘just in case these are the only conditions in which acceptance (or rejection) of
that sentence would be such a mistake’ (2001, p. 11). For reasons of space I will omit this
detail.
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of reasoning that issues in the state. Since forming intentions is engaging in
practical reasoning, Wedgwood proposes that intentions are correct just in case
they conform to the goal of practical reasoning. Wedgwood assumes that he
does not need to say what this goal exactly is; he only needs there to be a
goal of practical reasoning. This allows Wedgwood to say that the belief that
BT(x, y, me, t) is correct only if the intention to do x instead of y (if one does
either) at time t conforms to the goal of practical reasoning.5 This constraint
makes it the case that what is right for an agent to do is what it would be
practically correct for her to do.

Wedgwood’s theory of meaning is supposed to be a realist version of CRS.
One of the earliest objections to this account was offered by Laura and Francois
Schroeter (2003).6 They maintain that expressions cannot refer to a certain
property unless users of the expression are sensitive to that property, and that
this sensitivity should be reflected in the theory of competence. If these con-
ditions are not met, then ‘[c]ommonsense interpretive charity militates against
importing a normative [property] into the semantic assignment’ (Schroeter and
Schroeter, 2003, p. 202). The criterion that the Schroeters suggest can be for-
mulated as follows:

Sensitivity criterion If a term refers robustly to a property in the
world, then this property should also figure in the term’s theory of
competence.

Neil Sinclair has recently used this criterion to generate an objection to all
realist version of CRS. The first step of this argument runs as follows. If a

5See also Wedgwood (2001, pp. 19-20) and Schroeter and Schroeter (2003, p. 197).
6 Schroeter and Schroeter also argue that Wedgwood’s determination theory is not as gen-

eral as Wedgwood takes it to be. It does not work for non-normative expressions containing
non-belief states, such as ‘z is in pain’ and ‘z intends to do x’. For example, Wedgwood’s
determination theory wrongly singles out the correctness of pain as the semantic value of
‘z is in pain’ where we expect the sentence to represent pain itself. This problem could be
solved if Wedgwood was able to distinguish between normative and non-normative expres-
sions (Wedgwood, 2007, p.99f), but Wedgwood would need to explain how this distinction is
being made. So, this objection at least indicates an area where Wedgwood’s determination
theory needs to be expanded upon, but I don’t think it is fatal to CRS in general.
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term can only refer robustly to a property if that property figures in the term’s
theory of competence, then variants of CRS which do not include wide roles
cannot refer robustly. So, if the Sensitivity Criterion is correct, a CRS which
excludes wide conceptual roles cannot refer to robust properties.

To argue that a CRS for moral terms cannot refer to robust properties, the
critic has to establish that a CRS for moral terms excludes wide conceptual
roles. This conclusion can be reached if we accept the following two premises:
(A) wide conceptual roles are causal roles and (B) a CRS for moral terms
excludes causal roles. In his argument, Sinclair does not argue for (A), but
argues directly for his conclusion by showing how the Moral Twin Earth ar-
gument (MTEA) can be used to establish (B). In the next section I discuss
the MTEA and show how Sinclair makes use of it. In section 4 I present a
wide role that is not causal (pace (A)) and show that this wide role is not
vulnerable to the MTEA in section 2.5.

2.3 The Moral Twin Earth Argument

As we saw above, we can distinguish two kinds of conceptual roles: narrow
conceptual roles and wide conceptual roles. Narrow conceptual roles are intra-
mental and are only ‘in the head’. Wide conceptual roles, on the other hand,
specify connections between intentional mental states and objects or properties
outside the head. To make this distinction clearer, we can apply it to Putnam’s
famous Twin Earth thought experiment and show that the content of our
concept WATER involves wide conceptual roles. The argument runs as follows:

Suppose there is a twin of mine in a twin world who uses a concept which
has the same narrow conceptual role as my concept WATER. However, my
concept WATER refers to H 2O, while my twin’s concept refers to XYZ. To
leave open the question whether or not this is the same concept, we can call
this concept TWATER. However, the truth-conditions for the thoughts about
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twater seem to be different from the truth-conditions for thoughts about wa-
ter, as they refer to different properties.7 We further have to assume that the
content of a concept fixes the truth-conditions of thoughts in which the rele-
vant concepts occur; a claim that is also plausible. We now get the following
argument:

1. The narrow contents of ‘water’ and ‘twater’ are equal. (stipulated)

2. The truth-conditions for thoughts about ‘water’ and ‘twater’ are not the
same. (intuition)

3. If two concepts have the same content, then thoughts in which the rel-
evant concepts occur also have the same truth-conditions. (plausible
premise)

4. If thoughts about water and twater don’t have the same truth-conditions,
then water and twater have different contents. (follows from (3))

5. The contents of ‘water’ and ‘twater’ are different. (follows from (2) and
(4))

6. The content of ‘water’ is not the same as the narrow content of ‘water’.
(follows from (1) and (5))

So given that the content of the concept WATER is not identical to the
narrow content, there should be something over and above the narrow content.
Therefore, the conclusion of this argument is that the content of water ‘ain’t
(completely) in the head’: it involves wide conceptual roles as well.

But now look at a similar scenario for moral terms. Below you can find
Sinclair’s description of the thought experiment:

7From now on I will sometimes use “X” as an abbreviation of ‘the concept designated by
“X"’, if this does not lead to confusions.
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As before, my Moral Twin is an exact duplicate of me from the
skin in. The difference this time is that I live in a world where the
(dominant) cause of thoughts about rightness is the consequen-
tialist property C, whereas she lives in a world where the (domi-
nant) cause of thoughts about rightness is the distinct deontologi-
cal property D. Question: Do our rightness-thoughts have different
contents? (2017, p. 13)

We can see that this scenario is in a way similar to the Twin Earth case.
However, Sinclair maintains, our intuitions concerning the second premise of
the original argument are different. For in the scenario just described, Sinclair
thinks that the truth-conditions are the same. He argues for this in the follow-
ing way. Suppose the truth conditions are not the same. Then in the scenario
where I think that y is right and my twin thinks that y is not right, we would
both be making true claims.

[S]ince our thoughts about rightness have different truth-conditions,
both our thoughts could be true (if y is C but not D, for example).
Both these consequences are unpalatable. Intuitively, me and my
twin are [...] in disagreement about the morality of y. We should
reject any supposition that entails otherwise. Hence, we should
reject the supposition that my thoughts and my twin’s thought
about rightness have different contents and (hence) different truth-
conditions. (2017, p. 14)

The crucial difference between the Twin Earth case and the Moral Twin
Earth case is that, according to Sinclair, the second premise from the original
scenario is different in the moral case. He maintains that the truth conditions
for thoughts about rightness and trightness are the same. But if this is correct,
then we no longer have a plausible case for including wide conceptual roles in
the content of ‘right’. The argument that we used in the Twin Earth case relied
on the intuition that truth conditions on both worlds were different: a feature
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missing in the Moral Twin Earth case. Moreover, the best explanation of the
fact that the truth conditions of thoughts involving rightness and trightness
are the same seems to be that the narrow content of ‘right’ is the same as the
content of ‘right’.

What the differences between TE and MTE bring to the forefront is a
principle which helps us decide which conceptual roles are, and which are not,
part of the content of a concept. In the TE case we observed that when I and my
twin respect different conceptual roles, we tend not to disagree when we make
prima facie conflicting judgements about water. From this we concluded that
I and my twin must be using different concepts, and that the wide conceptual
roles are part of the content of these concepts.

In the MTE case, on the other hand, we observed that we do tend to
disagree with our twin when we use different wide conceptual roles. From this
Sinclair concludes that we are using the same concept. And if we are using the
same concept, it is plausible that the wide conceptual roles are not part of the
content of the concept. We can use this to formulate the following principle:

Inclusion Principle: Suppose that I use concept C and my twin
uses a similar concept C⇤. Suppose furthermore that the only
difference between us is that my twin tends to conform to wide
conceptual rule R⇤ when applying C⇤, while I tend to conform to
conceptual rule R when applying C. If, and only if, we have the
intuition that there is genuine disagreement between my twin and
me, then R is not part of the content of C.

This principle seems to be correct, and we can see that it corresponds
extensionally with the Twin Earth (TE) and Moral Twin Earth (MTE) cases.
In TE, I do not disagree with my twin, so the wide conceptual role R ‘is caused
by H 2O ’ is part of the content of the concept WATER. In the Moral Twin Earth
case the wide conceptual role ‘is caused by consequentialist properties’ is not
part of the content of the concept RIGHT. Together with the premise that a
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concept which excludes wide conceptual roles is incompatible with realism, it
is tempting to conclude that conceptual role semantics is incompatible with
moral realism.

2.4 Non-causal Wide Roles

In the previous section I have presented the Inclusion Principle which can be
used to show that a CRS for moral terms excludes roles involving causal re-
lations. This makes it plausible that the causes of our moral mental states
are not part of the content of moral concepts. However, at least some of the
metaethicists who adopt a conceptual role semantics would happily concede
this conclusion. Metaethical nonnaturalists (such as David Enoch (2011b) and
Michael Huemer (2005)) think that the referents of moral concepts are non-
natural, causally inefficacious properties. What nonnaturalists would take to
be the upshot of the Moral Twin Earth argument is that the causes of the
mental states that involve moral concepts are not themselves the referents of
these concepts. And this is of course a welcome conclusion for the nonnatural-
ist. So, when aimed at the nonnaturalist, a Moral Twin Earth argument that
investigates causal entry-roles is not very effective.

Horgan and Timmons (1991; 1992a; 1992b; 1996) originally presented their
Moral Twin Earth argument against what has come to be called ‘new wave’
moral semantics and moral realism (as defended by Boyd (1988), Brink (1984;
1989) and Railton (1993)). These theories maintain that there is a causal role
which can be used to explain our use of moral terms, similar to the causal role
which is played by H2O in explaining the use of our term ‘water’. Horgan and
Timmons have claimed that their argument can be generalized to undermine
all naturalistic realist theories of reference. Whether this generalisation is
successful is still contested (see for example Dunaway and McPherson (2016)),
but it is important to keep into view that versions of nonnaturalism were never
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their intended target.8 To rule out versions of nonnaturalism, we would have to
assume that there are no non-causal wide conceptual roles, or that non-causal
wide conceptual roles are also vulnerable to the MTEA.

It is tempting to think of wide conceptual roles as causal roles. One reason
for this is that wide roles were originally introduced to show how natural kind
terms such as ‘water’ can refer robustly. These paradigmatic examples of wide
conceptual roles all involved causal relations. A second reason which might
explain why the possibility of a nonnaturalist wide role is overlooked is that,
as far as I am aware, no nonnaturalist has proposed a theory of competence
that contains wide conceptual roles. I will use this section to do exactly that.
If successful, the account undermines the claim that a CRS for moral terms
excludes wide conceptual roles.

Several metaethical nonnaturalists defend a version of ethical intuitionism:
an epistemological position which says that we can know objective moral truths
through ‘intuition’; an immediate, intellectual awareness of these truths. One
of the recent, prominent proponents of such a view is (Huemer, 2005). I will
use his position as the basis of a CRS which includes non-causal wide roles.
This does not mean, however, that Huemer himself does or should adopt this
position. It is only my purpose to show how a combination of CRS and ethical
intuitionism could look.

Huemer’s intuitionism depends on what he calls the Principle of Phenom-
enal Conservatism. This principle says that ‘it is reasonable to assume that
things are the way they appear’ (2005, p. 99). When something seems to be
the case, say that p, then we have an appearance that p. Appearances have
propositional contents, but are different from beliefs. Typical examples of ap-
pearances are perceptual appearances: if it seems to be the case that there
is a red object, then I have a perceptual appearance of a red object. Many

8For different objections to the practice of drawing semantic or metaethical conclusions
from intuitions about disagreement, see Dowell (2016) and Plunkett and Sundell (2013). For
the sake of argument, I assume that these criticisms do not succeed.
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foundationalists take these kinds of appearances to provide non-inferential jus-
tification for the belief in the propositional content of the appearance.

In addition to perceptual appearances, Huemer argues that there are in-
tellectual appearances (or intuitions). For Huemer, ‘an intuition that p is a
state of its seeming to one that p that is not dependent on inference from
other beliefs and that results from thinking about p, as opposed to perceiving,
remembering, or introspecting’ (2005, p. 102). Intuitions can be both nor-
mative and non-normative. For example, the intuition that the shortest path
between any two points must be a straight line is a non-normative intuition,
and the intuition that enjoyment is better than suffering is a normative intu-
ition. Intellectual appearances are not to be understood causally. For many
intuitionists, including Huemer, the normative facts that we have direct access
to via intuition are causally inefficacious.

So how could a nonnaturalist make use of intellectual appearances to con-
struct a wide CRS for moral terms? Given the analogy with perceptual ap-
pearances that the intuitionist relies on, it is helpful to look at a CRS for
observational terms. Take for example the belief that x is red. This mental
state is conceptually related to the belief that x is coloured. We can indicate
this using the following rule:

(G1) The belief that x is red commits one to the belief that x is
coloured.

Moreover, in addition to this narrow conceptual role, the predicate ‘x is
red’ is also governed by a belief-forming role. Such a role specifies under which
conditions it is appropriate to form the belief. This condition is itself not a
mental state, but the presence of something red. Intuitionists can account for
this fact, because they typically are direct realists regarding sense-perception.
That is, they maintain that I do not use the perceptual appearance of some-
thing red to infer that there is a red object in front of me; when I have the
perceptual appearance of something red, I form the belief directly. This gives
the following entry-role for the belief that x is red:
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(G2) Being confronted with something red in favourable conditions
commits one to the belief that x is red.

(G2) is similar to the rule that Brandom has in mind when he says about
the concept red that ‘[i]ts noninferential applicability to red things is also
an essential propriety of [its] use’ (2007, p. 657). What is distinctive of the
intuitionist position, is that this sensitivity to red things is explained by us
having a perceptual appearance of something red.

With (G1) and (G2) we have a narrow and a wide conceptual role for the
predicate ‘x is red’. Proponents of CRS now maintain that the predicate refers
to that property that makes both rules correctness-preserving (e.g., Peacocke
2004). For this example, it is plausible that the property that makes the rules
correctness-preserving is the property of being red. This would imply that ‘x
is red’ refers to the property of being red. That seems right.

Now we can shift our attention to the normative domain. The predicate ‘x
is right’ is plausibly also governed by both narrow and wide conceptual roles.
Analogous to the predicate ‘x is red’, the following roles are plausibly part of
the predicate ‘x is right’ if ethical intuitionism is true:

(R1) The belief that x is right commits one to the belief that x is
not wrong.

(R2) Being confronted with something right in favourable conditions
commits one to the belief that x is right.9

Here, (R2) specifies the rule that connects things that are right with the
belief that x is right. Analogously to the case of sensory experiences, Huemer
can say this because he is a direct realist about ethics as well. He states that
the intuitionist

9Huemer also thinks that our knowledge of moral truths gives us reasons for action. So we
should probably include an exit-role for ‘x is right’ as well. To keep the example analogous
to the ‘x is red’ example I have omitted this rule.
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[. . . ] should not say that intuition functions as a kind of evidence
from which we [. . . ] infer moral conclusions. He should say that
for some moral truths, we need no evidence, since we are directly
aware of them, and that awareness takes the form of intuitions;
that is, intuitions just partly constitute our awareness of moral
facts. Intuitions are not the objects of our awareness when we do
moral philosophy; they are just the vehicles of our awareness, which
we ‘see through’ to the moral reality. (2005, pp. 121-2)

With (R2), we therefore have a wide conceptual role connecting ‘x is right’
with the outside world. (R1) is a narrow role which connects the predicate ‘x
is right’ to the predicate ‘x is wrong’. This allows us to determine the property
that is being referred to by the predicate ‘x is right’.

Just as in the perceptual case, we can say that it is that property that makes
the rules correct; plausibly the property of being right. For the intuitionist,
it is important that this property is a fundamental part of reality which we
have access to via intuition. Modern intuitionists (as opposed to classical
intuitionists) hold that intuitions are (just as perceptions) fallible. This means
that we can sometimes be mistaken about the moral judgements we form via
intuitions. However, just like the perceptual case, we can only find out whether
this is the case using other intuitions.10

Now we have a CRS for moral terms which includes wide roles. One ques-
tion that remains is whether it is vulnerable to the Moral Twin Earth objection.
In the next section I will answer this question.

10 Intuitionists could be disjunctivists about intuitions, claiming that intuitions are always
factive. Then they would also need to maintain that we can never be fully sure that something
is an intuition and not a mere seeming (which, according to the disjunctivist, is a very
different mental state).
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2.5 Moral Twin Earth for Nonnaturalists

Some philosophers are critical of the practice of drawing semantic or meta-
physical conclusions from intuitions about disagreement (see footnote 8). And
of course, if these criticisms are successful, I do not have to show that the
nonnaturalist has a better answer to the MTE argument than the naturalist.
However, for the sake of argument, I will assume that the critics are mistaken.
I will assume that the intuitions that are being pumped in the usual MTE case
are veridical. On this assumption, any theory that predicts that there is only
verbal disagreement is false.

My job, therefore, is to show that the intuitionist proposal from the pre-
vious section can vindicate the intuition that my twin and I are disagreeing
in the usual MTE cases. However, before proceeding, I have to be clear on
what is meant by ‘the usual MTE cases’. What I take to be the strength of
the MTE argument is that it presents us with a story about the conditions in
which subjects from different communities typically form beliefs. Given this
story, we get to judge whether there really is substantial disagreement or not.
The thought experiment does not stipulate that the relevant moral concepts
have determinate content. Instead, this question is explicitly left open. More-
over, the thought experiment also does not stipulate that the relevant concepts
are univocal or equivocal, since this would be question begging.11 I will call
MTE thought experiments that satisfy this description, usual versions.

Let us construct a usual version of the MTE case which is aimed at the
intuitionist. In this scenario, we have two communities on two different planets.
On our planet, we generally form the belief that an action is right when it has
the nonnatural property of rightness. On twin earth, my twin’s community
generally forms the belief that an action is right when it has the (different)
nonnatural property trightness (let us suppose for the sake of argument that
such a property exists). Suppose furthermore that there is an action A, that
has the property rightness, but lacks the property trightness. According to the

11See also Dowell (2016, pp. 4-5).
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MTE intuition, when my twin and I disagree about the rightness of action A,
this disagreement is substantial. Can the intuitionist vindicate this judgement?

The answer is yes. She can do this by noticing that nothing in the example
settles that my twin and I are really using different wide roles. For all that
has been said, my twin could be respecting the same wide role (R2). That
is, my twin could also be using a concept that has as part of its content
that being confronted with something right in favourable conditions commits
one to the belief that x is right. This is compatible with my twin in fact
generally forming the belief that something is right when he is confronted with
trightness. The difference between our two communities, the intuitionist would
say, is that the twin communities’ conditions are generally not favourable. The
contemporary intuitionist can make this claim because she does not require
that intellectual appearances are infallible, i.e., she allows for the possibility
of faulty intellectual appearances.12 And if my twin and I are using concepts
with the same (wide) role, then we have vindicated the intuition that there is
substantial disagreement.

Moreover, this suggestion is not open to most naturalists.13 Let us see why
this is so by looking at the original MTE case against Boyd’s moral realism.
According to Boyd, the relation that determines reference is causal regulation.
When two people use terms that are causally regulated by different kinds of
properties, the terms refer to different kinds of properties. It was part of Hor-
gan and Timmons’ thought experiment that the two communities use terms
that are causally regulated by different properties. This is a usual version of
the MTE case, but given the account of reference determination that Boyd
proposes, it is unavoidable that the theory should predict verbal disagreement
(instead of substantial disagreement). For this reason, a proponent of the nat-
uralist theory cannot both accept the MTE intuition and claim that the other

12Huemer, for example, lists 14 possible sources of error in general which include errors
caused by biases, mental defects and miscalculations (2005, pp. 137-8).

13This option might also be open to naturalists that are willing to adopt a theory of
reference determination that is similar to the one proposed in this paper. This is not a
problem for my argument.
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community uses the same wide role: if causal regulation determines references,
then, ipso facto, two communities who use terms that are causally regulated
by different properties refer to different properties. The MTE argument works
against many versions of naturalism, because it seems that we can take any
descriptive story about reference determination that the naturalist proposes
and build that into the MTE scenario. Therefore, these versions of naturalism
cannot vindicate the MTE intuition that there is substantial disagreement.

You might wonder at this stage whether this option is not also available to
the critic of the intuitionist proposal. The critic might respond by proposing a
scenario where my twin and I are using different wide roles. In this scenario we
might think that my twin uses a concept with the following wide conceptual
role:

(R2’) Being confronted with something tright in favourable condi-
tions commits one to the belief that x is tright.

Although the fact that my twin uses (R2’) does not follow from a descrip-
tion of the MTE case, the critic might just stipulate that my twin does so. Let
us call this new scenario ‘Altered Moral Twin Earth’ (AMTE).

And indeed, in the AMTE scenario, the theory predicts that the disagree-
ment between my twin and I is merely verbal. However, we should note that
this is no longer a version of what I called the ‘usual MTE argument’. In the
original setup of the thought experiment, we only needed to explain in what
way subjects form beliefs when confronted with specific properties. In AMTE
we also have to stipulate that our twin uses a concept with a different content.
It is important to recognize that this was not necessary in the original case. If
we are stipulating that the subjects use concepts with different contents, then
it is no wonder that we have the intuition they really do talk past each other.
Someone who accepts the intuition in the usual MTE case is not committed to
the same conclusion in the AMTE case. We can resist a conclusion that relies
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on the assumption that MTE and AMTE are similar. We can, therefore, co-
herently accept the MTE intuition, while resisting (or refraining from making
a judgement regarding) the AMTE intuition.

I conclude therefore that it has not been shown that the MTEA poses
a problem for the nonnaturalists who adopts a wide conceptual role such as
(R2). Of course, the Moral Twin Earth argument was originally meant as an
argument against naturalism, so it comes as no surprise that this version of
nonnaturalism is not vulnerable to the argument. For these reasons, I contend
that the Inclusion Principle cannot be used to show that (R2) is not part of
the content of the concept RIGHT.

2.6 Conclusion

In this paper, I have tried to solve a problem for metaethical realists. The
problem is that a conceptual role semantics for moral terms seems incompatible
with moral realism, as it appears to require wide conceptual roles that run into
the Moral Twin Earth objection. I have argued that a CRS for moral terms
can incorporate wide conceptual roles by showing that the assumption that
wide roles have to be causal roles is mistaken. I have shown this by suggesting
a non-causal wide CRS which is inspired by Michael Huemer’s work on ethical
intuitionism.14 One of the upshots of my proposal is that it shows how a realist

14 In my stated argument above, I relied on the assumption that moral properties are
causally inefficacious. This seems to be important, as we have seen that the upshot of
the Moral Twin Earth argument is that the causes of the mental states that involve moral
concepts cannot themselves be the referents of these concepts. And of course, if moral
properties are causally inefficacious, then these properties are obviously not the causes of
mental states that involve moral concepts. However, the requirement that the referents of
moral concepts are not the causes of the mental states involving these concepts does not imply
that moral properties lack causal powers. For it could very well be that moral properties
do causal work. The only requirement that the argument above has established is that if a
moral concept refers to a property, the causal role the property plays should not be relevant
for determining the referent of the concept. It is playing this role in determining the referent
of the concept that makes a theory vulnerable to the Moral Twin Earth argument. So, the
conceptual role I propose in this paper is compatible with the view that moral properties
have causal powers.
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conceptual role semantics for moral terms can be developed which is relevantly
different from Wedgwood’s influential narrow version. If the proposal succeeds,
it is the only version of CRS which both meets the Sensitivity Criterion and is
compatible with robust versions of realism such as the one developed by David
Enoch and Michael Huemer.





3 | Deliberative Indispensability and Robust

Normative Realism

3.1 Introduction

Nonnaturalistic realism about normative properties and truths (robust moral
realism) is a position in metaethics that is attractive for many reasons: it
fits well with our objectivist intuitions about morality and it can explain why
moral judgements seem to be very different from non-moral judgements. The
view is, however, rejected by many because of its metaphysical and episte-
mological problems. In his Taking Morality Seriously (2011b), David Enoch
presents interesting responses to many of the main problems that robust nor-
mative realism is taken to face. The conclusion of one of these arguments, the
deliberative indispensability argument, is that we are epistemically justified in
believing that there are robust normative truths. Briefly put, the argument
says that these beliefs are justified because holding the beliefs is indispensable
to, what Enoch calls, rationally non-optional projects.1

In this paper, I argue that the deliberative indispensability argument relies
on an ambiguity in the notion of rational non-optionality. When we spell out
this ambiguity, it becomes clear that the argument is either faulty or vulner-
able to the shmagency objection: an objection against a different metaethical
position, brought forward by Enoch himself (2006; 2011a).

1 It seems that Enoch needs to show that there are robust moral entities or properties,
not that there are robust moral truths. I think Enoch conflates talk of properties on the one
hand and truths on the other hand (also in other chapters of his book), but will ignore this
difference in this paper.
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3.2 Deliberative Indispensability

Many philosophers have argued that explanatory indispensability is sufficient
for epistemic justification. If a physicist observes a vapor trail in a cloud cham-
ber and observes, “There goes a proton!”, the belief in protons is epistemically
justified if the existence of protons is part of the best explanation for the obser-
vation of the vapor trail (Harman, 1998). This view has recently been amended
by philosophers who argue that indispensability to deliberation might also be
a sufficient condition for justification. David Enoch, for example, has provided
a version of such an indispensability argument to argue that we are justified
in believing that there are robust normative truths.

Enoch starts out with the observation that almost everyone holds that we
justifiably employ basic belief-forming methods such as inference to the best
explanation (IBE) and modus ponens (MP). These belief-forming methods
are basic, because the belief that they are justified is not itself justified by
other belief-forming methods. And this raises a question: what distinguishes
a basic belief-forming method that provides us with justified beliefs from basic
belief-forming methods that do not? Intuitively, there is a reason why the
one has justificatory status and the other does not. And although we could
not justify the methods themselves (otherwise they would not be basic), we
can legitimately demand a “vindication” of their justificatory status, or so
Enoch claims. By a “vindication”, he means that we should be able to provide
something more than a mere list to settle the question which belief forming
methods are justified (2011b, p. 60).2

Enoch provides this “vindication” by first arguing that there are some
projects that are of crucial importance to us, so-called rationally non-optional
projects. Someone who did not engage in these projects would be open to
rational criticism. (What exactly this rational non-optionality is will be the

2Unfortunately, Enoch does not clarify the concept “vindication” much further than stat-
ing that “it presents belief-forming methods we’re justified in employing as basic in a positive
light” (2011b, p. 60). See also Enoch and Schechter (2008, p. 575).
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subject of the following sections.) Secondly, Enoch maintains that the project
of explaining and understanding the world, the explanatory project, is an ex-
ample of such a rationally non-optional project. Enoch also holds that we
cannot successfully engage in the explanatory project without employing IBE
and MP. If this is true, we are left with two options: either we disengage from
the explanatory project, or we employ IBE and MP. Since disengaging from
the explanatory project is not a rational option for us, we are, according to
Enoch, epistemically justified in employing IBE and MP. This gives us Enoch’s
central epistemological thesis:

The Pragmatic Account of Justification:
3 If X (a belief or a

belief-forming method) is indispensable to a rationally non-optional
project, then X is epistemically justified.4

If we add to this account the claims that the explanatory project is ratio-
nally non-optional and that IBE and MP are belief-forming methods that are
indispensable to the explanatory project, we have provided a “vindication” of
IBE and MP. That is, we have shown why we are epistemically justified in
employing these belief-forming methods.

Before proceeding and showing why Enoch thinks that this also shows why
are epistemically justified in believing that there are robust normative truths,
some word of caution is needed with regards to the kind of indispensability
that is in play. What Enoch needs in this argument is an interpretation of

4Sometimes, Enoch writes as if only belief-forming methods can function as values for X.
McPherson and Plunkett have, probably for this reason, interpreted Enoch as saying that
the belief-forming method “treating our intuitive commitments in deliberation as a source
of basic epistemic justification” is instrumentally indispensable to the deliberative project
(2014). This interpretation is, however, ill-supported by the text. The passage McPherson
and Plunkett explicitely refer to (2011b, pp. 67-69), does not support this reading, and on
several occasions Enoch makes clear that it is the belief in irreducibly normative truths that
is indispensable to the deliberative project. See for example page 71 and especially page 83,
where Enoch presents his argument in schematic form.
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indispensability that makes it at least plausible that it entails ontological com-
mitment, without setting the bar for indispensability so high that no entity
meets it.

For example, some philosophers maintain that under suitable conditions
no theory has ineliminable entities. So if we interpret indispensability as in-
eliminability, it might turn out that no entity is indispensable to the deliber-
ative project.5 It is for this reason that Enoch concludes, in accordance with
proponents of indispensability arguments for mathematical realism, that ine-
liminability as a criterion for ontological commitment fails (Colyvan, 2001, p.
77). But the bar should also not be set too low. Merely demanding that X
is an enabling condition for Y, for example, would not do either. Although
sleep is an enabling condition for the explanatory project - we could not suc-
cessfully engage in this project if we did not get a sufficient amount of sleep -
this would not suffice as justification for an ontological commitment to sleep
(Enoch, 2011b, p. 68). Again following Colyvan, Enoch suggests that some-
thing is instrumentally indispensable (to distinguish it from other notions of
indispensability mentioned above) “just in case it cannot be eliminated with-
out undermining (or at least sufficiently diminishing) whatever reason we had
to engage in that project in the first place” (2011b, p. 69). On this defini-
tion, an entity can be instrumentally indispensable to a project without being
ineliminable.

Now most pieces of the argument are in place we can look at the case
for robust normative realism. Enoch starts off by noting that the delibera-
tive project is, just as the explanatory project, rationally non-optional. And

5Using a mathematical trick, Craig managed to show that every theory which can be refor-
mulated and reaxiomatized has no ineliminable entities. Craig’s theorem states that “[e]very
theory that admits a recursively enumerable set of axioms can be recursively axiomatized”
(Putnam, 1965, p. 251). This theorem was of interest to logical positivists, since it can be
used to show that any scientific theory that contains observational and non-observational
properties can be reaxiomatized in such a way that all non-observational properties are
eliminated. As Colyvan recognizes however, this result need not be limited to the observa-
tion/theory distinction, but can be used to eliminate any type of content from a scientific
theory (see also Ketland (2005)).
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when we engage in deliberation, Enoch maintains, this activity has a specific
phenomenology. When we deliberate about what to do, it feels like we are
answering a question that has a right answer. For example, if I try to make
up my mind whether to move abroad, or buy a nice house in the countryside,
I proceed under the (implicit) assumption that there is a right answer to the
question. Or, at least, that some answers are better than others. If this were
not the case, if I did not at least implicitly assume that one answer was bet-
ter, then I would lose my initial reason to engage in deliberation. Moreover,
Enoch claims, if I thought that these truths were merely determined by my
preferences or desires, this would also undermine my reason to engage in the
deliberative project.6

A lot can be said about this argument, but let us for now focus on its
structure. If we accept that a belief in robust normative truths is instrumen-
tally indispensable to the deliberative project and that the deliberative project
is rationally non-optional, then The Pragmatic Account of Justification gives
epistemic justification to a belief in robust normative truths. This structure is
identical to the one we saw in the explanatory project. So if successful, Enoch’s
account provides justification for both IBE and robust normative realism.7

3.3 Rational Agency Interpretation

Essential in the pragmatic account is the notion of rational non-optionality.
This characteristic distinguishes projects that do provide epistemic justifica-
tion from projects that do not. Enoch has made different claims about what

6This latter claim is controversial, see for example Lenman (2014) for a Humean objection.
For the sake of argument, I grant this claim here.

7 This symmetry plays an important role in Enoch’s response to the Stroudian objection
that the argument only succeeds in showing that we have to believe in normative truths
(which could just be a necessary illusion) (Stroud, 1968). If the Stroudian objection would
be successful, Enoch claims, then it would also undermine belief-forming methods such as
IBE and MP. And given that most people would not want to give up these belief-forming
methods, Enoch thinks that his defence of robust normative realism is secure as well (2011b,
p. 79).
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rational non-optionality amounts to. In his early work, he suggested that (non-
normative) inescapability was enough to warrant beliefs (2003). Later on, he
revised his account and claimed that epistemic justification is derived from our
reason to engage in certain projects (2011b). Let us call these views the ratio-
nal agency interpretation and the reason-based interpretation, respectively. In
this and the following sections I will argue that both interpretations of rational
non-optionality fail.

The first interpretation starts with the observation that we are rational
agents. We are essentially the kind of beings that can make decisions, investi-
gate the world around us and make plans for future contingencies. Moreover,
since these projects are so important to us, and are essentially tied to the kinds
of beings we are, they are in an important sense non-optional (for creatures
like us). And this non-optionality, the argument continues, provides our be-
liefs with epistemic justification in so far as they are formed by belief-forming
methods that are instrumentally indispensable to the relevant projects.

Enoch’s writings suggest two different ways of making this suggestion more
precise. The first interpretation is suggested by Enoch when he says that “[i]t
may be that projects that are constitutive of rationality - projects that a being
must engage in to qualify as a rational agent - are also rationally required”
(2008, p. 558). So according to this interpretation, we have the following
definition of rational non-optionality:

(A1) a project is rationally non-optional for us iff engaging in this
project is constitutive of rational agency.

A slightly different interpretation is suggested in Enoch’s Taking Morality
Seriously. When he defends the claim that the deliberative project is rationally
non-optional, he writes:

For deliberation [...] seems a rationally non-optional project for
us. Perhaps this is so partly because we are essentially delibera-
tive creatures. Perhaps, in other words, we cannot avoid asking
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ourselves what to do, what to believe, how to reason, what to care
about. We can, of course, stop deliberating about one thing or
another [...]. It’s opting out of the deliberative project as a whole
that may not be an option for us. (2011b, pp. 70-1)

This passage suggests that Enoch thinks that it is impossible for creatures
like us not to engage in the deliberative project. To distinguish this suggestion
from the previous interpretation, I assume that this is supposed to be some kind
of non-normative inescapability. That gives us the following interpretation:

(A2) a project is rationally non-optional for us iff we cannot avoid
engaging in it.

I think the plausibility of the claim that rational non-optionality provides epis-
temic justification comes from one of the interpretations presented in this sec-
tion. The Kantian idea that we are essentially rational creatures and that
justification for our beliefs is grounded in this fact is, after all, a familiar strat-
egy. Unfortunately, however, the aforementioned interpretations (A1 and A2)
are not open to Enoch. The problem with these interpretations of rational
non-optionality is that they make the argument vulnerable to the so-called
shmagency objection. This objection will be the topic of the following section.

3.4 The Shmagency Objection

The shmagency objection is an objection that Enoch himself makes to con-
stitutivist theories in metaethics. Constitutivism tries to derive normativity
from what is constitutive of agency and is premissed on two theses: (1) that
the norms of morality can be derived from what is constitutive of agency and
(2) that agency is non-optional.8 Enoch grants both premises to the constitu-
tivist (although the first only for the sake of argument), but denies that this

8See Korsgaard (2009), Rosati (2003), Velleman (2009) and Ferrero (2009) for philoso-
phers pursuing this strategy.
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leads to a meta-normative grounding of our norms. The way Enoch presents
his objection is as a challenge:

Classify my bodily movements and indeed me as you like. Perhaps
I cannot be classified as an agent without aiming to constitute
myself. But why should I be an agent? Perhaps I can’t act without
aiming at self-constitution, but why should I act? If your reasoning
works, this just shows that I don’t care about agency and action.
I am perfectly happy being a shmagent - a nonagent who is very
similar to agents but who lacks the aim (constitutive of agency
but not of shmagency) of self-constitution. I am perfectly happy
performing shmactions - nonaction events that are very similar to
actions but that lack the aim (constitutive of actions but not of
shmactions) of self-constitution. (Enoch, 2006, p. 179)9

The idea that drives the shmagency objection is that questions like “why be
moral?” cannot be answered by stating that we otherwise would not be rational
agents. Even if we grant that a rational agent is inevitably bound by specific
norms that are constitutive of agency, this does not give us a reason to be a
rational agent in the first place. This can be seen in any other enterprise we
engage in. For example, whether the norms of chess apply to you is conditional
on you having a reason to play chess.

Moreover, Enoch claims, constitutivists also cannot ground morality in the
supposed fact that we cannot avoid engaging in the deliberative project. “The
move from ‘You inescapably �’ to ‘You should �’ is no better - not even the
tiniest little bit - than the move from ‘You actually �’ to ‘You should �” ’
(2011a, p. 216). Even if you are inescapably a rational agent and as a rational
agent you are committed to certain moral principles, you might still challenge

9There seems to be a tension between Enoch’s acceptance of the claim that agency is
non-optional and the above passage where Enoch lets someone claim that he is not an agent.
This tension might be resolved by interpreting the non-optionality normatively. I discuss
this possibility in section 3.5.
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these principles by challenging the prior reason to be a rational agent. So just
as we need a reason to play chess, we also need a reason to play the agency
game. And Enoch states, this reason needs to be in place before we start
unpacking what is constitutive of agency. Since this reason has to be in place
before constitutivism can do its work, it is this first reason that cannot even
in principle be explained by the constitutivist. So the constitutivist cannot
uphold his conviction that all of morality comes from what is constitutive of
agency. Or so Enoch argues.

I think it is clear from this description that the shmagency objection can
also be used to undermine both rational agency interpretations from the pre-
vious section. As Enoch himself has argued, we can always ask the question
whether we should be rational agents, instead of rational shmagents who do
not have these constitutive projects. Moreover, any attempt to justify moral
principles by arguing that these principles are indispensable to projects we can-
not avoid engaging in, would amount to the same kind of fallacy that Enoch
accuses the constitutivist of. If we follow the logic of the shmagency objection,
we could always argue that if we do not have a reason to be rational agents
instead of shmagents, the beliefs that are indispensable to projects that are
constitutive of agency are normatively arbitrary. So if Enoch is correct in dis-
missing the constitutive project, this also undermines his own argument if we
interpret rational non-optionality as (A1) or (A2).

3.5 Reason-based Interpretation

In the previous section I argued that both “rational agency” interpretations
of rational non-optionality (A1 and A2) are vulnerable to the shmagency ob-
jection. And although Enoch still alludes to this interpretation in his book,
he also recognizes that there is a problem with this interpretation. To rem-
edy this worry, Enoch on several occasions advances a different interpretation:
the “reason-based” interpretation. In this section I investigate this suggestion,
which says that rational non-optionality amounts to having a “strong reason
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not to disengage” from a project. I argue that on the basis of this interpreta-
tion, the pragmatic account provides justification for beliefs far too easily. I
refer to this objection as the overgeneration objection. In the following section
I investigate whether a combination of the “rational agency” and the “reason-
based” interpretation is more successful.

When discussing the kind of non-optionality that needs to hold for a project
to count as justification-providing, Enoch says that “[t]he point is that the
project is one we have strong reason not to disengage from” (2011b, p. 62).
A similar interpretation is suggested when Enoch writes that rationally non-
optional projects are ones “we rationally ought not to disengage from” (2011b,
p. 62) and that “they are such that disengaging from them is not a rationally
acceptable option” (2011b, p. 70). So the rational non-optionality of a project
amounts to (1) having a strong reason not to disengage from a project or (2)
that we rationally ought not to disengage from a project. Let us start with
(1). This gives us the following definition of rational non-optionality:

(R) a project is rationally non-optional for us iff we actually have a
strong reason not to disengage from the project.

To make the problem with the reason-based interpretation clear, let us consider
the following scenario. Suppose that agent X lives in a society where everyone
worships a deity. X is also a devout believer and if she stopped believing,
then her social and psychological condition would change in such a way that
life would become unbearable. Therefore, X has, during an important part
of her life, a strong reason not to disengage from the project of worshipping
that deity. Furthermore, suppose that believing the claims laid down in a text
that is considered holy in this culture is instrumentally indispensable to the
“worship project” (which means that if X would stop believing what the holy
text says, she would undermine (or at least sufficiently diminish) whatever
reason she had to engage in the worship project in the first place). In this
scenario, X is, according to (R), epistemically justified in believing what is
stated in this text.
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However, although we could indeed say that the agent is pragmatically jus-
tified in believing what is stated in the holy text, the agent lacks any epistemic
justification. So the example constitutes an argument against (R). Moreover,
we can easily imagine other counterexamples in which an agent has most rea-
son not to disengage from a project, and therefore has a pragmatic reason to
have certain beliefs without there being epistemic justification for these beliefs.
Think for example about the terminally ill patient who has a pragmatic reason
to be positive about her circumstances while lacking epistemic justification for
optimism.

Note that we can easily change the above example such that devout be-
liever X rationally ought not to disengage from the project of worshipping the
deity. The counterexample therefore also works against (2): that a project is
rationally non-optional for us iff we rationally ought not to to disengage from
the project.

Enoch might want to resist the above conclusion by stating that our reason
not to disengage from the project of worshipping a deity is in fact a pragmatic
reason: we do it because life would become unbearable if we would not engage
in the project. He might therefore disqualify this kind of reason as the foun-
dation of a rationally non-optional project. However, this response invites the
counter-question what kind of reasons are allowed. What reason do we have
for engaging in the explanatory and the deliberative project? As we have seen
above, the answer that we have a reason to engage in these projects because
that is what it means to be a rational agent, or because it is constitutive of
rational agency, will not do. In the following section I will discuss a possible
alternative answer.

3.6 Combination of Both Interpretations

It might be thought that what is needed is a combination of the two previous
approaches. Perhaps what is constitutive of rationality gives us reasons not
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to disengage from specific projects. So the proposal is not, as above, that ra-
tional non-optionality consists in being constitutive of rationality. But having
a reason not to disengage from certain projects might itself be constitutive of
rationality. This line of reasoning is supported by the following remarks:

it seems that we ought to engage in [the explanatory] project; a
thinker who did not inquire into the world around him would not
be fully rational (Enoch and Schechter, 2008, p. 553, emphasis
mine)

If a project is such that any rational agent ought to engage in it
(and presumably, ought to try to successfully engage in it), then it
is rationally required (Enoch and Schechter, 2008, p. 558, emphasis
mine)

So perhaps it is constitutive of rationality that we have a reason to engage
in specific projects. This would introduce a reason not to disengage from
specific projects that cannot be extended to other projects. We might present
this proposal as follows:

(AR1) a project is rationally non-optional iff having a strong reason
to engage in this project is constitutive of rational agency.

However, without the existence of a prior reason to engage in rational
agency, it seems that this approach does not bring us any further than (A1).
Note that we previously defined (A1) as “a project is rationally non-optional
iff engaging in this project is constitutive of rational agency”, so the current
suggestion would clearly be a variant of (A1). The reasons that are derived
from what is constitutive of rational agency are normatively arbitrary, as long
as rational agency is itself not normatively grounded.

What suggests itself at this point is a different combination of the above
strategies. Perhaps something along the following lines: we have a strong
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reason to be a rational agent, and rationally non-optional projects are those
projects that are constitutive of rational agency. This would give us the fol-
lowing suggestion:

(AR2) a project is rationally non-optional iff engaging in this project
is constitutive of rational agency and we have a strong reason to
be a rational agent.

Enoch does not seem to endorse this interpretation in his positive argument
for robust normative realism, but it might be an improvement. In criticising
constitutivist accounts, Enoch insists that what is missing is the initial reason
to be a rational agent. (AR2) clearly refers to this initial reason, and is true to
the main idea behind the constitutivist strategy: that normativity is grounded
in rational agency. Unfortunately, it is not obvious how it helps avoiding the
problems mentioned above. For example, the objections to (R) in which it
was proposed that rational non-optionality consists in having strong reasons
not to disengage from that project, apply to this case as well. For example, in
a counterfactual situation where I have strong reasons not to disengage from
the “worship project”, it is highly counter-intuitive that the projects that are
constitutive of this project provide epistemic justification. Moreover, it would
be improbable that epistemic justification in its totality could be derived from
this prior reason. This worry seems to be implicitly shared by Enoch. In a
footnote, discussing the fact that constitutivists need an independent reason
to be agents, he says:

[N]ote how implausible the claim is that (all?) our normative rea-
sons are based on the fundamental reason we have to be agents. If
I had to choose candidates for ultimate normative or moral truths,
I would consider such things as the badness of pain, the signifi-
cance of autonomy, the moral status of love, the duty or duties of
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respect for persons, the obligation to stand one’s by word. I cer-
tainly wouldn’t mention anything about a reason to be an agent
(2006, p. 187, fn. 38).

So for the reasons mentioned above, I conclude that (AR2) does not succeed
either. But before concluding that the general strategy fails, I want to discuss
one more suggestion of what it means to be rationally non-optional. Perhaps
we have not found an explanation of rational non-optionality since it is to be
understood as a fundamental or basic concept: some projects are rationally
non-optional, and some projects are not, but nothing more can be said. This
seems to be what Enoch and Schechter have it mind when, after noting that
they have not said very much on what it means to be rationally non-optional,
they suggest that “it may be impossible to do better. Rational requirement
may be a basic normative status, unexplainable in more fundamental normative
terms” (2008, p. 558).10

But if this is the final answer to the question why some basic belief-forming
methods provide justification and some do not, it seems that we have made
little progress. Enoch’s pragmatic account is, after all, mainly motivated by
a discontent with a mere list of justified belief-forming methods. If the expla-
nation of the justificatory status of these belief-forming methods ultimately
relies on a another list of which nothing more can be said, then the prag-
matic account loses its appeal. I conclude, therefore, that this interpretation
of rationally non-optionality also fails to rescue Enoch’s positive argument.

3.7 Shmagency or Indispensability

If what I have said up to this point is correct, there is a tension between
Enoch’s positive argument for robust normative realism and his negative argu-
ment against constitutivist theories. Insisting that there needs to be a reason

10In their 2008 paper, Schechter and Enoch use the term “rationally required” instead of
“rationally non-optional” for the property projects possess that provide justification for our
beliefs.
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in place prior to the “game of agency” places all weight on this fundamental
reason. That it is this reason that grounds the whole of normativity is rather
implausible, overgenerates and undermines the attraction of the constitutivist’s
(and also Enoch’s earliest) accounts. It is, however, not altogether clear that
Enoch’s negative argument succeeds.11 And moreover, I am not mainly in-
terested in the question whether Enoch’s argument against constitutivism is
compatible with his argument for robust normative realism. What is really
at stake is whether Enoch’s positive argument (for robust normative realism)
succeeds. So we might wonder if Enoch can defend his own indispensability
argument for robust realism if the shmagency objection would turn out to be
unsuccessful.

Unfortunately for the proponent of robust realism, this is not the case.
For one of the (hidden) premisses of Enoch’s indispensability argument is that
constitutivism fails. As I said in the first section, Enoch argues from the phe-
nomenology of deliberation to the necessary belief in robust normative truths.
The motivation for this step is that it feels like there are definite answers to
the questions we ask ourselves. And Enoch argues, these answers could not
depend on our attitudes and desires, since this would undermine our initial
reason to engage in deliberation. However, if what we have reason to do could
be constructed from what is constitutive of rational agency - the constitutivist
premise - then this would also correspond to our phenomenology of searching
for the right answer.12 For on this view, there are also right answers to the
questions we pose ourselves that are not merely determined by our attitudes
and desires. This would entail that robust, irreducible normative truths are
not indispensable to the deliberative project, since we could also successfully
engage in this project using “constructed” normative truths.

11 For criticisms of the shmagency objections, see for example Velleman (2009), Ferrero
(2009), Katsafanas (2013), Silverstein (2015) and Smith (2015).

12 In Chapter 6 of this disseratation, I argue that a version of metaethical antirealism is
also able to satisfy the objectivist desideratum that Enoch takes to follow from the phe-
nomenology of deliberation.
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Enoch is aware of this point, and concedes that his indispensability ar-
gument cannot, on its own, show that we are justified in believing in robust
normative truths. If “constructed” normative truths were avaiable, then ro-
bust normative truths could be eliminated without undermining (or at least
sufficiently diminishing) whatever reason we had to engage in the deliberative
project. But this is not a problem, Enoch assumes, since constitutivism can be
rejected for other reasons: constitutivism is off the table since it is vulnerable
to the shmagency objection (2011b, p. 82, fn. 78). So if what I have argued
for above is correct, and Enoch needs to abandon the shmagency objection in
order to keep a plausible defence of the claim that deliberative indispensability
provides justification for our beliefs, then his positive argument fails. I there-
fore conclude that Enoch cannot save his positive argument if the shmagency
objection would turn out to be mistaken.

3.8 Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed two different lines of interpreting the suggestion
that rationally non-optional projects provide justification for our beliefs. The
first interpretation, which suggests that epistemic justification is grounded in
what is constitutive of rational agency is defective because it is vulnerable to
the shmagency objection, an objection raised by Enoch against constitutivist
theories. The second interpretation, which says that rationally non-optional
projects are those that we have strong reason not to disengage from, is defective
because it (1) provides epistemic justification for the wrong reason and (2)
provides epistemic justification to beliefs that we intuitively would not consider
justified.

For these reasons, I conclude that Enoch’s deliberative indispensability
argument fails. This is bad news for the robust moral realist, because it means
that deliberative indispensability cannot be used to take away the metaphysical
worries that robust moral realism is taken to have.
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4.1 Introduction

Metasemantic inferentialism has gained popularity in the last few decades.
The term ‘inferentialism’ was introduced by Robert Brandom but is now widely
used for the position that to have meaning is to be governed by inferential or
conceptual rules. Traditionally, inferentialism is combined with a deflationary
attitude towards semantic terms such as truth and reference, i.e., many inferen-
tialists hold that when we use these semantic terms we do not purport to refer
to substantive properties.1 This combination makes inferentialism attractive
for philosophers who see themselves as antirealists.

Although the attractions of combining inferentialism and deflationism are
easy to see, deflationism is also a controversial position. For one, deflationists
maintain that truth is an insubstantive property, but it is not altogether clear
what an insubstantive property is. Secondly, as deflationists maintain that
truth does not play an explanatory role, it is incompatible with the position
that truth can explain the normativity of truth talk. Given that deflationism
faces these objections, it would be preferable if the success of inferentialism
did not depend on the deflationist’s ability to respond to these objections.

For this reason, I will argue that someone attracted to inferentialism for its
ability to accommodate antirealist intuitions about a domain (e.g. morality) is
not committed to deflationism about truth. More specifically, I will show that
inferentialism combined with a straightforward account of inferentialist truth

1Inferentialists adopt different versions of alethic deflationism. Brandom (1994) defends
prosententialism, while Michael Williams (2010) uses Paul Horwich’s minimalism (1999;
2000). In this paper I do not distinguish between these different versions of deflationism.
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conditions leads to a version of truth pluralism. I call this position Inferentialist
Truth Pluralism.

4.2 Inferentialism

Philosophers of language can be roughly said to distinguish two different ap-
proaches to meaning (Loar, 2006). The first approach takes meaning to be
fundamentally a matter of representation. The second approach sees mean-
ing primarily in terms of how that expression is used. These approaches are
typically called representationalist and use theories of meaning. Although it
is possible to think that meaning in one domain is a matter of representa-
tion, while it is a matter of use in another, these local theories of meaning are
notoriously problematic. Geach (1965) and Searle (1962) have argued that lo-
cal theories, such as metaethical expressivism, have a problem explaining why
claims in one domain are semantically so similar to claims in other domains,
while their meaning is determined in fundamentally different ways (see also
Chrisman, 2011). In this paper I will therefore be talking about theories of
meaning that operate globally.

One of the important versions of the use theory of meaning is Brandom’s
inferentialism. The inferentialist’s main claim is that the meaning of expres-
sions is determined by their inferential role in the game of giving and asking for
reasons (Brandom, 1994; Brandom, 2000). The inferential role tells us what we
are committed to when making an utterance, and it tells us what expressions
we are entitled to when someone else utters an expression. Simplifying a little,
we can say that the inferential role consists of material inferences in which the
expression can function as a premise or as a conclusion. The term “material
inference” is a term of art that Brandom uses to indicate that the inferences
are non-monotonically valid (i.e., we can add premises to a valid material in-
ference to make it invalid; something that is not the case with formally valid
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inferences).2 Let us look at an example. Suppose that someone who grasps
the meaning of the predicate “is a bird” is committed to the following linguistic
moves:

“x is a bird” ! “x can fly”

“x is a bird” ! “x has wings and feathers”

Let X ! Y mean that if someone utters that X, then she ought to accept
that Y. So if someone utters that something is a bird, then she ought to accept
the utterance that it can fly. If she is not willing to accept that it can fly,
she has to give reasons why this is so (for example, because it is a penguin).
Moreover, if we are engaged in a conversation, and I say that something is a
bird, I thereby license you to utter that it has wings and feathers. When I
later challenge your statement that the object has wings and feathers, you can
respond by pointing out that I maintained that it was a bird.

For inferentialists such as Brandom, all meaningful terms derive their mean-
ing from their place in an inferential network of utterances. In the example
above, we saw that both the premise and the conclusion of the inferences con-
sist of sentences (as opposed to non-linguistic phenomena, such as states of
affairs). Some terms have their meaning determined by a set of material in-
ferences that all have this feature. For these terms we can say that they stay
within the language game. We can borrow some terminology from earlier use
theorists and say that these terms have their meaning determined by a narrow
inferential role.

Following Brandom, let us call the position that all inferential roles are
narrow in this sense hyperinferentialism. Although this position is consistent, it
is doubtful that hyperinferentialism is correct. It seems that there are domains
of discourse where the meaning of terms is determined by something more than
narrow inferential roles. Brandom formulates this worry as follows:

2 For a discussion of the empirical adequacy of non-monotonic logics, see Dutilh Novaes
and Veluwenkamp (2017).
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The meaning of ‘red’ is not just a matter of what other concepts
its applicability is properly inferrable from (e.g., scarlet), and the
applicability of what other concepts is properly inferrable from its
applicability (e.g., colored), nor of the applicability of what other
concepts preclude its applicability (e.g., green or multiple of 3).
Its noninferential applicability to red things is also an essential
propriety of the use of the concept red: one that must accordingly
be underwritten by any adequate account of the meaning or content
expressed by the use of the word ‘red’. (Brandom, 2007, p. 657)

So if this is correct, we need to think of material inferences that also allow
non-linguistic phenomena as premise or conclusion. Based on the example
above, we can sketch the following material inferences for the predicate “is
red”:

“x is red” ! “x is colored”

“x is scarlet” ! “x is red”

“x is red” ! “x is not green”

red things ! “x is red”

The first three inferences are, just as we saw earlier, inferences that stay
within the language game. The last one, however, refers to a non-linguistic
phenomenon, i.e., red things. If Brandom is correct, and I think that he is,
some parts of our language do not have their meaning determined by a narrow
inferential role.3 We can call the inferential roles that consist in part of non-
linguistic elements, wide inferential roles. The position that allows for both
narrow and wide inferential roles is called strong inferentialism (Brandom,
2007, p. 657). For brevity, let us use the term narrow concept for a concept

3 Jaroslav Peregrin seems to agree when he says that hyperinferentialism “is clearly un-
tenable for a language containing empirical vocabulary” (2012, p. 12).
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whose content is determined only by narrow inferential roles and wide concept
for a concept whose content is determined by at least one wide inferential role.

I aim to show in this paper that inferentialism is compatible with infla-
tionism, the position that truth is a substantive properties that plays an ex-
planatory role, without losing the attractions of inferentialism. But let me first
explain some of the reasons the inferentialist has for giving up deflationism.

4.3 Deflationism and Some Challenges

When inferentialists take a stance regarding truth, they often combine their
position with a deflationist account of truth. Robert Brandom (1994), for
example, who can be seen as the founding father of inferentialism, adopts a
prosentential theory of truth (which is a version of deflationism). But other
inferentialists who adopt deflationism include Christine Tiefensee (2016), Mark
Warren (2015), Huw Price (2013) and Michael Williams (2010).4

Many inferentialists are attracted to deflationism because of a discontent
with the usual substantial theories of truth. In many domains of discourse,
truth is most plausibly approached as correspondence, while other domains
seem to require a more epistemic, or antirealist, approach to truth. Here is
Michael Williams expressing this sentiment:

Deflationism allows [one] to concede to correspondence theorists
that truth is a non-epistemic notion, without compromising a func-
tional (use-based) approach to meaning. While retaining the anti-
representationalist spirit of classical pragmatism, deflationism stays
closer to our ordinary use of ‘true’ than do accounts such as James’,
which threaten to elide the distinction between truth and justifica-
tion. This is a real step forward. (Williams, 2010, p. 319)

4Some inferentialists adopt a substantive account of truth (e.g., Wedgwood (2001; 2007;
2017), Enoch (2011b) and Eklund (2017)). However, these philosophers do not have a
problem with accepting moral properties in their ontology.
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However, deflationism about truth faces several objections that have proven
to be difficult to answer. Early deflationists held that the truth predicate does
not refer to a property. A.J. Ayer, for example, took himself to have shown that
“the word ‘truth’ does not stand for anything” (1936, p. 89). However, most
contemporary deflationists now say that although there is a truth property, it is
not the same kind of property as the property of being a chair or the property
of being grass. They maintain that the truth property is an insubstantive
property.

Unfortunately, it is not altogether clear what exactly an insubstantive prop-
erty is. Hartry Field, a proponent of deflationism, acknowledges this when
he says that he is “not clear enough as to what [‘insubstantive property’] is
supposed to mean” (1994, fn. 19). Panu Raatikainen, a critic of deflationism,
expresses the worry when he says that he finds the notion “too vague to serve as
the subject of interesting philosophical argumentation” (2006, p. 108). Finally,
Douglas Edwards thinks that there is something suspicious about insubstan-
tive properties. He argues that none of the basic features that are usually put
forward to characterize deflationism are sustainable (2018, pp. 41-82).

Another characteristic that deflationist accounts of truth have in common
is that they think that the truth property lacks explanatory powers. That is,
a deflationist cannot explain certain features about our linguistic practices in
virtue of the property that is denoted by truth. And this brings me to the
second problem for deflationism. Inflationists typically think that the concept
of truth can help us explain certain facts. Lynch mentions the meaning of
sentences and the content of beliefs as common examples of facts explained by
truth-conditions (of respectively sentences and beliefs). Other facts that infla-
tionists take to be explained by the truth property are the following truisms:

Norm of belief: it is prima facie correct to believe that p if and
only if the proposition that p is true.

End of inquiry: other things being equal, true beliefs are a worthy
goal of inquiry. (Lynch, 2009a, pp. 10 & 12)
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If these truisms should indeed be explained by the truth property, then
deflationism is false. The reason for this is obvious: part of the deflationist’s
main thesis is that truth does not play any significant explanatory role. De-
flationist typically argue that although these truisms are indeed true, they are
not explained by the truth property itself (Horwich, 1999; Horwich, 2000).
However, many inflationists think that there is a more intimate connection
between truth and the norms of truth. Crispin Wright, for example, uses this
connection as a motivation for preferring his truth pluralism over versions of
deflationism (1992).

I do not think that these issues are knock-down arguments against the de-
flationist. However, many philosophers do think they are at least costs that
had better be avoided. For this reason, I will show in this paper that inferen-
tialism is compatible with inflationism, without losing the core attractions of
the theory.5

4.4 Truth for Inferentialists

Metasemantical inferentialism gives us an account of meaning, but by itself it
does not tell us what it is for a sentence to be true. For the representationalist
about meaning, this task seems easy. She maintains that expressions derive
their meaning from how these expressions represent the world as being. So, one
very plausible suggestion for the representationalist is to say that a sentence
is true if and only if the world is as the sentence represents the world as being.
For example, take the following sentence:

(A) The car is red.

For the representationalist, this sentence is true if and only if there is an
object that “the car” refers to and this object has a specific property, i.e., the

5 For other criticisms of deflationism about truth see e.g., Bar-On et al. (2000) and Jago
(2018, Chapter 1).
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property of being red. This seems straightforward and correct. The (global)
representationalist, however, thinks that this explanation works for all sen-
tences, e.g., she maintains that it also works for:

(B) The car is beautiful.

If (global) representationalism is true, then it is very tempting to think
that this sentence is true if and only if there is an object that “the car” refers
to and that this object has the property of being beautiful. All the usual
metaethical options are available regarding this specific property. Aesthetic
error theorists would maintain that the property of being beautiful is never
instantiated, while aesthetic nonnaturalists would argue that being beautiful
is a nonnatural property. What all representationalist agree on, however, is
the basic assumption that in order for (B) to be true, the object that “the car”
refers to should have the property ascribed by “being beautiful”.

Not everyone is worried by the implications of this assumption, but the
inferentialist typically is. It is, therefore, an advantage for the inferentialist
that she is not committed to these implications. However, at this point we
have only said what the inferentialist about truth does not say about truth.
Let us now look at what an inferentialist can say about truth.

Prima facie, it does not seem very promising to combine inferentialism
with an inflated truth property. At least not for an inferentialist who wants to
say that both propositions consisting of narrow concepts (i.e., concepts that
have their meaning determined by a set of material inferences where both the
premise and the conclusion of the inferences consist of sentences only) and
propositions consisting of wide concepts are capable of being true. If this
inferentialist combined her view with a correspondence theory of truth, she
would run into the same problems as the representationalist. She would need
a “corresponding” entity or property as truth-maker; something we already
saw was problematic for some concepts (such as beautiful). However, if
the inferentialist adopts an epistemic notion of truth, then she would get the
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strange result that concepts that have a wide inferential role have their meaning
determined (in part) by an external property or entity, while the truth of these
propositions does not depend on such an external object.

This is one of the reasons why inferentialists are attracted to deflationism.
Typically, deflationists present their view with the help of what is sometimes
called the equivalence schema: <p> is true if and only if p.6 Given this
schema, the deflationist can define her position as the claim that instances of
this schema capture everything significant that can be said about truth. The
deflationist can therefore say that there is nothing more to “the car is beautiful
is true” then that the car is beautiful and that there is nothing more to “the car
is red is true” than that the car is red. Going “deflationist”, it seems therefore,
avoids many of the problems that plague the inflationist accounts of truth.

But what can the inferentialist say who does not want to commit herself
to deflationism? We have already established that inferentialists hold that
if one articulates p, one commits oneself to certain other (linguistic and/or
non-linguistic) elements. Matthew Chrisman suggests that we see the truth
conditions of p as a way of spelling out these commitments.

The core idea [. . . ] is that the specification of the truth conditions
of a sentence should be interpreted as an articulation of what one is
committed to in virtue of using the sentence to make an assertion
in ordinary discursive practice. (Chrisman, 2016, p. 186)

Chrisman’s proposal is to identify the truth-conditions of a sentence with
the commitments one takes upon oneself when uttering the sentence. Chrisman
does not tell us what the inferential roles are that make up the content of

6The angle brackets are used to leave open the question whether it concerns sentences or
propositions.
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sentences containing ‘ought’. He does, however, defend the view that moral
terms are “narrow” in the sense defined above.7

Let us look at a specific, moral, example. Take the expression “I ought to do
X”. This expression is inferentially related to other expressions. It is plausible
that (at least some usages of) the statement that I ought to do an action
commits me to the acceptance of the utterance that it is not impermissible
to do X. Also, if I ought to do X, then it is not the case that it is omissible
(non-obligatory) to do X. And there are many more deontic rules that apply
to the use of the expression “I ought to do X”. For example, many people also
believe that if we are in relevantly similar circumstances, we ought to do X as
well. If all this is correct, then the expression’s place in the inferential network
can be sketched as follows:

“I ought to x” ! “it is not impermissible to x”

“it is omissible to x” ! “it is not the case that I ought to x”

“I ought to x” ! “If in similar circumstances, one ought to do x”

This means that asserting

(MONEY) “I ought to give the money back to Anna”

commits me to the following:

1) “it is not impermissible to give the money back to Anna”
7 In fact, Chrisman provides a book-length defense of the claim that ‘ought’ should be

seen as a intensional operator, and proposes a modification of Kratzer-style truth conditions.
According to Kratzer, ‘ought’ is an intensional operator. When we add ‘ought’ to a sentence
S, that complex is true just in case S is true in all of the relevant possible worlds that are
ranked highest according to some ordering source. The context in which ‘ought S’ is used
fixes both the worlds that are ‘relevant’, and the ordering source. Chrisman suggests to
expand upon this idea by providing a more fine-grained account in which not only possible
worlds figure, but also possible norms. It is beyond the scope of the paper to explain the
motivation and the details of this account, but Chrisman ultimately seems to rely on some
version of quitetism that relies on deflationism (see also Tiefensee, forthcoming).
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2) “if you are in relevantly similar circumstances, you also ought to give the
money back to Anna”

Moreover, the assertion that it is not omissible to give the money back to
Anna commits me to the acceptance of (MONEY). If Chrisman’s account of
truth conditions is correct, these commitments also specify the truth conditions
for the relevant expressions. So (1) & (2) partly specify the truth conditions
for (MONEY), and (MONEY) itself partly specifies the truth conditions for
“it is not omissible to give the money back to Anna”.8

But this is only half of the story. For the upstream and downstream claims
are also normative and have truth conditions; they also occupy a space in the
inferential network. Very probably, if one believes that (MONEY) is narrow in
the sense described above, one takes the same stance towards the supporting
normative claims. Moreover, this applies to all upstream commitments; i.e.,
these claims have a narrow inferential role as well. If this is correct, then we
never get “outside” the moral language game when spelling out the conditions

8 If we accept Chrisman’s proposal that “ought” functions as a modal operator, the story
becomes slightly more complex. The results are, however, similar. To see why this is so, let
us take the claim

(OH) “We ought to do more to help the poor”.

Simplified a little, Chrisman suggests to first distill the imperative-like content of (OH)
(something like “let’s do more to help the poor”). Given this imperatival content, we can
say that (OH) is true just in case, in the relevant worlds, the best norms require satisfaction
of the imperative (2016, p. 147) (see the previous footnote for more details of Chrisman’s
account). This is easily interpreted in a representationalist manner which would commit us to
realism about norms and possible worlds. However, this is not how a non-representationalist
inferentialist would like to see matters. Chrisman prefers to interpret the truth-conditions
as a description of the position in a network of inferentially related commitments one takes
upon oneself when uttering (OH).

These commitments run in two directions. Downstream, one is committed to “intentions
to act [...] in ways that comply with the imperatival content” (2016, pp. 197-8). So if one
utters (OH), one is committed to intend to help the poor (in particual contexts). Moreover,
when one is challenged after uttering (OH). One might defend (OH) “by appealing to more
general normative claims that support the norms relative to which the imperatival content
is legitimate at the contextually relevant worlds” (2016, p. 198).

What is important, is that even if we interpret ‘ought’ as a modal operator, the up- and
downstream commitments consist of “narrow” content.
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under which “We ought to do more to help the poor” is true. On the supposition
that the above is correct for the moral domain, the truth of this (and other)
moral expression(s) can for this reason only depend on the relation the claim
has to other moral expressions.9

This would mean that for domains of discourse that have a narrow inferen-
tial role, the truth of an expression depends on its relation to other expressions.
If we combine this with the assumption that every expression stands in inferen-
tial relations to at least one other expression (which is one of the inferentialist’s
key commitments), we get a pattern that is recognizable. For we have estab-
lished that in some domains of discourse, the truth conditions of a sentence
consist in other sentences. And this is exactly what a coherence theory of truth
(or some other epistemic notion of truth) says about truth conditions (Young,
2018).10 So for domains of discourse that have a narrow inferential role, in-
flationists can maintain that expressions are true in virtue of some epistemic
notion of truth.

In this paper I do not want to argue that a particular epistemic notion of
truth is most plausible for the moral domain. Let us, therefore, just borrow a

9 It might be thought that talk of truth-conditions automatically commits one to an
inflationist notion of truth. However, this would be mistaken, as a deflationist reading of
truth-condtions is also available to deflationists. For Hartry Field, the equivalence schema
(<p> is true if and only if p) is just to say that “p” has the truth-conditions that p. The
expression “the car is red” has, for example, the truth conditions that the car is red (Field,
1994). (See for a discussion e.g., Boghossian (1990), Kraut (1993), O’Leary-Hawthorne and
Price (1996) and Williams (1999; 2010).) Chrisman’s proposal goes further, however, in that
not only the instances of the equivalance schema provide us with truth conditions of, say,
p, but the inferential role of p provides us with truth-conditions as well. A thoroughgoing
deflationist could perhaps render these (in my mind more substantive) truth-conditions in
a deflationist way as well. So it could very well be that Chrisman is not committed to
non-deflated truth-conditions. However, the fact that this deflationist reading is, arguably,
available to the expressivist does not undermine the possiblity of taking the truth-conditions
at face value.

10 Strcitly speaking, the coherence theorist is not committed to sentences being the bearers
of truth. But once we have established what the bearers of truth are (propositions, beliefs,
sentences), the coherence theorist holds that the truth conditions of these truth-bearers are
other truth-bearers (Young, 2018). This contrasts with a correspondence theorist, who holds
that the truth conditions of the truth-bearers are objective features of the world.
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page or two from truth pluralists such as Crispin Wright and Michael Lynch,
and focus on what they take to be a plausible contender for this domain:
superwarrant. Epistemic notions of truth often build truth upon warrant.
Inspired by Charles Sanders Peirce, we can say that given a specific definition
of warrant, moral judgement P is superwarranted if and only if it is warranted
at some stage of inquiry and would continue to be warranted through every
successive improvement.

Superwarrant: The belief that p is superwarranted if and only if the
belief that p is warranted without defeat at some stage of inquiry
and would remain so at every successive stage of inquiry. (Lynch,
2009b, p. 38)

Let us use superwarrant as the epistemic notion of truth for domains of
discourse that have a narrow inferential role. In this example I just assumed
that the moral domain is such a domain, but nothing in my argument hangs on
that. As we will see later, the only thing I need in my argument is that there
are domains of discourse in which all terms have a narrow inferential role.

We have, until now, focused on domains of discourse in which all terms
have a narrow inferential role. Many inferentialists think that there are such
domains. However, as we saw above, many inferentialist also believe that
there are domains of discourse for which this does not hold. The paradigmatic
example of such a domain is the scientific domain. It is widely accepted that
the meaning of some scientific terms is determined by so-called wide rules.
Observational terms are typical examples.

If this is correct, then among the truth-conditions of the expression “the
car is red”, we find not only sentences such as:

(1) “the car is coloured”

(2) “the car is not completely yellow”
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but also something that takes us outside the realm of language. One of the
truth conditions of the expression “the car is red” is non-linguistic, it says that
the car has the property of being red. This extra-linguistic entity that figures
in the inferential role of the term red, forces a connection between the linguistic
expression and the outside world. “The car is red” can only be true if the car
has the property of being red.11

Furthermore, if we investigate the term “car”, we will find out that the wide
role of this term makes it the case that “the car is red” can only be true if there
is an object that “the car” refers to and that this object has the property of
being red. In this fashion, we have reached a notion of truth which requires
that an expression is true if and only if it corresponds to reality.

To recapitulate, if inferentialism is correct, the meaning of expressions is
determined by their inferential role. These inferential roles are narrow for
some domains of discourse, and wide for other domains. In domains where all
terms have a narrow inferential role, the inflationist can plausibly hold that an
expression is true if it has an epistemic property (such as superwarrant). In
domains where some terms have a wide inferential role, an expression’s truth
is determined by the question whether it has the property “corresponds to
reality”.

This conclusion relies on Chrisman’s suggestion that the truth conditions
of a sentence are to be equated with what one is committed to in virtue of
asserting that sentence. If truth conditions are articulated by inferential rules,
and a specification of the inferential rules never relies on reference to anything

11 I take Chrisman to make the same point when he argues that inferentialism doesn’t
“commit us to the idea that language use is merely a ‘game’ of giving and asking for reasons”
(2016, p. 191, emphasis in original). Just as in my example above, he thinks that it
is plausible that someone who arrerts that grass is green is “inferentially committed to the
proposition that grass has the (real, mind-independent, describable) property of being green.”
Chrisman continues by stating that if “this were right about this sentence or any other class
of sentences, inferentialism might be seen as overlapping with the core representationalist
idea outlined earlier but as also offering a deeper explanation of the relevant phenomena”
(2016, p. 192). My contentention of course is that there is overlap for those domains that
are “wide” in the sense describe above.
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non-linguistic, then what it takes for a sentence to be true does not involve
anything non-linguistic either. If this is correct, then expressions that have a
narrow conceptual role are true in virtue of having an "epistemic" property.

4.5 Truth Pluralism and the Referent of “True”

In the previous section we concluded that in domains where all terms have
a narrow inferential role, it is an epistemic notion (such as superwarrant) in
virtue of which propositions are true. In domains where this is not the case, it
is a relation such as correspondence in virtue of which propositions are true.
Combined with the plausible assumption that there are domains in which all
terms have a narrow inferential role and terms that lack this feature, we have
a version of truth pluralism. If this is correct, inferentialism provides indepen-
dent motivation for a version of truth pluralism: there are different substantive
properties in virtue of which propositions are true, e.g. correspondence or su-
perwarrant.

Although I have argued that inferentialism motivates truth pluralism, I
have not said anything definitive on the referent of the truth predicate. In this
section I will show that the best way of spelling out truth pluralism is com-
patible with the inferentialist’s core commitments. Within the truth pluralist
tradition, there at least two stances on the referent of “true”. In the remainder
of this paper I will discuss both versions, present reasons for thinking that one
of the two is the most plausible and show that this one is compatible with
inferentialism.

Let us start with the most straightforward account. We know that there
is a range of (alethically potent) properties in virtue of which judgements are
true. And perhaps we do not need a property in addition to these properties
as referent for the truth predicate. It could be the case that the term “true”
refers to different properties in different domains. For example, suppose that
in the empirical domain, judgements are true in virtue of corresponding to
reality and that moral judgements are true in virtue of cohering with other
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moral judgements. Then it could be that “true” refers to correspondence in
the empirical domain, and to superwarrant when used in the moral domain.
There are again different possible additional stories about why this is the case.
It could be that “true” is ambiguous just like “bank” is. A different, and
slightly more plausible, view is that “true” is a definite description that refers
to different properties in different contexts.12 In what follows I will refer to the
family of views that hold that “true” denotes different properties in different
domains as the diversity view.

The second account holds that, although there is a range of substantive
properties in virtue of which propositions are true, the truth predicate itself
refers to a different substantive property. A potential problem for this view
is that if we posit a property in addition to the properties in virtue of which
judgements are true, we have to say something about the relations between
these properties. I will explain what the inferentialist can say about this rela-
tion later in the paper. But let us first see why the diversity view is probably
false.

One of the best-known objections to the diversity view is that it suffers
from the mixed inferences and validity problem (Tappolet, 1997, pp. 209-10,
Lynch, 2009b, p. 55-6). The problem can be presented as follows. Suppose
that “it is true that winter is coming” means that “winter is coming” has the
property of corresponding to reality. Suppose furthermore that “it is true that
you ought to build a higher wall” means that “you ought to build a higher wall”
has the property that it coheres with other moral beliefs. Can we still say that
the following argument is valid?

(P1) If winter is coming, you ought to build a higher wall.

(P2) Winter is coming.

(C) You ought to build a higher wall.
12This is the view that Lynch ascribes to Crispin Wright (Lynch, 2009b, p. 60-2). Wright

denies that we should interpret him in that way.
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Most philosophers believe that being truth-preserving is a necessary con-
dition for validity. This implies that for the argument to be valid, it has to be
the case that if (P1) and (P2) are true, (C) is also true. However, as truth for
the second premise and for the conclusion are different properties, there is not
a single property that is being preserved. Truth pluralists who maintain that
the term “true” refers to different properties in different domains of discourse
should therefore give a different story about validity. That position is not very
attractive.

The second problem with the diversity view is the complex sentences prob-
lem. The problem is that it is not clear what it means to say that (P1) is
true. The antecedent and the consequent are from domains in which the term
“true” refers to different properties. So to what property does “true” refer when
applied to the whole premise? The answer that the whole premise is true if it
is not the case that the antecedent is true while the consequent is not, is not
acceptable. Critics maintain that this answer is question-begging. What we
really want to know is when the conditional itself is true (Lynch, 2009b, p.
56-7).

A third, and related, potential problem for versions of truth pluralism
has to do with the fact that we can use the concept of truth to make blind
generalizations. In an overly optimistic mood I could say that everything in
this paper is true. But this paper contains claims from different domains of
discourse. So if we take “true” to be ambiguous, which meaning of “true” do I
have in mind when I make the bold assertion about the content of this paper?
This is a question that many versions of truth pluralism, such as the diversity
view, cannot give an adequate answer to (see Lynch, 2009b, p. 56-7 for a
discussion of this problem).

4.6 Inferentialist Truth Pluralism

In light of the objections that we discussed above, contemporary truth plu-
ralists reject the diversity view. Instead, they adopt the position that “true”
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denotes exactly one substantive property, while holding that there are different
properties in virtue of which judgements are true. They believe that truth is
in some important sense “one and many”. Below we can find Pedersen and
Edwards summarizing Lynch’s take on this issue:

Truth as one and many (TOM): A satisfactory account of truth
must characterize truth both as one and many. It must be of a
mixed sort, incorporating simultaneously the monist idea that there
is a truth property possessed by any true proposition (whatever its
domain) and the pluralist idea that propositions can possess this
truth property in virtue of having one among a range of “alethically
potent” properties (correspondence, supercoherence, etc.). (2011,
p. 215)

So, many truth pluralists think that a “pure” pluralist view, i.e., a pluralist
view that only recognizes the pluralistic aspect of truth, faces many problems
that are difficult to overcome. Michael Lynch, for example, is a truth pluralist
who feels the force of the arguments against the diversity view. He proposes,
therefore, that there is an additional, substantial property that the truth pred-
icate refers to.

According to Lynch, the truth property (T) has a number of essential
features, say E. We have already established that there is a set of properties in
virtue of which judgements in different domains of discourse are true. Lynch
now proposes that these properties manifest truth in the different domains.
For Lynch, “manifest” is a technical term that is defined as follows: property
F is manifested by property M if “it is a priori that F’s essential features are
a subset of M’s features” (2009b, p. 74). So, it is a priori that the essential
features of the truth property are a subset of the features of correspondence,
superwarrant etc. This allows Lynch to combine the monist idea that there is
a truth property possessed by any true proposition (whatever its domain) and
the pluralist idea that propositions can possess this truth property in virtue of
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having one among a range of “alethically potent” properties (correspondence,
supercoherence, etc.).

So what are the essential features of truth that are manifested by the differ-
ent alethically potent properties? According to Lynch, the essential features
can be divided into two parts. Firstly, the truisms about truth have to be
included. For example, that it is prima facie correct to believe that p if an
only if the proposition that p is true, is for Lynch an essential feature of truth.
And the same holds for other truisms, such as End of Inquiry. This allows him
to explain the truisms about truth. Secondly, if a version of truth pluralism is
true, then the fact that there is a range of properties in virtue of which expres-
sions are true, is also one of the core features of truth. If we combine these two
parts, then we get the conclusion that truth refers to a substantial property
that has as essential features (1) features that are a priori (the truisms) and
(2) features that have to be discovered by studying the concept of truth (such
as the fact that there is a range of properties in virtue of which expressions are
true, if that is a fact).

And there is no reason why the inferentialist who does not want to commit
herself to deflationism about truth couldn’t also make use of this property as
a referent for truth. This position would allow the inferentialist to claim that
propositions consisting of narrow concepts and propositions consisting of wide
concepts are capable of being true. For those propositions have that property
that has among its essential features the platitudes about truth. The upshot,
of course, is that this position does not suffer from the problems that plague
the diversity view, and avoids the problems that plague deflationism.

To wrap up, let us look again at Williams’ reasons for adopting deflation-
ism. We can see that inferentialist truth pluralism meets all the characteris-
tics that Williams takes to be attractions of deflationism. Inferentialist truth
pluralism allows one to concede to correspondence theorists that truth is a
non-epistemic notion (in the relevant domains). It is a functional (use-based)
approach to meaning. It retains the anti-representationalist spirit of classical
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pragmatism (in the relevant domains), while upholding the distinction between
truth and justification.

4.7 Conclusion

I have argued that metasemantic inferentialism is compatible with truth plural-
ism. In domains of discourse where all terms have their meaning determined by
narrow inferential roles, the inferentialist can argue that sentences are true in
virtue of an epistemic notion of truth (such as superwarrant), while sentences
are true in virtue of a property such as correspondence in domains where some
terms have their meaning determined by a wide inferential role. Combined
with the plausible premise that both types of domains actually exist, it is
tempting to conclude that truth has a pluralist nature. At the very least, in-
ferentialists are not committed to deflationism. This adds to the attractiveness
of inferentialism. Moreover, I have presented Michael Lynch’s specific version
of truth pluralism and have shown that this version is also compatible with
inferentialism.



5 | Parfit’s and Scanlon’s Non-Metaphysical Moral

Realism as Alethic Pluralism

5.1 Introduction

Tim Scanlon and Derek Parfit have recently defended a meta-ethical view that
is supposed to satisfy realistic intuitions about morality, without the meta-
physical implications that many find hard to accept in other realist views.
Both philosophers argue that there are domains of discourse in which true
judgements do not have ontological implications. In the scientific domain true
judgements are about reality and these judgements do have ontological im-
plications. By contrast, Parfit maintains that in the normative domain truths
have “no positive ontological implications” and are not “about metaphysical re-
ality” (2011, Vol. II, p. 479 & 747). And for Scanlon, normative truths “need
no natural or special metaphysical reality in order to have the significance that
we commonly grant them” (2014, p. 52).

Although it is not evident that Scanlon and Parfit hold the same view, many
(including Scanlon himself) take them to do so.1 Therefore, in what follows
I will assume that there is one core idea that the quotes from the previous
paragraph try to capture. I take the project which develops this core idea to
be an attempt to show that positing nonnatural entities is not necessary to
satisfy realistic intuitions.

What distinguishes Scanlon and Parfit’s approach from other realistic metaeth-
ical views is that both maintain that normative entities exist in a way that is

1See also Scanlon’s comments on Parfit’s Non-Metaphysical Cognitivism (2014, p. 24, fn.
10).
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different from (some) non-normative entities. Moreover, they think that the
way normative entities exist helps to answer the metaphysical worries that nor-
mally plague nonnaturalism. I agree, however, with Cowie (2014) and Wedg-
wood (2015) that Parfit and Scanlon fail to develop their view sufficiently. So
it is the purpose of this paper to investigate in what way their core idea can
be developed while at the same time satisfying realistic intuitions. To do this,
I will proceed as follows. I will first specify what realistic intuitions are and
what it takes to satisfy them. I will do this by looking at the debate about
mind-independence between meta-ethical realists and antirealists (section 5.2).
I will propose that a view satisfies realistic intuitions about morality if it gives a
better account of mind-independence than antirealists do. Then I will present
Scanlon’s response to the usual metaphysical objections to nonnaturalism. I
will call the basic idea developed here domain pluralism (DP). In section 5.4
I will develop an account that grounds DP in alethic pluralism: the posi-
tion that there is more than one truth property. I will call the resulting view
Alethic Domain Pluralism (ADP). In section 5.5 I will show that this view fails
to satisfy realistic intuitions about morality. This shows that on a plausible
and initially promising reading of what it takes for a normative entity to exist
in a way that is different from non-normative entities, Parfit’s and Scanlon’s
non-metaphysical moral realism fails to be more realistic than contemporary
versions of antirealism.

5.2 Realistic Intuitions

Although intuitions about the status of moral judgements vary greatly, many
philosophers agree that moral truth is objective, by which they mean that it
is mind-independent. Just as it is not our way of thinking about peaches that
causes them to fall from the tree when ripe, it is also not our way of thinking
about morality that makes it the case that some moral judgements are true.
This is one of the realistic intuitions about morality that is not only held by
moral realists, but also by many antirealists. These antirealists subsequently
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try to show that even a meta-ethical view that denies that moral entities are
a fundamental part of reality can account for the intuition. In this section I
will look at an argument, proposed by the moral antirealist Simon Blackburn,
which purports to show that his meta-ethical theory can also account for mind-
independence.2 I will then show why moral realists typically think that this
explanation does not give a proper account of mind-independence. I will use
this discussion to formulate a criterion for satisfying realistic intuitions: an
account satisfies realistic intuitions if it gives a better explanation of mind-
independence than the one antirealists typically give.

In his Spreading the Word, Blackburn defends the view that the meaning
of moral sentences can be cashed out in terms of desire-like attitudes such as
approval and disapproval. On his account, the sentence “kicking dogs is morally
wrong” expresses disapproval of kicking dogs. As Blackburn recognizes, one
might think that such an account is committed to the mind-dependence of
moral truths, but he sets out to show that this is not the case. He maintains
that whether an account is committed to mind-dependence can be spelled out
in terms of commitment to conditionals such as the following:

KICK “if we had different sentiments, it would be permissible to
kick dogs” (1984, pp. 217-220).

To resist (KICK), he argues that “as soon as one uses a sentence whose simple
assertion expresses an attitude, one is in the business of discussing or voicing
ethical opinion” (1993, p. 173). Interpreted as a moral assertion, (KICK)
expresses the attitude that one approves of letting information about people’s
sentiments dictate one’s attitude towards kicking dogs. So on Blackburn’s
account, the antirealist can resist conditionals such as (KICK) because from
her perspective kicking dogs is repugnant and from this perspective letting
information about sentiments dictate how to feel about kicking dogs is just
as repugnant. So Blackburn’s argument is based on two premises: (1) that

2Blackburn calls himself a quasi realist: he endorses a metaphysical antirealism while
trying to earn the right to talk about moral truth in the same way realists do.
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resisting conditionals such as (KICK) is enough to satisfy mind-independence
and (2) that these conditionals are true or false in virtue of one’s actual moral
attitudes or perspective. We can therefore characterise Blackburn’s notion of
mind-independence as follows:

Perspectival mind-independence The actual perspective of the
assessor (one’s moral attitudes) determines the correctness of moral
standards, even in evaluations of counterfactual situations.

In response to this move by Blackburn, critics usually try to show that even if
Blackburn’s strategy is successful, the antirealist cannot satisfy another form
of mind-independence. The critic argues that on the antirealist’s account,
someone with very different moral attitudes could faultlessly judge that kicking
dogs is permissible. In other words, even if from my actual perspective kicking
dogs is repugnant, there could be another person who approves of kicking dogs
and from her actual perspective, this would be correct. And this would still
be a kind of mind-dependence according to the critic. Let us define the notion
of mind-independence that the critic is here assuming as follows:

Non-perspectival mind-independence Normative standards are
correct or incorrect, if they are, from all possible perspectives.

The antirealist can of course claim that the negation of non-perspectival mind-
independence (in other words, non-perspectival mind-dependence) is also a
moral claim and resist this negation for this reason. The realist insists, however,
that there is a theoretical or descriptive reading of this claim and that the
antirealist cannot satisfy it on this non-normative reading. Some antirealists
deny that there is such a reading, but another option for the antirealist is to
accept the availability of this reading while denying that it is the preferred
reading in everyday contexts. For example, Horgan and Timmons (2006, p.
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89) claim that in detached contexts we cannot assign a truth value to moral
claims such as non-perspectival mind-independence.3

This is where I take it that the debate has reached a standoff. I shall not
further engage in this debate. What I will do is explore realist alternatives
for the philosopher who shares the intuition that some versions of moral an-
tirealism fail because they do not satisfy non-perspectival mind-independence
but who also wants to avoid the (allegedly) dubious metaphysical entities that
nonnaturalist moral realism is committed to.

5.3 Domain Pluralism

Let us start out with a characterisation of the meta-ethical position that we
can find in Scanlon (2014) and Parfit (2011). In Being Realistic about Reasons,
Thomas Scanlon defends a realistic cognitivism about (non-instrumental) rea-
sons. The view is cognitivist since it holds that “claims about reasons for action
can be correct or incorrect” (2014, p. 2). Moreover, Scanlon holds that reasons
are not reducible to non-normative truths and cannot be explained in terms of
more fundamental notions such as rationality or rational agency, at least not
insofar as these latter notions are not themselves claims about reasons.

The view that there are irreducible normative truths faces several worries,
which are typically thought to be metaphysical, motivational and epistemolog-
ical in character: we can ask whether the existence of irreducible normative
truths is compatible with a scientific view of the world, whether we can be mo-
tivated by such irreducible normative truths, and how we can come to know
such truths. To address these worries, Scanlon proposes the following:

3 Horgan and Timmons label this a non-relativistic, morally detached context. Judgements
that are evaluated from such as context are, according to Horgan and Timmons, “neither
true nor false [...] because they lack overall descriptive, way-the-world-might-be content”
(2006, p. 89). They distinguish this context from other morally detached contexts, such as
one in which one evaluates a judgement’s truth value according to a specific moral outlook.
For example: “According to the moral outlook of group G, it is true that apartheid ought
not to be abolished”. Horgan and Timmons allow for truth values in these contexts. But as
they would agree, those context are not relevant in the current discussion.
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I believe that the way of thinking about these matters that makes
most sense is a view that does not privilege science but takes as ba-
sic a range of domains, including mathematics, science, and moral
and practical reasoning. It holds that statements within all of these
domains are capable of truth and falsity, and that the truth values
of statements about one domain, insofar as they do not conflict
with statements of some other domain, are properly settled by the
standards of the domain that they are about. Mathematical ques-
tions, including questions about the existence of numbers and sets
are settled by mathematical reasoning, scientific questions, includ-
ing questions about the existence of bosons, by scientific reasoning,
normative questions by normative reasoning, and so on. (2014, p.
19)

In this passage Scanlon argues that accepting a scientific view of the natural
world does not commit one to the view that truth-apt statements can only
be about the natural world. In addition to the scientific domain there is a
range of other basic domains, such as the mathematical and the moral domain,
within which statements can also be true of false. Moreover, the truth of
these statements is relative to the standards of the specific domain to which
these statements belong. Let us call this basic idea developed above domain
pluralism:

Domain Pluralism There is a plurality of domains, including math-
ematics, science, the moral and the normative domain. If we say
that an entity exists or that a statement is true or false this is
relative to one of these domains.

In order to develop this idea we need an explanation of what it means for an
entity to exist in a domain-relative way. I will present one plausible construal
in the following section.
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5.4 Alethic Domain Pluralism

In the previous section I have suggested that the best way to understand Scan-
lon’s meta-ethical position is as the thesis that existence is domain-relative, i.e.,
always relative to a specific domain. The upshot of this thesis is that it al-
lows us to say that the domain-relative existence of normative entities is not
ontologically problematic, since it does not commit us to the position that
normative entities exist in the same way as entities in the natural world. In
this section I develop this idea by showing that domain-relative existence can
be grounded in the more fundamental notion of domain-relative truth. Since I
will raise an objection to this view in the next section, it is not my intention
to fully defend this position. What I will do, however, is make clear how such
a view can be motivated.

To see how domain-relative existence can be grounded in domain-relative
truth, we have to interpret Scanlon’s claim that “truth values of statements
about one domain, [...] are properly settled by the standards of the domain that
they are about” (2014, p. 19). Standards that are appropriate in the scientific
domain, such as correspondence, might not be appropriate when applied to the
mathematical or moral domain. So possession of a specific property, such as
coherence with other statements, might be necessary and sufficient for truth
in one domain, while this property might be neither necessary nor sufficient in
another domain. On this interpretation we say that different properties play
the truth-role in different domains of discourse. Or, in other words, domain
pluralism amounts to a form of alethic pluralism, the position that there is
more than one truth property. Alethic pluralism is a position in the debate
about truth that has benefited from the pioneering work of Crispin Wright
(1992) and has recently been developed by Michael Lynch (2004; 2006; 2009b),
Nikolaj Pedersen (2013b) and Cory Wright (2013a).

There are several ways in which alethic pluralism has been spelled out in
the literature. One way to think of alethic pluralism is to take the term “true”
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to be ambiguous between different domains of discourse.4 So this means that
“true” in the scientific domain would mean something different from what it
means in the normative domain. However, many people are suspicious about
positing lexical ambiguity without independent evidence. Another way to think
of alethic pluralism is to maintain that although “true” is univocal, it picks out
different properties in different domains. Crispin Wright’s reductive pluralism
(1992) is an example of such a position. He maintains that the meaning of
“true” is determined by a set of platitudes about truth.5 One forceful objec-
tion to such a view is that it cannot explain what property is preserved in valid
mixed inferences. Consider an instance of modus ponens where the antecedent
of the conditional is normative and the consequent is a scientific claim. For
example, cruel cats are hungry, this cat is cruel, therefore this cat is hungry.6

If we adopt a simple version of alethic pluralism, we can no longer say that
the argument is valid, since there is not one truth-property preserved. As a
response to this objection, several other accounts have been proposed. But
the details of the correct version of alethic pluralism do not bear on the main
thread of this paper. For this reason, I will assume in the rest of this paper one
of the most influential versions of alethic pluralism: Michael Lynch’s alethic
functionalism. According to this view, truth is a functional property and dif-
ferent properties can play the truth-role in different domains. To avoid the
mixed inference objection, the alethic functionalist holds that truth should be
identified with the truth-role itself, not with the property that plays this role.7

My argument will, however, not rely on the details of this specific account.8

4This view has been defended by Tarski (1944) and Kölbel (2008).
5These platitudes include at least the following: (1) to assert is to present as true, (2)

truth is absolute and does not admit of degrees and (3) truth-apt contents have truth-apt
negations and can be embedded within conditionals, conjunctions, etc.

6The example is from Tappolet (2000, p. 383).
7For different versions of Lynch’s functionalist view, compare (2001; 2004) and (2009b,

p. 74).
8For the argument I am presenting in this paper, it does not matter that truth is a

specific role that is played by different properties in different domains. What matters is that
in different domains there are different properties that determine which sentences are true.
For this reason the argument generalises to all other recent versions of alethic pluralism.
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The main idea behind alethic functionalism is that different domains of dis-
course have different properties playing the truth-role. So although it might
be the case that in the scientific domain a statement is true if it corresponds
to mind-independent facts, other domains, such as mathematics and the nor-
mative domain, have different properties playing the truth-role.

One influential way of spelling out another notion of truth is the pragmatist
notion of truth that was originally defended by Charles Sanders Peirce. In its
original formulation it says that “[i]nquiry properly carried on will reach some
definite and fixed result or approximate indefinitely toward that limit” (1974,
p. 1.485) and “[t]he opinion which is fated to be ultimately agreed to by all
who investigate, is what we mean by the truth” (1974, p. 5.407).

In recent years this formulation has been updated and defended by truth
pluralists such as Crispin Wright and Michael Lynch. The most recent version
appeals to superwarrant, which is defined as follows:

Superwarrant P is superwarranted just when believing P is war-
ranted at some stage of inquiry and would remain warranted with-
out defeat at every successive stage of inquiry.

As Wright has argued, this property satisfies most platitudes that we usually
associate with the truth-predicate. A belief can, for example, be warranted
without being superwarranted, since having warrant for a belief is consistent
with its being defeated at a later stage of inquiry. Also, superwarrant does
not admit of degrees and the negation of a content that is capable of being
superwarranted is itself also capable of being superwarranted. This pragmatist
theory does not commit one to a particular view on warrant, but it is natural
to combine this theory of truth with a coherentist theory of warrant. Scanlon,
for example, argues extensively that the method of reflective equilibrium fits
best with the subject matter of morality (and mathematics).

If we take superwarrant to be the property that plays the truth-role in the
normative domain and correspondence to play the same role in the scientific
domain, we can motivate a form of domain pluralism. To see how, consider
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two very different criteria for existence.9 On the one hand we have the Eleatic
principle, endorsed by David Armstrong, Brian Ellis and Hartry Field.10 Ac-
cording to this principle we can only allow entities into our ontology if they
have causal powers. On the other hand, we have a principle that is ascribed
to Gottlob Frege, where we take truth to be constitutively prior to reference.11

According to this Neo-Fregean Principle, we allow entities into our ontology
if they appear as the referent of a singular term in a true sentence.12 I take
Scanlon to endorse a slightly broader version of this principle in the following
passage:13

as long as [a] way of talking [is] well defined, internally coherent,
and [does] not have any presuppositions or implications that might
conflict with those of other domains, such as science, [we would] by
accepting these statements [...] be committed to the existence of
things quantified over in the existential statements counted as true
in this way of talking (2014, p. 27).

We can unpack this idea by using the following procedure: we first determine
the true statements within a domain and we then determine what the onto-
logical commitments of this domain are. To determine which statements are
domain-relatively true, we have to check whether some specific conditions are
met; these conditions are internal (well defined and internally coherent) as well

9See also Cotnoir and Edwards (2015).
10See also Colyvan (1998) for a critical assessment of the principle.
11See Eklund (2006, p. 98)
12The Neo-Fregean priority principle adhered to in this passage should not be confused

with the reconceptualization thesis that is also associated with Neo-Fregeanism. See also
Eklund (2006, pp. 98-9).

13The principle Scanlon refers to implies that entities that are existentially quantified over
should be admitted into our ontology. The Neo-Fregean principle only holds for entities that
are named by singular terms. Given existential generalization, the Neo-Fregean principle
implies Scanlon’s principle. Moreover, as existential quantification plays an important role
in Scanlon ’s principle, it resembles Quine’s criterion for ontological commitment. However,
on most interpretations, Quine does not endorse the thesis that truth is constitutively prior
to ontology, so these theses should be distinguished.
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as external (no conflicting presuppositions or implications). From these true
statements we can derive a set of objects that are quantified over in true ex-
istential statements, and because of this, we can say that these objects exist
in a domain-relative way. To give an example, we can truly say “There is an
even prime number”, or more simply, “2 is a number”. Because these sentences
satisfy the criteria mentioned above, we can say that the number 2 exists. So
this is a reversal of the platonic idea that the sentence “2 is a number” is true in
virtue of the existence of a number. I will call the thesis that truth is (at least
in the normative domain) constitutively prior to ontology the truth priority
thesis.

So if the above is correct, we have two ways of thinking about the relation
between truth and ontology. In the scientific domain existence is determined
by the Eleatic Principle: we start out with a realm of causally efficacious
objects and we can say that certain statements are true in virtue of the exis-
tence of these objects. We can thus say that in the scientific domain ontology
grounds truth; or ontology is more fundamental than truth. On the other
hand, in the normative and mathematical domains we start out with true sen-
tences. Among these true sentences are existential claims. We can now say
that normative and mathematical existence is grounded in the truth of these
existential claims. Therefore, in the normative and mathematical domains
truth is more fundamental than ontology. Given that existence in the scien-
tific domain grounds truth, and truth grounds existence in the mathematical
and normative domains, it is very plausible to suppose that we are talking
about different ways of existing. So, given the alethic pluralist development
of Scanlon’s domain pluralism, there are (at least) two ways of being: a more
realistic way in the scientific domain and a weaker way in the normative and
mathematical domains.
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5.5 Disagreement

In this final section I raise an objection to Alethic Domain Pluralism. This
objection is based on the possibility of moral disagreement. Above, we saw that
according to the alethic domain pluralist, a normative judgement is true if and
only if it is superwarranted. This is an epistemic account of truth: an account
that understands truth in terms of epistemic notions such as knowledge, belief
or justification. Epistemic accounts of truth typically rely on the method of
reflective equilibrium as a theory of justification. And Scanlon and Parfit
are no exception to this rule.14 A well-known problem with the method of
reflective equilibrium is that it is not obvious that different individuals with
different starting points would converge on a unique reflective equilibrium.15

And this point is clearly related to my discussion in section 5.2, where I argued
that in order to satisfy realistic intuitions a theory should satisfy the following
desideratum:

Non-perspectival mind-independence Normative standards are
correct or incorrect, if they are, from all possible perspectives.

A theory satisfies non-perspectival mind-independence if it can show that all
starting points that are possible converge on a unique reflective equilibrium.
Scanlon acknowledges this requirement, and admits that if a divergence of
equilibria were to take place on a massive scale, we would face two options: it
would force us to either (1) suspend judgement on the issues that we disagree
about or (2) accept a form of pluralism regarding this set of judgements (2014,
pp. 79-80). Scanlon seems quite confident, however, that in practice the
reflective equilibria will tend to converge.

One way of ensuring convergence is to rule out inappropriate starting
points. This strategy would require that we have a way of distinguishing

14See Scanlon (2003, p. 149) and Parfit (2011, Vol. I, pp. 367 & 415).
15See Kelly and McGrath (2010) and in particular pages 338-340 for an argument why

an analogy with the Bayesian “swamping” of the priors would not help the defender of a
reflective equilibrium.
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between appropriate and inappropriate starting points. However, whether a
starting point is appropriate or not is a normative question. Consequently,
we have two options concerning the truth of the claim that a starting point
is appropriate: either it is itself determined by the process of reflective equi-
librium, or it is not. If it is not, then there must be an independent account
of normative truth which distinguishes the appropriate from the inappropriate
starting points. It is then difficult to see why we would need the process of
reflective equilibrium. If the truth of the claim is determined by the process
of reflective equilibrium, then we can ask the same question again about the
appropriateness of the starting points of this process. So we would end up in
a vicious infinite regress.

An alternative strategy is to argue that there is already a rough overlap
in the initial starting points for the reflective equilibrium. A defender of this
position could back up such a claim by citing Sharon Street’s observation
that there are “deep and striking patterns, across both time and cultures, in
many of the most basic evaluative judgments that human beings tend to make”
(2006, p. 115). So even if we had to admit that not all moral judgements
have determinate answers, there is a core of universally held beliefs that are
part of all actual reflective equilibria reached. This is what Scanlon calls a
“realistic cognitivism about reasons: a view that is cognitivist in holding that
claims about reasons for action can be correct or incorrect, but realistic also
in recognizing that there may be limits to the range of cases in which such
claims have determinate truth values” (2014, p. 2). So although there are
some statements in the normative domain that do not have determinate truth
values, there is at least a solid core of normative truths.

The story would then be as follows: given a rough overlap in initial starting
points, individuals will converge on a set of basic normative beliefs. It might
be the case that on details we reach different conclusions, but there would at
least be a solid core of shared normative beliefs. The convergence demand
then seems to be satisfied. But is this enough to satisfy realist intuitions? As
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we can see from the definition above, non-perspectival mind-independence is
a claim about all possible perspectives. So the claim is ambiguous between
different modalities. Perhaps it is, given our evolutionary history, impossible
that we would have moral starting points that would lead to different reflec-
tive equilibria. This would mean that it is historically impossible that we
would have cognitive and conative states that would make different norma-
tive standards correct. If this is the right kind of modality, non-perspectival
mind-independence is satisfied. However, although it is (arguably) historically
impossible that we had evolved otherwise, we can still question whether it is
also nomologically (according to the laws of nature) or metaphysically impos-
sible that we had different moral starting points. So the question becomes
what kind of possibility is needed to satisfy realistic intuitions. I will argue
that historical necessity is not enough to satisfy these intuitions.

To see why this is the case, let us consider the following thought experiment.
Consider a normative clash between us and a different society. Suppose further
that this society has normative beliefs that we find perverse; for them, killing
an innocent person for the greater good is what ought to be done. We then
want to say that this society has mistaken normative beliefs. If we denied
this, we would be accepting perspectival mind-independence. However, given
the assumptions laid down in the current section, we know that if this other
society has different normative beliefs, this must be the result of a mistake
in their normative deliberation: since they started out with roughly the same
moral starting points as we did, they should reach roughly the same reflective
equilibrium.

So far so good. Now suppose that we find out that this society had a
slightly different evolutionary history; we discover that the members of this
society are not members of our species. Perhaps historical research shows that
this society is a not yet discovered branch of the Cro-Magnon man. Apart from
this historical fact which instilled different evaluative tendencies, this society
functions much like other societies found on earth. Given the possibility of the
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scenario sketched above, with two communities that use normative words with
the same normative role but different extensions, Matti Eklund (2012; 2017)
has distinguished two responses someone could give to the question which of
the societies is right. Firstly, we could say that there is a further question as
to which society really is right. Secondly, we could say that there is no such
further question. We could then still claim that we are right and the other
society is wrong, but we would have to admit that they could say the same
about us and be as justified as we are.16

Let us consider the first response, where there is a further question as to
which society gets things ultimately right. A problem with this option is that
the further question seems inexpressible. Let us take “ought*” to be the word
from the other community with the same normative role as our ought and X

to be the action that we find perverse, then we ought not to do X, but we
ought* to do X. And of course, we really ought not to do X, but we also
really ought* to do X. All these claims might be true on this account, even
objectively so, but we have the feeling that at least some community is making
a huge mistake.17 Moreover, if this further question were not inexpressible, it
would be completely unclear what would determine the correct answer. Both
parties’ judgements are, after all, true.

So let us now consider the second option. On this option the evolutionary
history of an agent determines which actions are right for her. So relative
to this history and the evolved moral starting points, different standards are
right for the two different societies. In other words, if we had other cognitive
or conative states, that perspective would make different standards correct. So
on this second horn, Alethic Domain Pluralism (ADP) turns out to be unable
to satisfy non-perspectival mind-independence, the view that we set out to

16Actually, Eklund distinguishes a third option in which there is no further question but
we just deny that the situation between us and the other society is symmetrical. Since
Eklund also takes this to a very implausible alternative and it is very hard to see what could
motivate such complacency I ignore this option is this paper.

17See Eklund (2012, p. 144) and Eklund (2017, p. 24).
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avoid. We can therefore conclude that historical necessity is not enough to
satisfy realist intuitions.

Another way of making the same point is to notice that if mere historical
necessity were enough to satisfy non-perspectival mind-independence, the an-
tirealist position from section 5.2 can also satisfy the realist intuitions about
mind-independence. Remember that the argument above relied on the con-
tentious premise that because of our shared evolutionary history, there is a huge
overlap in our moral starting points. And this gives us non-perspectival mind-
independence that understands the modality involved as historical necessity.
But if we accept this, then the antirealist can also argue for non-perspectival
mind-independence. Given a reliable way of forming more complicated moral
beliefs from basic beliefs, the antirealist can also maintain that it is historically
impossible that we had different cognitive or conative states which would make
the application of different normative standards correct. But then the alethic
pluralist loses her advantage over the antirealist.

Moreover, ADP also faces another problem. Suppose that contrary to what
I have just argued, ADP could be developed in such a way that the starting
points of the reflective equilibrium were necessarily the starting points that we
currently have, in a stronger sense of ‘necessity’ than historical. For example,
suppose that these starting points can be derived from rational agency and
that we are necessarily rational agents (although Scanlon and Parfit do not
argue that this is in fact the case). In this scenario every possible alternative
community would have the same starting points. Would this satisfy realistic in-
tuitions? To see that it would not, we can imagine that one of these alternative
communities has a slightly different property that plays the truth-role in the
normative domain. Let us say that for them, superwarrant*18 plays the truth-
role in the normative domain. And now it could be the case that “we ought
not to do X” is superwarranted, while “we ought to do X” is superwarranted*.

18Superwarrant* can be any notion of truth which is similar to but different from super-
warrant, e.g. Crispin Wright’s superassertability (1992).
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If we assume that this scenario is possible, then here again, we face the
same two options that we saw earlier. We can question whether superwarrant
is the correct predicate for playing the truth-role in the normative domain, or
whether superwarrant* ought to fulfil this role. Of course, it is superwarranted
that superwarrant ought to fulfil this role, but it is similarly superwarranted*
that superwarrant* ought to fulfil this role. So the inexpressibility problem
rears its head again. If, on the other hand, we insist that there is no further
question whether superwarrant of superwarrant* is the correct predicate for
the normative domain, the result is, again, a failure to satisfy non-perspectival
mind-independence.

Above we have seen that a view that applies the method of reflective equi-
librium to our own moral starting points has undesirable consequences. To
remedy this problem we could modify the view in question so that the moral
starting points of all people should be taken into account. We could formulate
such a view as follows:

Moral judgements are true if and only if they are superwarranted
and a judgement is warranted if and only if it was formed by ap-
plying the method of reflective equilibrium to the moral starting
points of all people.

This view escapes the critique of the previous section, since by definition we
cannot have different stable equilibria with contradicting judgements. How-
ever, it has other unacceptable consequences. A first problem is whether we
should include the moral starting points of all actual or all possible people. If
we include only actual people, then removing a part of the population would
be one way to achieve equilibrium. If we include all possible people, we again
face the problem that we have to decide what kind of possibility is relevant
here. For example, if all logically possible moral starting points would be taken
into account, then it is hard to see how a reflective equilibrium could ever be
reached.
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Moreover, even if such a view satisfied realistic intuitions, it would clearly
fail to satisfy our normative intuitions. Imagine again that we encounter a
(much larger) society with perverse normative beliefs. How should we proceed?
One option is to adopt, at least partially, the views of the community that we
at this moment find horrible. Another option is to weigh the strength of the
convictions people have, but this would again imply that the people with the
strongest convictions get to dictate what is morally right or wrong. Or perhaps
if the views are irreconcilable, we should suspend judgement. In all of these
cases, we would end up with moral views that seem obviously wrong, merely
because we encounter a group of people with a different moral outlook. Of
course, we can sometimes learn from other cultures and travel broadens the
mind, but morally abhorrent views should be denounced rather than adopted.

5.6 Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed a plausible and initially promising way of spelling
out Parfit’s and Scanlon’s thesis that there is a difference in ontological com-
mitments between the normative and the scientific domain. This approach
grounds domain pluralism in alethic pluralism. We have seen that it pro-
vides a plausible development of the claim that normative entities exist in a
“non-metaphysical” or “non-ontological” way by showing that in the norma-
tive domain truth is more fundamental than ontology. I also argued, however,
that this position fails to satisfy realistic intuitions. This result is, of course,
conditional on a specific reading of what it takes for an entity to exist in a
non-ontological way. So my conclusion can also be read as an invitation to
develop this idea in a more persuasive way.



6 | Objectivity for Antirealists on a Conceptual

Role Semantics

6.1 Introduction

Many people believe

the objectivity thesis. Some moral judgements are objectively true.

Both robust realists and antirealists maintain that they can account for the
objectivity thesis. There is, however, a common complaint among realists.
Although antirealists pretend to account for the objectivity thesis, they can
only do this by first redefining what is meant by moral objectivity, or so the
realist argues. Let us call this

the objectivity complaint. On a proper understanding of moral
objectivity, antirealists cannot account for the objectivity thesis.

The reason that realists think they are able to account for the objectivity
thesis is that on their view moral properties or entities exist that make it the
case that some moral judgements hold for everyone.1 However, this view faces

the problem of semantic access. If moral properties are causally
inert and response-independent (as robust realists claim), then it is

1 This is not true for moral error theorists. They are representationalists who hold that
no moral judgement is true. However, the moral error theorist will say something similar.
Namely that moral judgements have objective status because these judgements would be true
if the moral entities or properties that we are committed to when making moral judgements
would actually exist.
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unclear how our moral terms latch on to the relevant moral prop-
erties or entities.

To try to solve this problem, realist have adopted a conceptual role semantics
(CRS) for moral terms (Enoch, 2011b, pp. 177-184). I will argue, however,
that this undermines their objectivity complaint against antirealists. To show
this, I will first present two recent examples of the objectivity complaint. Then
I will explain why realists think that conceptual role semantics allows them
to solve the problem of semantic access. I will subsequently argue that on
conceptual role semantics, realists no longer have the resources to make the
objectivity complaint. Finally, I will respond to two objections.

6.2 Two Complaints

The availability of deflationism about semantic concepts such as truth, refer-
ence and fact has made the question how to distinguish different metaethical
positions an urgent one. Given deflationism, metaethical antirealists can say
almost everything the realist can. She can say that ‘giving to the poor is
good’ is true, that it represents giving to the poor as good and that goodness
exists. I have argued elsewhere that a plausible explanation of the distinc-
tion between these positions is to first distinguish between metaethical repre-
sentationalists and metaethical non-representationalists.2 Representationalists
explain the truth of moral judgements in terms of moral reality, while non-
representationalists explain the truth of these judgements in terms of some-
thing else (such as plan states). Robust moral realists and error theorists are
both representationalists, but disagree on the question whether some (first or-
der) moral judgements are true or not. On the other side of the distinction,
quasi-realists and quietist realists are non-representationalists who differ on the

2“Creeping minimalism and the Challenge from Conceptual Role Semantics”, chapter 1
of this dissertation.
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question whether non-representationalists have to “earn the right” to employ
semantic concepts such as truth and fact.

But if this is so, we can wonder, why should one be a representationalist
instead of a non-representationalist? For the non-representationalist seems to
be able to account for everything the representationalist can, without the need
to ascribe to reality the power to explain moral truths. This seems to put
moral representationalism at a disadvantage. The moral representationalist
needs reality to explain the truth of moral judgements and it is exactly this
substantive view on reality that leaves the representationalist (at least one
who is not an error theorist) vulnerable to metaphysical objections. So why
do moral representationalists still believe that their view is preferable to non-
representationalism?

I think that the reason most representationalists prefer their view is that
they believe that only this family of theories can explain why moral discourse
is objective in the relevant sense. Of course, we have to be careful here. For if
you ask someone like Alan Gibbard or Simon Blackburn whether slavery is ob-
jectively wrong, they will certainly agree. Moreover, they will insist that quasi-
realism is able to account for that fact (Gibbard, 1990; Gibbard, 2009; Black-
burn, 1984). But representationalists typically think that the quasi-realist is
mistaken. So in the recent literature we can find examples of representation-
alists making sophisticated arguments against quasi-realism.

Bart Streumer, for example, recognizes that quasi-realists think that they
can deliver objective moral truths. So, instead of arguing that representation-
alism is necessary for satisfying objectivity, Streumer argues that only repre-
sentationalism can explain the truth of

asymmetry. “ [W]hen two people make conflicting normative judge-
ments, at most one of these judgements is correct.” (2017, p. 6)

Another example of the objectivity complaint is presented by David Enoch
(2011b). He argues that only representationalism can explain
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stand your ground. It is permissible to just stand one’s ground in
cases of interpersonal moral conflict (2011b, pp. 25-38).

Enoch argues that the quasi-realist cannot escape the conclusion that moral
disagreement is just like disagreements about taste.

So although antirealists think that they are justified in saying that objective
moral truths exist, Enoch and Streumer both insist that something is missing
in the antirealist’s account that only representationalism can offer.

6.2.1 First Version of the Complaint

Let us look at these complaints in more detail and start with Streumer’s asym-
metry claim. It seems that representationalists can easily explain why it is
the case that when two people make conflicting moral judgements, at most
one of these judgements is correct. For representationalists, reality explains
why moral judgements are correct. Reality cannot be in two conflicting ways.
Therefore, at most one of two conflicting moral judgements is correct. This
argument loosely follows Streumer’s own argument (2017, p. 101).

This line of argument is not available to non-representationalists. They
deny that reality explains the truth value of moral judgements. For them,
something else (such as plan states) does the explanatory work.3 As plan
states of different people can be in two conflicting ways, it seems that the
non-representationalist cannot explain why two conflicting moral judgments
cannot be both correct. Streumer gives an elaborate argument which pur-
ports to show that other attempts that have been brought forward by non-
representationalists in the literature fail as well (2017, pp. 69-91). So, the
upshot of the argument is supposed to be that representationalism is prefer-
able over non-representationalism as it is the only position that can explain
why the asymmetry claim is correct.

3 How the details have to be spelled out is contentious, of course. The representationalist
will insist, however, that at the most fundamental level, non-representationalists will have
to rely on something different than moral reality to do the explanatory work.
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6.2.2 Second Version of the Complaint

Now let us focus on Enoch’s complaint. He starts off with the observation that
in interpersonal conflicts, we typically have at least two ways of proceeding.
We can either choose an impartial solution in which the preferences of both
agents count equally (e.g., to let a dice roll decide). Or, one or both agents
could stand his or her ground and insist that their preferences are satisfied.

Now suppose that two people are involved in a conflict that is based on
‘mere preferences’, e.g, suppose we try to decide whether to play tennis or
watch a movie together. In this kind of conflict, it does not seem permissible
to stand one’s ground. According to Enoch, this is impermissible because it
would involve thinking that my preferences are more important just because
they are mine.

Now let us suppose that I hold that causing dogs serious pain is morally
unproblematic. You, on the other hand, believe that it is morally wrong to
cause serious pain to dogs. Now suppose furthermore that we have to decide
on a course of action. In such a case, it is permissible for at least one agent
to stand his or her ground and insist that the conflict is resolved in a way
that satisfies that agent’s preferences. But Enoch argues, this is a problem for
quasi-realists. For the quasi-realist has to explain why normative conflict is
different from questions that are based on ‘mere preferences’.

The realist holds that the truth or moral judgements is explained by reality.
So she has an easy time explaining why it is permissible to stand one’s ground.
In other domains where the truth is explained by reality, such as the question
whether the Eiffel Tower is 324 meters tall, we also don’t opt for impartial so-
lutions when we disagree. However, quasi-realists hold that the truth of moral
judgements is explained by something else. If what is doing the explaining
looks much like desires or preferences, then the quasi-realist fails to illustrate
why we take standing one’s ground in moral cases to be permissible.
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6.3 The Problem of Semantic Access

In the previous section I have presented two examples of the objectivity com-
plaint. However, the antirealist can retort that realists have a problem of their
own: the problem of semantic access. The problem of semantic access is a
problem for robust realists: metaethicists who think that moral properties are
causally inert and response-independent (typically the metaethicists who are
most vocal in raising the objectivity complaint, also against fellow realists).
However, this account of moral properties makes it difficult to see how our
moral terms latch onto these properties. After all, the standard theories of
reference presuppose that the properties and entities which are the referents
of our terms have causal powers. For example, many people accept a causal
theory of reference for natural kind terms and proper names.4 These theories
are, however, obviously unattractive when applied to moral entities if these
entities are understood in the way the nonnaturalist proposes. Moreover, all
theories of reference that take as their model the usual interaction with or-
dinary objects (such as tables and chairs) are ruled out, simply because we
can have no causal interaction with causally inert properties or entities. So
how do our moral terms latch on to causally inert and response-independent
properties? This is the problem of semantic access.

David Enoch argues for role semantics because he thinks that it can solve
the problem of semantic access (2011b, pp. 177-184).5 Conceptual role seman-
tics is the view that the meaning of a term is constituted by the conceptual
role the term plays. Let us see how this is supposed to work. Enoch follows
Wedgwood, like most moral representationalists who adopt a CRS for moral
terms, in holding that the meaning of terms consists of two parts. Firstly, we
need to know what the rules are that specify what it means for a subject to

4 I have in mind theories inspired by, most prominently, Saul Kripke (1980) and Hilary
Putnam (1975).

5Ralph Wedgwood argues for role semantics because he sees it as the only theory that
can explain why there is an essential connection between moral judgments and motivation
for action (2007, Ch. 1 & Ch. 4).
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be a competent user of a term (the theory of competence). Secondly, we need
to know why the term singles out the referent that it does (the determination
theory). The theory of competence of a term is given by the conceptual role
that makes up the content of a term. For the time being we can think of the
conceptual role of a normative term as the normative role the term plays.6

I will come back to this issue later in the paper. Wedgwood follows earlier
conceptual role semanticists (such as Peacocke, 2004) by asserting that we
should assign that referent to a term which makes the roles from the theory of
competence valid and complete.

But what does it mean to say that a role is valid and complete? Conceptual
roles typically have the following form: mental state S1 commits one to mental
state S2. Wedgwood claims that such a role is valid and complete if it is
necessarily the case that S1 is correct only if S2 is correct. If the content of a
concept consists of more than one role, then the referent is such that it makes
all roles together valid and complete. So if this account is correct, realists
can explain how our moral terms latch on to the relevant moral properties or
entities. Our moral terms latch on to moral properties because these properties
make the roles from the theory of competence valid and complete.

6.4 Satisfying Objectivity for Realists

In the previous section we have seen that realists have adopted a conceptual
role semantics (CRS) for moral terms to solve the problem of semantic access.
However, as I will argue, adopting CRS has implications for their objectivity
complaint against antirealists. Let me show why this is so.

The realist is a representationalist who maintains that there are, in fact,
moral properties. These properties are supposed to make it the case that the
realist can satisfy the objectivity thesis. Let us see if this is so on conceptual
role semantics.

6As Wedgwood at least seems to assume for his account (2001).
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On Streumer’s version of the objectivity complaint, a theorist should be
able to explain why it is the case that when two people make conflicting moral
judgements, at most one of these judgements is correct. As we saw in Section
6.1, metaethical realists will say that this is explained by the fact that moral
judgements refer to moral properties.

However, on CRS, this is not enough. It also has to be the case that the
two people who make conflicting judgements refer to the same moral property.
If this is not the case, then two people can make moral judgements that seem
to conflict and both be correct, as they refer to different properties. What
realists therefore have to show is that when two people make conflicting moral
judgements, they refer to the same property. Let us call this the

Representationalist Objectivity Condition. When A makes moral
judgement “�-ing is right” and B makes a conflicting moral judge-
ment, then both speakers A and B refer to the same moral property
when they employ the term “right”.

To be able to satisfy this requirement we have to ascertain when two moral
judgements conflict. One conclusion you might draw from the extensive liter-
ature on the Moral Twin Earth Argument is that two conflicting judgements
do not necessarily have to involve the same concept. A could be employing
wrong, while B employs wrong*. The judgements can conflict, as long as
wrong and wrong* play the same normative role. That is, they play the
same role in action and thought. The notion of normative role is admittedly
vague, but the notion is familiar from the literature.7 The challenge for the
realist is to show that a moral term’s normative role picks out a unique robust
moral property. In other words, she has to explain how the normative role
establishes a robust connection to properties ‘in the world’.8

7 See for example Hare (1952), Horgan and Timmons (2009) and Eklund (2017).
8Officially, this is not a requirement for error theorists, as they hold that there are no

normative entities. If this is correct, then the asymmetry holds trivially. However, as it is
just as important for error theorists that in case of conflicting normative judgements people
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Above we saw that realists who adopt a CRS hold that we should assign
that referent to a term which makes the roles from the theory of competence
valid and complete. Moreover, if the content of a concept consists of more
than one role, then the referent is such that it makes all roles together valid
and complete. We can illustrate the consequences of this theory by looking at
our concept water. Suppose that one of the roles that make up the theory of
competence of water is RT:

(RT) The belief that X is water commits one to the belief that X is
colourless.

The role RT itself is unable to assign a unique referent: more than one
substance is colourless. However, the more roles we add to the content of a
term, the more likely it is that they will pick out one unique referent.9

One way of interpreting Putnam’s Twin Earth Argument is that it shows
that the content of water contains so-called wide conceptual roles. The con-
ceptual roles we have been talking about up until now are narrow conceptual
roles: they only involve connections between mental states, such as beliefs, de-
sires, and intentions. They are intra-mental and are only “in the head”. Wide
conceptual roles, on the other hand, specify connections between mental states
and entities or properties outside the head. Putnam purports to show that
properties of the environment play an important role in determining what the
referent of the term ‘water’ is. He sketches a scenario with a twin world that
is identical to our world, but where the watery stuff in the rivers and oceans
is actually XYZ instead of H2O. That is, in the twin world the use of the term
‘water’ is casually regulated by XYZ . If I had an identical twin living on the
twin world, he could be using the term ‘water’ in exactly the same way (at
least insofar as it is introspectively discernible) as I do, but still refer to XYZ

purport to refer to the same property, error theorists should probably be as worried about
this problem as other representationalists.

9At least if we assume that the roles pick out some referent, i.e., if we ignore the aquatic
error theory.
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instead of H2O. So, according to Putnam, meanings “ain’t [solely] in the head”
(1975, p. 227). In other words, these concepts involve wide as well as narrow
conceptual roles. So, if moral concepts are relevantly similar to concepts such
as water, then we can expect that they also contain both narrow and wide
conceptual roles.

The literature on the Moral Twin Earth Argument makes clear why the
inclusion of wide roles is a problem for the realist. If our moral concepts
contain wide roles, then the wide roles determine in an important sense the
referent of our moral concepts (just as Putnam arguably showed in the case
of water). On the other hand, if the normative role of our moral concepts
does not contain wide roles, then we can imagine a twin world where people
make moral judgements that appear to conflict with ours (i.e., with the same
normative role), using concepts that have different wide roles. This entails that
A could be making moral judgement “�-ing is right” while B makes a conflicting
moral judgement and both speakers A and B do not refer to the same moral
property when they employ the term “right”. That is, if the normative role of
our moral concepts does not contain wide roles, then the Representationalist
Objectivity Condition is not satisfied. This feature is exactly what is taken to
be problematic in metaethical positions that adopt a causal theory of reference
for moral terms (Horgan and Timmons, 1992a).

So the challenge for realists is to make plausible that the normative role
of our moral terms is broad enough to single out a unique referent. Can this
challenge be met? Neil Sinclair (2017) has recently argued that this challenge
poses an insurmountable problem for the realist who adopts CRS. I think
Sinclair overstates the conclusions of his argument, since he mistakenly assumes
that once we have excluded causal wide roles we have excluded all wide roles.10

However, that the realist has some work to do is clear. Either wide roles are
necessary to pick out a unique referent, or they are not. If wide roles are
necessary, then the wide role must be part of the normative role. This is not

10See chapter 2 of this dissertation.
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a trivial task, and Horgan and Timmons have shown that many versions of
metaethical naturalism posit wide roles that are not part of the normative
role.11

The realist could, on the other hand, maintain that moral concepts are not
relevantly similar to concepts such as water. That is, she could hold that wide
roles are not necessary to pick out a unique referent. Wedgwood is the only
realist who has defended a determination theory which is supposed to single
out robust properties without invoking wide roles. However, this is also taken
to be the weak point of his position (Schroeter and Schroeter, 2003; Sinclair,
2017). If an expression is supposed to refer to a specific property, then users
of that expression should display some kind of sensitivity to that property
in the theory of competence. If this is not the case, then “[c]ommonsense
interpretive charity militates against importing a normative element into the
semantic assignment” (Schroeter and Schroeter, 2003, p. 202). Given this
sensitivity criterion, it is impossible that a normative role which consists only
of narrow roles can refer uniquely to a moral property.

To recapitulate, in this section I have argued that realists who adopt role
semantics face a problem. In order to be able to raise the objectivity complaint,
it is not enough to postulate robust moral properties. Realists also have to
show that every concept that has the same normative role as our concept
right picks out the same robust moral property. The only plausible way for
the realist to satisfy this criterion is to show that the wide roles that single
out a unique referent are part of the normative role of the concept right. So
if realists want to complain, they have to maintain that the normative role of
our moral concepts contains wide roles.

11 In chapter 2 of this dissertation, I have argued that if a realist is willing to commit
herself to two controversial claims, she might be able to claim that the content of moral terms
involves wide roles and that they are, arguably, part of the normative role. I say “arguably”,
because I have shown in the paper that typical Moral-Twin-Earth- style arguments don’t
work against this position. By itself, however, this does not establish that the wide roles are
part of the normative role.
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I recognize that some readers will find it implausible that the normative
role of our moral concepts involves wide roles. Some people take it to be
obvious that the normative role is completely “narrow”. However, this does
not undermine my argument. On the contrary, if this is the case for you,
then you are already on board with the general argument that I am presenting
(that adopting CRS undermines the realist’s objectivity complaint). However,
I think it is also the case that the relevant philsophical literature is never
completely clear on what exactly the normative role of our moral concepts
is.12 So we can take from the above discussion that realists should say that
the normative role involves wide roles if they want to satisfy the objectivity
thesis. And for the sake of the argument, we can analyse the tenability of
the objectivity complaint on the assumption that the normative role of our
moral concepts is broader than some people take it to be. Let us, therefore,
do exactly that.

6.5 Objectivity for Moral Antirealists

In the previous section I have argued that on role semantics, realists should
argue that wide roles are part of the normative role if they want to complain
about antirealists. In this section, however, I will argue that once the realist
has made this move, the antirealist is able to develop her theory in a way that
undermines the objectivity complaint.

At a first glace, it seems that the antirealist is vulnerable to the objectivity
complaint. For antirealists obviously cannot meet the Representationalist Ob-
jectivity Condition; this condition requires the existence of moral properties.
However, antirealists can capture the intuition behind the Representationalist
Objectivity Condition. If we endorse a role semantics for moral terms, then ob-
jectivity can be satisfied without relying on robust moral properties (or so I will
argue). Remember that moral antirealists deny that the truth value of moral

12 See also (Eklund, 2017, pp. 38-40) for a discussion of the use of (sameness of) normative
role in the literature.
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judgements is explained by moral reality. So how can it be the case that when
two people make conflicting moral judgements, at most one of them is correct,
given that we reject the metaphysics presupposed by the Representationalist
Objectivity Condition?

The answer is that antirealists can satisfy objectivity by showing that the
truth of the particular moral claims is entailed by the normative role that our
moral terms play. To see how this works, imagine two different normative
terms that figure in conflicting normative judgements: term T and term T ⇤.
Realists account for asymmetry by insisting that T and T ⇤ ascribe the same
property (for example rightness). Antirealists deny that this property exists
(at least insofar as it can do explanatory work). But they don’t deny that T

and T ⇤ have an extension. So, to account for asymmetry, the antirealist has
to show that some elements of the extension of T also occur in the extension
of any T ⇤. To simplify this a little, the antirealist has to show that some
judgements of the form “action A is X” are true, regardless of the alternative
to term T one fills in for X.

There are two ways in which the antirealist can defend this claim. Firstly,
she can argue that some substantive moral judgements are part of the norma-
tive role of our moral terms. If, for example, the substantive judgement that
�’ing is right is part of the normative role of our concept right, then every
concept that has the same normative role as our concept right applies to
�’ing. Another strategy for the antirealist is to claim that all elements of the
normative role of the concept right together entail substantial moral judge-
ments. Both strategies would guarantee that the intersection of the extension
of any T and T ⇤ is non-empty and therefore, that some substantial moral
judgements are correct for everyone who uses a concept with the same nor-
mative role as our concept right. These two strategies give us the following
ways for antirealists to explain the asymmetry claim:
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Normative Role Approach Let S be the set containing the ele-
ments of the normative role that make up the content of our con-
cept right. Then assymetry holds if at least one of the following
conditions holds:

(1) Among the elements of S are substantive moral judgements,
or

(2) they do entail substantive moral judgements.

Both disjuncts say that moral judgements are objectively true if they follow
from the normative role of our moral concepts. Let us in the remaining part
of this paper focus on the first of the two disjuncts. What substantial moral
judgement could plausibly said to be part of the normative role of our moral
concepts? In the previous section we concluded that to satisfy the objectivity
thesis, realists have to claim that the normative role of our moral concepts
contains wide conceptual roles. If they would not make this claim, then they
are no longer in a position to make the objectivity complaint.

How could an antirealist make use of the supposed fact that the normative
role of our moral concepts contains wide conceptual roles? Unlike the moral
realist, the antirealist could not claim that moral properties or entitites figure
in the relevant wide roles. Instead, the antirealist should hold that non-moral
properties or entities figure in the wide roles. She should claim that if a speaker
is not willing to draw specific moral inferences based on a purely descriptive
description of a scenario, then she is not using a conflicting term. An example
might help here.

Suppose that you judge that stealing is wrong. Now, imagine that you
come accross someone speaking a different language, who judges that stealing
is not wrong*. Now you want to figure out if the two judgements conflict. The
best way to go about it, is to find out what other judgements the other person
is willing to apply “wrong*” to. Now suppose that you found out that this
person would deny that engaging in the recreational slaughter is wrong*, that
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she would deny that breaking a promise on which another is relying simply
for convenience’s sake is wrong* and that she would deny that it is wrong* to
humiliate others simply for pleasure. If this is all the case, then it is plausible
to conclude that she is using a term with a different normative role and that
the judgements about stealing do not in fact conflict with each other.

If this is correct, then the following rules plausibly figure in the normative
role of our moral term “wrong”:

(A) It is pro tanto wrong to engage in the recreational slaughter of
a fellow person.

(B) It is pro tanto wrong to break a promise on which another is
relying simply for convenience’s sake.

(C) It is pro tanto wrong to humiliate others simply for pleasure.13

On the current proposal, these propositions are not only very hard to deny.
We can make a further claim. If someone denied these propositions, then she
would be using a concept with a different normative role than our concept
wrong. One reason for believing that this is the case, is that it can explain
several important features of moral discourse. If substantive moral judgements
such as (A)-(C) follow from the normative role of our moral concepts, then this
explains why the judgements seem to be necessary and incontestable truths.
Moreover, it explains why some moral judgements seem self-evident to many
of us.

6.6 Normative role or conceptual truths?

You might think that the Normative Role Approach is the same as the claim
that (A)-(C) are conceptual truths. So let us take a look at such a proposal

13 These examples are taken from (Cuneo and Shafer-Landau, 2014). See the next section
for a discussion of the diffences between their view and the one discussed here.
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to see what the differences are and why they matter. Cuneo and Shafer-
Landau have recently defended a view that holds that claims such as (A)-
(C) are conceptual truths: the Moral Fixed Point Thesis (MFPT). According
to this view, concepts are abstract, mind-independent entities that exist in a
Fregean “third realism”, independent of the mental and the physical. On Cuneo
and Shafer-Landau’s interpretation of this view, every concept has an essence.
The essence of a concept is essential in their account of conceptual truths in
the following way:

The proposition <that x is F> is a conceptual truth if and only if
it belongs to the essence of the concept of F, or to the essence of
the concept of x, or both, that, necessarily, anything that satisfies
the concept of x also satisfies the concept of F (Cuneo and Shafer-
Landau, 2014, p. 410).

The MFPT shares some of the advantages of the Normative Role Approach:
it can explain certain features of our moral practice. Moreover, Cuneo and
Shafer-Landau intend to be able to account for our intuitions about moral ob-
jectivity without the metaphysical and epistemological problems that usually
plague (orthodox) moral nonnaturalism. However, it is also vulnerable to two
objections that the Normative Role Approach can escape.

One of the attractions of the MFPT is that it gives us substantive moral
conceptual truths. So if judgement J is one of these truths, it is true for ev-
eryone who uses the same concepts as we do. The problem, however, is that
the proposal is vulnerable to objections similar to the Moral Twin Earth Ar-
gument. If J is a conceptual truth, then it is necessarily part of the conceptual
role of wrong, but not necessarily part of the normative role of wrong.
We can imagine a society using a concept which fulfils the same role as our
concept wrong, say wrong*, but which has a different essence. Moreover,
suppose that A⇤ is one of the propositions that is true in virtue of the essence
of wrong*
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(A*) It is pro tanto wrong* not to engage in the recreational slaugh-
ter of a fellow person.

If this is possible, and there seems to be nothing in the MFTP that rules
out this scenario, then (A) is not objectively true in the relevant sense.14

Cuneo and Shafer-Landau could insist that because (A) is a moral fixed-point,
wrong* is not a moral concept. And this could very well be the case. However,
the problem remains, as (A⇤) is a moral* fixed-point, and there is no obvious
reason for thinking that morality has priority over morality*.

Why think that the Normative Role Approach (NRA) fares better than
the MFPT? Remember that the NRA claims that some propositions are true
in virtue of the normative role of the constituent concepts. This proposal
avoids the problem mentioned above, for the propositions that are part of
the normative role of our moral concepts are true for all relevant alternative
moral concepts with the same normative role. Let us briefly look at one of the
previous examples: “recreational slaughter is wrong”. If this proposition is true
in virtue of the normative role that wrong plays, it is true for all propositions
of the form “recreational slaughter is X”, where X is a concept that plays the
same normative role as our concept wrong. Moreover, if we plug in a concept
with a different normative role, say good or something non-normative such as
unpopular, then it might not come out as true. But this is not a problem,
because then the judgements no longer conflict. People tend to agree that
conflict intuitions arise because, and when, the normative role is the same or
similar enough. So if the normative role is different, then conflict intuitions
should not arise. If the normative role is the same (or similar enough), then
the truths that are associated with the normative role hold for both parties.

14 See also Copp (2017) and Evers and Streumer (2016).
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6.7 Two Objections

6.7.1 Normative Role Too Slim

I have argued that the availability of the NRA poses a problem for the realist’s
ability to justifiably complain about antirealists. One might worry, however,
that although this is the case, there is still a problem with the NRA, because
the normative role of our moral terms is too slim to bear the weight of the
current argument. That is, one might think that the normative role of, say,
right is not thick enough to entail substantive moral truths.

I don’t think that this is the case. However, because I haven’t argued what
the normative role exactly is (and no one else as far as I know), I am in no
position to give a definite argument for this. So let me first assume, for the sake
of argument, that the normative role is not thick enough to entail substantive
moral truths. I have shown in this paper that the supposed thinness of the
normative role is not specifically a problem for antirealists. If the normative
role is slimmer than the antirealist who defends the NRA thinks, then this is a
problem for moral realists as well. For the realist has not satisfied objectivity
by merely positing normative entities or properties. She also has to show
that when we employ normative vocabulary, we necessarily refer to the same
normative entities. That is, she has to show that the normative role of our
moral terms uniquely picks out one property. As long as this is not established,
two people might be making incompatible normative judgements and both be
correct. For example, if person A refers to property X when he says �-ing is
right and person B refers to property Y when she says that �-ing is not right,
they might still be correct. This is so, if �-ing has property X and does not
have property Y.

But although the main argument in this paper is negative, let me also make
a positive point regarding the thickness of the normative role of, say, rightness.
There seem to be conceptual limits to what can count as falling under the
concept of rightness. For example, the concept of rightness cannot turn out
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to be a shade of blue (Parfit, 2011; Howard and Laskowski, forthcoming).
Moreover, this does not only seem to hold for our current concept of rightness,
but also for alternative concepts. It is therefore plausible that these limits
are set by the normative role of moral concepts. Secondly, we have different
moral and nonmoral concepts that both have positive valence and are related to
action. Think of epistemic, prudential, aesthetic and moral notions of goodness
for example. These concepts all play different normative roles. The normative
role of these different concepts of goodness should therefore be thick enough
to account for these differences.

6.7.2 Scope of Moral Objectivity

If what I have said above is correct, the realist can no longer justifiably raise the
objectivity complaint. For antirealists can also show that some moral judge-
ments are objectively true. However, the realist might respond by insisting
that this argument is based on a misunderstanding of the complaint. She did
mean to say that some moral judgements are objectively true, she could argue,
she wants to hold the

revised objectivity thesis. All moral judgements are objectively
true or false.

And the complaint she makes is the

revised objectivity complaint. On a proper understanding of moral
objectivity, antirealists cannot account for the revised objectivity
thesis.

And indeed, if the objectivity extends to all moral language, then it seems that
the antirealist has given insufficient reason to stop the realist from making the
revised objectivity complaint.

Let us therefore look at the reasonableness of the revised objectivity com-
plaint. What is the scope of moral objectivity? To start off, we can identify
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two extreme views. The total objectivist holds that all moral judgements are
either objectively true or objectively false. On the other side we can find the
total subjectivist, she holds that no moral judgement is either objectively true
or objectively false. In between the two extremes is a large area, however, in
which objectivity holds for some, but not all moral judgements. Let us call
this position moderate objectivism.

A first observation is that the claim that we started this paper with, that
many people believe the objectivity thesis, is false when we extend it to the re-
vised objectivity thesis. An increasing number of moral psychologists maintain
that ordinary people have objectivist intuitions about some moral judgements
and subjectivists intuitions about other moral judgements (e.g., Beebe (2014),
Beebe and Sackris (2016), Sarkissian et al. (2014), Wright et al. (2013) and
Pölzer and Wright (forthcoming; 2019)). So emperical research indicates that
most people believe that moderate objectivism is correct. As moderate ob-
jectivism is incompatible with the revised objectivity thesis, the thesis is less
plausible as a neutral start point of discussion.

But also many realists think that the revised objectivity thesis is false.
Parfit, for example, in his pursuit of a Unified Theory in Reasons and Persons,
recognizes that some paradoxes seem to be unavoidable if we demand that all
true moral judgements are objectively true. In one of the final sections, he
expresses this sentiment as follows:

We should not assume that the objectivity of Ethics must be all-
or-nothing. There may be a part of morality that is objective. [. . . ]
There may be other questions about which we shall never agree.
There may be no true answers to these questions. [. . . ] These
questions may be subjective. (1984, pp. 452-3)

So in this passage, Parfit advocates moderate objectivism; we should not
expect that the whole of morality is objective. Another moral realist who seems
to adopt moderate objectivism is Tim Scanlon. In his Being Realistic About
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Reasons he defends a “realistic” version of cognitivism. And with “realistic”
he means that “there may be limits to the range of cases in which such claims
[about reasons for action] have determinate truth values” (2014, p. 2).

Moreover, even a robust realist like David Enoch defines his theory in
a way that is compatible with moderate objectivism. In the section where
he presents his view, he maintains that “[Robust Realism] states that some
normative judgments are objectively non-vacuously true” (Enoch, 2011b, p. 4,
emphasis mine). And on top of that, the arguments he presents for his view
only establish moderate objectivism. He starts off from the observation that it
is “intuitively clear that in some cases of inter-social or inter-cultural conflicts
that are due to moral disagreement (say, about the status of women) we are
required – at least if we are right about the substantive issues in dispute – to
stand our moral ground“ (2011b, p. 23, emphasis mine). From this, he argues
that at least some moral judgements are objectively true. So, if successful, his
arguments rule out total subjectivism, but doesn’t go further than that.

Apart from these examples, it is widely recognized that at least some moral
judgements have indeterminate truth values. This holds, for example, for moral
judgements that have borderline cases, i.e., if some moral predicates are vague
predicates. That this is the case can be shown as follows. Although it might
be permissible to perform an abortion in the first week of pregnancy, it seems
wrong to perform an abortion in the 39th week (at least if the reasons for
performing the abortion are not serious). However, there seems to be a period
in which it is indeterminate whether an abortion is permissible. The only way
to deny this would be to claim that there was some precise time (in days,
seconds or milliseconds) after which the moral status changes.15 So it seems

15One way to save total objectivism for these cases is to claim that the vagueness is
merely epistemic (for example, an instance of Timothy Williamson’s (1994) general account of
vagueness). I have to admit that I don’t find this position very plausible for the paradigmatic
cases of vagueness. I find it hard to believe that there really is a grain of sand whose removal
turns a heap into a non-heap. Moreover, Miriam Schoenfield (2016) has recently presented
some arguments to show that in the moral domain, this position is even less tenable.
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that in “vague context”, moral judgements don’t have a determinate answer
and can’t be said to be objectively true or false.

I don’t think that the reasons presented above provide us with conclusive
reason to think that total objectivism is false. It does, however, make it plau-
sible that moderate objectivism is true. For this reason, I don’t think that the
objectivity complaint can plausibly demand from a metaethical theory that it
can show us that all moral judgements are objectively true or false.16

6.8 Conclusion

In this paper I have argued that the realists’ response to the problem of se-
mantic access might come with more costs than they seem to realise. Although
adopting conceptual role semantics helps them solve the problem of sementic
access, it undermines their ability to raise the objectivity complaint against
antirealists. I conclude therefore that the realist is left with two options. She
can reject role semantics and try to find other solutions to the problems that

16 At this point we can imagine a realist with a lingering complaint. Although she is
satisfied that moderate objectivism is correct, she still thinks that the antirealist has not
provided us with the right extension of moral objectivity. That is, she might have the strong
intuition that some moral judgement, say X, is objectively true, but also holds that it is not
entailed by the normative role that is associated with the moral concept that is constitutive
of the judgmenent. If this is indeed the case, then this would give us another variant of the
objectivity complaint. However, in this case the complaint is not very strong, or so I would
argue.

First, we have to be sure that X is indeed objectively true. There are many reasons
to be suspicious about the reliabilty of specific judgements about moral objectivity. There
is certainly much less consensus about the truth of any specific claim that there is about
the truth of the objectivity thesis. This brings me to the second reason to doubt the new
complaint. In general, the evidence that a judgement is objectively true is also evidence that
the judgement is entailed by the normative role of the relevant concepts. So how can we be
so sure that X is not entailed by the normative role? The content of the normative role is
not wholly transparant to us, so it could very well be that more is entailed by the normative
role of our moral concepts than this representationalist imagines. For these reasons I do not
think that this second revised complaint is plausibly successful either.
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instigated her move away from representationalism about meaning. Alterna-
tively, she can embraces conceptual role semantics, but this means that she
should stop complaining.





Conclusion

In this dissertation I have investigated how the objectivity of moral judgements
can be explained. As I said in the introduction, the standard realist explanation
faces several problems: it is metaphysically problematic and it is not clear how
our moral terms manage to latch on to moral properties. The most influential
solution to the latter problem is to adopt conceptual role semantics, according
to which terms get their meaning in virtue of the conceptual role these terms
play. In many of the papers in this dissertation, the adoption of conceptual
role semantics has functioned as a starting point. Let me sum up some of the
conclusions I reached in these papers.

At the beginning of this dissertation, I argued that conceptual role seman-
tics makes the distinction between moral realism and moral antirealism more
difficult to draw than it already was. Ralph Wedgwood’s conceptual role se-
mantics for moral terms presents a problem for Dreier’s influential solution to
this problem. I also argued that this problem is structural, and cannot be
easily solved within Dreier’s framework. To remedy this problem I presented
a new explanation of the distinction between realism and antirealism on the
basis of what explains the truth-value of a moral judgement.

In the second paper, I presented a version of moral realism that is compat-
ible with conceptual role semantics. By presenting this metaethical position, I
showed that Sinclair’s argument against the compatibility of CRS and moral
realism fails (2017). In the third paper, I argued that although realism is com-
patible with CRS, it still faces important metaphysical and epistemological
problems. I motivated this claim by showing that David Enoch’s indispens-
ability argument is unable to solve these problems. So in the first half of
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this dissertation I argued that although CRS is compatible with moral realism
(pace Neil Sinclair), it is unable to solve the usual metaphysical problems with
moral realism (pace David Enoch).

In the papers that make up the second half of this dissertation I explored
possiblities for the antirealist to satisfy moral objectivity. In the fourth paper
I presented a metaethical position that is attractive for metaethical antirealists
who don’t want to commit themselves to minimalism about truth and reference.
This is important, because currently all available versions of conceptual role
semantics are either realist or committed to minimalism. In the fifth paper,
however, I argued that this position does not fare better in satisfying objectivity
than other versions of antirealism. Moreover, I showed that this conclusion
also applies to recent non-metaphysical versions of realism, such as the one
presented by Tim Scanlon and Derek Parfit.

In the final paper I presented a version of antirealist CRS that is as capable
of satisfying objectivity as realist CRS. The conclusion of this argument holds
even if we ignore the metaphysical and epistemological challenges that moral
realism faces. So can we have objectivity without reality? This depends on
the normative role of our moral terms. If it is as thin as some philosophers
suppose, then neither realism nor antirealism can satisfy objectivity. However,
if it is broader, then the position presented in chapter 6 provides us with a
good candidate for a version of moral antirealism that is able to satisfy moral
objectivity.

This leaves me with some questions that are interesting topics for further re-
search. The first question concerns the normative role of our moral terms. As
we have seen, this notion plays an important role when we discussed objectiv-
ity. Moreover, this was not an invention on my part. The literature on the
Moral Twin Earth Argument and the literative regarding Alternative Norma-
tive Concepts also rely on the notion of normative role (although it does not
always go by the same label). Both the Moral Twin Earth Argument and the
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challenge of Alternative Normative Concepts stipulates that some alternative
community uses concepts that are in some way similar to our normative con-
cepts. For example, R.M. Hare asks us to imagine a society that uses terms
that are used to praise actions and persons, just like our term ‘good’ (Hare,
1952). And Horgan and Timmons’, in their Moral Twin Earth argument, pro-
vide us with the following description of a different community:

Moral Twin Earthlings are normally disposed to act in certain ways
corresponding to judgments about what is “good” and “right”; they
normally take considerations about what is “good” and “right” to be
especially important, even of overriding importance in most cases,
in deciding what to do, and so on. (Horgan and Timmons, 1992a,
p. 188)

Matti Eklund is another philosopher for whom the notion of normative role
plays an important role. In his recent book Choosing Normative Concepts,
“normative role” is arguably the most important concept.

Unfortunately, however, none of the examples mentioned above give us a
precise specification of what it means for two terms or concepts to play the
same normative role. So, although the notion of normative role seems to be ‘in
good standing’, as Eklund remarks, we lack a precise definition or description
of the content of the notion. This is a lacuna in the literature, since we have
seen in this dissertation that the realist’s and the antirealist’s ability to satisfy
objectivity depends on the content of the normative roles of moral concepts.
So this is definitely a question that deserves more attention.

Another question is how the Normative Role Approach (NRA) is related to
other versions of antirealism that claim to be able to satisfy objectivity. One
prominent candidate is Kantian constitutivism (from now on just “constitu-
tivism”): a version of antirealism that has benefited much from the work of
Christine Korsgaard. I think that NRA and constitutivism are in an impor-
tant sense different. Moreover, I think that this gives the NRA at least two
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important advantages. Let me give a tentative description of the difference
between the views.

Constitutivists defend the following two claims: “that the norms of ratio-
nality and morality can be derived from the constitutive features of agency”
and “that we cannot but be agents, that agency is non-optional” (Ferrero,
2009).1 From these two premises, constitutivists conclude that the norms of
rationality and morality are objectively correct. There are two objections that
are typically raised against this view. Firstly, that if there is no prior reason to
be an agent, then it is unclear why the norms that can be derived from what
is constitutive of agency have normative force (this argument is known as the
shmagency objection; see also Chapter 3 of this dissertation). Secondly, that
even if some norms can be derived from rational agency, it is far from obvious
that rational agency allows us to derive the whole of morality.

According to NRA, objective moral truths follow from the normative role
that our moral concepts play. These truths hold for all creatures that employ
terms that are relevantly similar to ours. That is, they hold for creatures who
employ terms with the same normative role as our moral concepts. One of
the advantages of this approach is that it distinguishes between the source of
normativity and the source of objectivity. Let me explain this difference. The
source of normativity is the answer to the question of what makes morality
normative. A realist, for example, will say that a claim is normative if that
claim corresponds to some moral entity or property. So, for the realist the
sources of normativity are moral entities or properties. The source of objectivity
is the answer to the question of what makes a claim objectively true. For the
realist the sources of objectivity are also moral entities or properties: these
moral features of reality secure the objectivity of moral discourse.

For the constitutivist, rational agency is the source of both normativity
and objectivity. A moral claim is normative if it can be derived from what
is constitutive of rational agency and this same fact is what makes a moral

1 For other examples of other Kantian constitutivists, see Korsgaard (2009), Rosati (2003),
Velleman (2009) and Ferrero (2009).
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claim objectively true, or so the constitutivst claims (Korsgaard and O’Neill,
1996). For the proponent of NRA, the answer to the question of what makes
a claim objectively true is that if follows from the normative role of our moral
concepts. But the proponent of NRA does not, and should not, take the fact
that a truth follows from a normative role to be what makes a claim normative.
Inferentialists typically appeal to a social practice as the source of normativity
(Brandom, 1994; Brandom, 2000).

This approach allows the proponent of NRA to avoid both of the problems
that plague constitutivism. First, she does not have to defend the claim that
the whole of morality can be derived from the normative role. By seperating
the source of objectivity and the source of normativity, she can claim that
only a subset of all true moral claims is also objectively true. There are many
reasons to be sympathetic to the view that objectivity holds for some, but not
all moral judgements (moderate objectivism). An increasing number of moral
psychologists think that ordinary people have objectivist intuitions about some
moral judgements and subjectivists intuitions about other moral judgements
(e.g., Beebe (2014), Beebe and Sackris (2016), Sarkissian et al. (2014), Wright
et al. (2013) and Pölzer and Wright (forthcoming; 2019)). But also many
realists (such as Derek Parfit and Tim Scanlon) think that objectivity applies
to only a proper subset of all true moral judgements. The second advantage is
that the proponent of NRA does not face the shmagency objection. For her,
the source of normativity ultimately comes from a social practice. This does
not mean that the social practice as source of normativity is unproblematic,
of course, but it is one that inferentialists have defended (Heath, 2001).2 An
interesting further issue concerning this question is whether the NRA faces
objections that are relevantly similar to the shmagency objection. These are
all questions that should be taken up in further research.

In this dissertation I have investigated some of the metaethical implications
of adopting CRS. Among the conclusions I have argued for are the claims that

2 For critical responnses to Heath’s proposal, see Roden (2017) and Hattiangadi (2003).
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moral realism is compatible with CRS, that CRS allows the antirealist to deny
that truth is a deflationary property and that CRS enables antirealists to have
objectivity without reality. Finally, I have shown how CRS gives rise to new
and interesting metaethical questions.



Nederlandse samenvatting

Stel je voor dat je een discussie hebt over het vrouwenkiesrecht. Tot je grote
verbazing vindt je gesprekspartner dat het recht van vrouwen om te stemmen
eigenlijk een slecht idee is. Na een verhitte discussie blijkt, tot je schrik, dat
hij de vaste overtuiging heeft dat mannen en vrouwen niet gelijk zijn en niet
dezelfde rechten zouden moeten hebben. Wat zou jouw reactie zijn? Waar-
schijnlijk verafschuw je zijn positie en denkt zeker dat hij zich vergist. Zou dat
gevoel veranderen als je erachter zou komen dat hij denkt dat jij juist een fout
maakt? Zou je denken dat beide posities correct zijn? Waarschijnlijk niet. De
meeste mensen denken dat er in dit soort gevallen slechts één correct antwoord
is.

Laten we voorlopig de term ‘objectiviteit’ gebruiken om deze eigenschap
van morele oordelen aan te duiden. Het idee dat er maximaal één juiste positie
is en dat tegenstrijdige oordelen verkeerd zijn. De meest eenvoudige manier
om objectiviteit te verklaren, is door te stellen dat er een morele realiteit is.
Volgens deze verklaring zijn morele oordelen objectief waar als en alleen als
ze overeenkomen met de morele realiteit. Dit is een aantrekkelijke verkla-
ring, omdat het analoog is aan onze uitleg van de objectiviteit van (sommige)
niet-morele oordelen. De objectieve waarheid van beweringen als “de aarde
is bolvormig” en “de belangrijkste oorzaak van de opwarming van de aarde
is de uitbreiding van het broeikaseffect door de mens” wordt verklaard door
ecologische en geografische feiten.

Het eerste idee is dus dat, net zoals geografische objectiviteit wordt ver-
klaard door geografische realiteit, morele objectiviteit wordt verklaard door
morele realiteit. De metafysische implicaties die bij een dergelijk voorstel
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horen, worden echter als zeer problematisch beschouwd. J.L. Mackie beweert
bijvoorbeeld dat morele entiteiten of eigenschappen "van een heel vreemd soort
zijn, totaal verschillend van al het andere in het universum". Hoe zou het bij-
voorbeeld kunnen dat het enkele feit dat een actie een bepaalde eigenschap
heeft ons dwingende redenen geeft om te handelen?

Echter, zelfs als we onze metafysische bezwaren opzijzetten en morele en-
titeiten en eigenschappen in onze ontologie toelaten, is het niet duidelijk dat
morele realiteit de objectiviteit van de moraal kan verklaren. Een bijkomend
bezwaar is namelijk het probleem van semantische toegang. Veel moreel re-
alisten zijn zogenaamde niet-naturalisten. Ze zijn van mening dat morele en-
titeiten of eigenschappen bestaan, maar beweren dat ze causaal inert en res-
ponsonafhankelijk zijn. Gegeven dit feit, is het de vraag hoe we het verband
tussen onze morele woorden en morele eigenschappen kunnen verklaren: hoe
kunnen onze morele woorden gaan over morele eigenschappen? Het probleem
van semantische toegang is lange tijd genegeerd, maar begint nu serieus te
worden genomen door metaethici zoals Matti Eklund, David Enoch en Ralph
Wedgwood. Zij stellen voor om een bepaalde theorie in de metasemantiek
aan te nemen: conceptuele rol-semantiek (CRS). Metasemantiek is de disci-
pline die ons vertelt op grond waarvan uitdrukkingen hun betekenis krijgen,
en CRS is de positie waarin uitdrukkingen hun betekenis krijgen op grond van
de conceptuele rol die de uitdrukkingen spelen.

Er zijn dus minstens twee problemen voor de realistische verklaring van
morele objectiviteit: een metafysisch probleem en het probleem van semanti-
sche toegang. In mijn proefschrift onderzoek ik of we deze problemen kunnen
voorkomen als we morele objectiviteit niet begrijpen als correspondentie met de
realiteit. Ik neem als uitgangspunt de oplossing voor het probleem van seman-
tische toegang die veel realisten hebben aangenomen, dat wil zeggen, CRS. Het
proefschrift bestaat uit zes zelfstandige artikelen, die aspecten bespreken van
de verschillende manieren waarop CRS het metaethische landschap verandert.
Elk individueel artikel levert een bijdrage aan dit project.
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In het eerste artikel betoog ik dat de conceptuele rol-semantiek het on-
derscheid tussen moreel realisme en moreel antirealisme moeilijker maakt dan
het al was. James Dreiers invloedrijke verklaring voor dit onderscheid doet
een beroep op datgene wat de betekenis van morele termen verklaart: realis-
ten verklaren de betekenis van morele termen door te verwijzen naar morele
realiteit, terwijl antirealisten de betekenis op een andere manier verklaren.
Ralph Wedgwoods conceptuele rol-semantiek voor morele termen vormt echter
een probleem voor deze verklaring, omdat zijn theorie over de betekenis van
morele termen compatibel is met zowel moreel realisme als antirealisme. Ik
argumenteer dan ook dat dit probleem structureel is en niet gemakkelijk kan
worden opgelost binnen het voorstel van Dreier. Om dit probleem op te lossen,
presenteer ik een nieuwe verklaring van het onderscheid tussen realisme en an-
tirealisme op basis van wat de waarheidswaarde van een moreel oordeel ver-
klaart.

In het tweede artikel presenteer ik een versie van moreel realisme die com-
patibel is met conceptuele rol-semantiek. Dit is relevant, omdat steeds meer
metaethici beweren dat we moeten kiezen tussen moreel realisme en con-
ceptuele rol-semantiek. Neil Sinclair argumenteert voor deze incompatibiliteit
door de moreel realist voor een dilemma te plaatsen. De realist kan ofwel be-
weren dat de conceptuele rol van morele termen alleen relaties tussen mentale
toestanden bevat, of volhouden dat de conceptuele rol ook extra-mentale toe-
standen bevatten. Sinclair denkt dat beide opties problematisch zijn voor de
realist. Ik laat zien dat Sinclairs tweede optie er onterecht vanuit gaat dat
de betreffende relatie causaal van aard is. Ik beargumenteer dat dit voor veel
realisten een onaantrekkelijke aanname is. Om dit te illustreren presenteer ik
een semantiek voor morele termen die aantrekkelijk is voor realisten die een
zogeheten perceptie-model voor onze toegang tot morele termen hanteren.

In het derde artikel betoog ik dat hoewel realisme compatibel is met CRS,
het nog steeds voor belangrijke metafysische en epistemologische problemen
staat. Ik motiveer deze bewering door aan te tonen dat het argument van
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David Enoch deze problemen niet kan oplossen. Enoch argumenteert dat we
gerechtvaardigd zijn te geloven in moreel realisme, omdat we zonder deze op-
vatting geen reden zouden hebben echt na te denken over wat we moeten
doen. Ik laat zien dat Enochs argument niet slaagt, omdat hij niet kan laten
zien waarom we gerechtvaardigd zijn te geloven in die waarheden zonder welke
we geen reden zouden hebben echt na te denken over wat we moeten doen. Ik
bespreek verschillende voorstellen, zoals het gegeven dat we niet anders kun-
nen dan nadenken over wat we moeten, maar concludeer dat deze voorstellen
allen falen.

In de eerste helft van mijn proefschrift betoog ik dat, hoewel CRS com-
patibel is met moreel realisme (in weerwil van Sinclairs argument), het niet
in staat is de gebruikelijke metafysische problemen met moreel realisme op te
lossen (in weerwil van Enochs argument). In de artikelen die deel uitmaken
van de tweede helft van mijn proefschrift heb ik de mogelijkheden voor de
antirealist onderzocht om te voldoen aan morele objectiviteit.

In het vierde artikel presenteer ik een metaethische positie die aantrekkelijk
is voor antirealisten die zich niet willen committeren aan minimalisme over
waarheid en verwijzing. Dit is belangrijk, omdat momenteel alle beschikbare
versies van conceptuele rol-semantiek realistisch zijn of gecommitteerd zijn
aan minimalisme. Ik laat zien dat conceptuele rol-semantiek eigenlijk heel
natuurlijk gecombineerd kan worden met waarheids-pluralisme: het idee dat
er verschillende eigenschappen zijn op grond waarvan oordelen waar zijn. Dit
is waardevol voor de antirealist, aangezien minimalisme over waarheid en ver-
wijzing een controversiële positie is.

In het vijfde artikel beschouw ik de vraag in hoeverre waarheids-pluralisme
de objectiviteit van de moraal kan verklaren. Dit is extra interessant gegeven
het feit dat recente niet-metafysische versies van realisme, zoals die gepresen-
teerd door Tim Scanlon en Derek Parfit, ook geïnterpreteerd kunnen worden
als versie van waarheids-pluralisme. Mijn conclusie is echter negatief. Ik con-
cludeer dat versies van waarheids-pluralisme geen betere verklaring van de
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objectiviteit van de moraal kunnen geven dan andere versies van moreel an-
tirealisme.

In het laatste artikel betoog ik dat de reactie van realisten op het probleem
van semantische toegang mogelijk meer kosten met zich meebrengt dan ze zelf
lijken te beseffen. Realisten klagen vaak over antirealisten dat ze geen goede
verklaring kunnen geven voor de objectiviteit van de moraal. Echter, hoewel
het aannemen van conceptuele rol-semantiek de realisten helpt bij het oplossen
van het probleem van semantische toegang, ondermijnt dit hun vermogen om
te klagen over antirealisten. Ik concludeer dat de realist twee opties heeft.
Ze kan conceptuele rol-semantiek afwijzen en proberen andere oplossingen te
vinden voor de problemen die haar hebben aangezet om over te stappen naar
een conceptuele rol-semantiek. Als alternatief kan ze conceptuele rol-semantiek
omarmen, maar dit betekent dat ze moet stoppen met klagen over antirealisten.

Tot slot. Kunnen we objectiviteit hebben zonder realiteit? Zoals ik in mijn
proefschrift laat zien, hangt dit af van de normatieve of praktische rol van onze
morele oordelen. Sommige filosofen geloven dat deze rol erg bescheiden is. Als
dit zo is, kan noch realisme noch antirealisme voldoen aan objectiviteit. Als het
echter veel minder bescheiden is, dan biedt de in hoofdstuk zes gepresenteerde
positie ons een goede reden aan te nemen dat ook moreel antirealisme kan
voldoen aan morele objectiviteit.
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